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Patricia Harris Named As Replacement

Califano Ousted From HEW

WINNING HORSES — Billy Hester, left, and Ed Maddox display the horse
team that won the horse pulling competition at the Murray-Calloway
County Fair Wednesday.

At The Fair

WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter announced today he has ousted
Joseph A. Califano Jr. as secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare and will
nominate Patricia Roberts Harris, now
Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development, to succeed him.
In announcing the first casualty of
Carter's Cabinet shakeup, White House
press secretary Jody Powell said a
replacement for Mrs. Harris at HUD
would be announced soon.
However, there were unconfirmed
reports that Thomas P. O'Neill HI,
lieutenant governor of Massachusetts
and son of House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr., would be named HUD
secretary.
Powell said Califano and Mrs. Harris
have already discussed plans for an
orderly transition" at HEW,the biggest
department in government.
In his letter of resignation, dated
today, the outspoken, liberal Califano
suggested that the inevitable controversies surrounding the post he is
vacating led to his departure.
"Whenever the laws that the
Congress charges the secretary of
HEW to execute are administered with

Vigor there will be controversy. I have
tfolofi to execute these laws vigorously,"
Califano wrote Carter.
In a handwritten note addressed "to
Secretary Joe Califano," the president
said: "I accept your resignation with a
genuine feeling of appreciation and of
recognition."
There was no immediate word on the
future of other Cabinet and top White
House officiaks who had submitted their
resignations Tuesday.
Califano broke the news to several
dozen top aides in his office at mid-day.
One aide w seen leaving the meeting
in tears.
Powell, whn asked why Califano was
leaving, noted only that Carter is
conducting an intensive review and
evaluation of his administration with
the objective of improving future
performance.
The FLEW secretary has sometimes
clashed with Carter's staff over policy
matters, and his anti-smoking campaign and vigorous anti-discrimination
efforts have angered some southern
Democrats.
Califano's resignation was arranged
secretly on Wednesday. The outgoing

Murray Team Wins Horse
Pulling At Calloway Fair
In activities Wednesday at the
Murray-Calloway County Fair, Ed
Maddox of Murray took first place in
the horse pulling competition. His
horses weighed 3,385 pounds and pulled
7,000. Second place went to Wendell
Arms, Hardinsburg. His team weighed
3,290 pounds and pulled 7,000. Third
went to Foots Seals, whose team
weighed in at 3,290 and pulled 7,000.

'Swindle Season'
Upon Us Chamber
Executive Warns
PULL — Gary Cooper competes in the tractor pull at the county fair.

I
FANCY RABBIT — Ed Kroger, West Paducah, president of the Jackson
Purchase Rabbit Association, display his rabbit that won best farrabbit
4s7
at the county fair Wednosda‘
Photos By Jennie R Cordon

James L. Johnson, executive vicepresident of the Murray -Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce, warned
today that this is the traditional
"swindle season" and urged all consumers to use extreme caution when
buying any item from a company or
salesperson that they do not know and
cannot trace.
He stated that the summer season
seemed to be the worst part of the year
for "fast-talk schemes" and other
forms of deception, but that the
practice goes on the year around.
Johnson said that dubious insurance
policies had taken the place at the head
of the list above magazine sales. Most
of. the complaints come from elderly
persons, but a large number,,of welleducated people fall for the sales talks
each year. Johnson said that most of
the sales people deliver exactly what
they promise, but depend upon the
zbuyer being confused as to just what
has been offered.
The Chamber of Commerce said that
the safest Way to buy and protect
oneself is to buy from pepie that are
well-known and can be contacted at any
time necessary. Most legitimate
salesmen do not mind being checked on
or their product, and it should always
be done.
He said that anyone being cheated
had a right under Kentucky law to
complain to the Consumer Protection
Division of the Attorney General's
Office. The toll-free number is 1-8004722960.

Ed Kroger, West Paducah, and Joe
Dukes, Crutchville, were the big
winners in the rabbit show.
Kroger won for best fancy rabbit and
Dukes for best meat rabbit. Those
classes are considered the top classes
in the competition. Around 176 rabbits
were in the show.
Kroger also won best Dutch and
Dukes best California. Other winners
include Richard Roher, Hopkinsville,
best New Zealand; Harold Barry,
Salem, best opposite New Zealand;
Lawrence Philpot, Murray, best opposite California; ZMO Rabbitery, best
English and best opposite English; and
George Youngblood, best opposite
Dutch.
Mark Smith, Mayfield, took top
honors in the mule pulling contest. His
mules weighed 3,025 pounds and pulled
6,200. Mitchell Kinszer, G18SCOW, came
in second. His team weighed 3,065
pounds and pulled 6,200. R.L. Thompson, Utica, placed third with a team
weighing 2,915 pounds and pulling 6,200.

secretary began his letter to Carter by
saying: "In accord with our conversation yesterday afternoon, I hereby
formally tender my resignation as
secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare."

Powell quoted Carter as saying that
Mrs. Harris, at HUD.."hirestablished
an admirable record of cogipassionate
and efficient leadership" and enjoys
the president's full confidence.

Fiscal Court Okays New
Windows For Courthouse
The Calloway County Courthouse will
soon have new metal thermal windows
to complete the remodeling of the
facility after the magistrates voted to
advertise for bids for the windows at
Wednesday's Fiscal Court meeting.
The cost of the windows, designed by
Seasonall Industries, and their installation is approximately $30,000.
County Judge-Executive Robert 0.
Miller presented the tax rates for the
1979-80 fiscal year. All the levies with
the exception of bank shares,
agricultural products and timber per
acre were lowered. A public hearing
was set for 1 p.m. Monday, July 23, on
the matter.
The levies are 11.9 for real estate, 11.9
for tangibles, 19.0 for bank shares, 11.9
for franchise and 1.5 for agricultural
products. Last -year's rates for real
estate, tangibles and franchise were
14.0.
Tax levies for county special purposes are 2.0 for timber per acre, 2.96
for library and 2.54 for health. The
library rate last year was 3.5, while the
health rate was 3.0.
In other action, a preapplication for a
El million community development
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Keith Heim Appointed
To State Library Panel
FRANKFORT — Gov. Julian Carroll
has appointed Roy Stevens and John S.
Palmore, both of Frankfort, and Keith
Heim of Murray to the State Archives
and Records Commission.
The governor reappointed Gen.
William R. Buster of Midway,
representing the Kentucky Historical
Society. Gen. Buster will serve a term
which expires Feb. 10, 1983.
Stevens, Department of Finance
secretary, will ,serve as an ex-officio
laces Russell McClure.
member. He
,justice of the KenPalrnore,
tucky Supreme Cotut, is also serying as
an ex officio member and is replacing
Scott Reed.
Heim represents the Kentucky
Library Association and replaces Eva
Allen Hendrickson of Williamsburg,
whose term has expired. Heirn's term
will expire April 14, 1983.

grant will be filed through the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban
George,
Dick
Development.
representing Will Linder and
Associates, told the magistrates that
Dexter and Hazel had had similar
grants.
Several citizens urged the court to
upgrade a road between the Hollis
Roberts Road and Fox Road in the
Cherry Comer community. The road is
presently a dirt one and presents a
serious problem when it rains. The
magistrates agreed to send the road
equipment to this site when it becomes
available.
The court approved the purchase of a
1971 GMC truck from Danny Dunn for
$1,350. .
The court also approved the petition
of Rollie Henson to close a platted road
in the Kirksey Subdivision between lots
fiye and six subject to the approval of
John Tucker or Harold Hurt.

Human Rights Panel
Meets Wednesday
The Murray Human Rights Commission discussed at its meeting
Wednesday the possibility of becoming
a city and county organization.
It was stated the commission is set up
only to deal only with Matters within
the city. No motion was taken on the
action.
Members of the housing committee
reported one vacancy each on Cherry
and Nash Streets.
Also, there was some discussion to
hiring a full-time integration director
for the Murray Municiple Housing
Project. No action was taken.
Results from discussion between the
Murray City School Board- and interested citizens concerning the
process in electing cheerleaders for
Murray High School had not been
issued yet.
The action stemmed- from a Black
MHS cheerleader not being reelected to
the squad for the upcoming school year.
—Some suggestions were made in
changing the election system but no
motions were taken.

mostly sunny
Mostly sunny Friday. M6stly
bi fair tonights.Highs Friday in the
mid to upper 80s. Lows tonightin
the mid 60s. Winds, light and
variable tonikET
Extended Forecast
Kentucky's extended forecast
for Sunday through Monday calls
for hot and humid weather with a
thunderstorms
of
chance
throughout the period. Highs will
be in the upper 80s to low 90s.
Lows will be in the mid to upper
60s.

Not Energy, Poll Shows

Cost Of Living Is Top Worry
By EVANS wrrr
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK(AP) — Even faced with
long lines at service stations and
gasoline shortages, the top worry of
Americans is the ever-rising cost of
living — not energy, The Associated
Press-NBC News poll says.
Energy remained the No. 2 conce,rn of
the public, the poll found.
Americans are slightly less
pessimistic about the economic future,
even though the cost of living has been
jumping at double-digit rates in recent
months. But the economic turmoil of
the past year has taken its toll, with
more and more Americans saying their
families' financial picture has worsened.
Thirty-one percent of those
questioned said the cost of living was
the top problem facing the country

today. Energy was cited by 28 percent.
This is the same one-two ranking found
in other AP-NBC-News polls this year.
After inflation and energy came
morality, 17 percent; unemployment,
10 percent; crime, 10 percent; loss of
national purpose, 9 percent; drop in
value of U.S. dollar abroad, 7 percent;
taxes, 6 percent; foreign affairs, 4
percent; other issues, 5 percent; and
not Aire, 4 percent.
The figures do not add up to 100
percent because the respondents were
allowed to name one or two major
concerns.
The poll was conducted Monday and
Tuesday by telephone. The results are
based on interviews with 1,600 adults
across the country.
Pessimism about the nation's
economic future has declined slightly
from the low point reached in May.

Fifty-six percent of those questioned
said they expect the econOrny to worsen
in the next 12 months, down from 59
percent at the first of May. Fourteen
percent said they expect the economy
to improve, and 27 percent said the
economy won't change. Three percent
were not sure.
The public is a bit less pessimist,
about inflation now, even though the
rise in the Consumer Price Index ha
not moderated.
Sixty-four percent expect the rate of
inflation to worsen over the next year
while 8 percent expect it to get better
Twentystx percent expect the cost (,f
living to continue at its current rate
Two percent were not sure.
Turning to the effects of inflation on
family budgets, the poll found the
largest number of Americans in the
past three years saying their financial

situation has worsened in the past 12
months.
Nearly one-third — 32 percent - said
their families are financially worse off
now than a year a-gn, up from 29 percent
in March. Twenty-two percent said
their financial picture has improved,
down from 26 percent four months ago.
Forty-five percent said pere has
same ag in March.
been no change
One percent was not sure this month.
.
As with any sample survey, the
results of the AP-NBC News poll can
vary from the opinions of all American
adults simply because
me Of variations in
the sample.
For results based on 1,600 interviews,
the error margin due solely to chance
variations in the sample is 3 Percentage
Points. There is only one chance out of
20 that the results of this survey vary
from the opinions of all adults by more
than 3 percentage points.

'LOOK, HE KIEV'- Wendy, played by 'Laura Celli, Michael, portrayed by
Scotty Rice, and John, played by Billy Phillips, look in amazement as Peter
Pan flies. The part of Peter Pan is played by Ross Bolen. Peter Pan's flight
will begin tonight at 8 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Counts, Pail and continue July 20, 21, 26, 27 and 28. The play is the third in the Community
110Ratre's Playhouse in the Park summer series. A reception on the stage.
for the cast, crew aind audience will follow the play. The three-ad musical
fantasy, which includes two 10-minute intermissions, will conclude by
10:20 p.m.

—
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Community Calendar Events
Thursday, July 19
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at
630 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant with Miss Clara
Eagle as guest speaker.
"Goodbye Charlie"- will be
presented by the Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre at the
Murray State University
. Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission is
2:50. adults, and $1.50 for
/children and adults over 65.
Murt ay-Calloway County
Jaycees' Fair events will
include Kiddies Day at 1 p.m.,
4-H and .FFA Dairy show at 6
p.m., and Tractor Pull at 7
p.m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Church will meet at 7
p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. with
the officers to meet at 7 p.m.
at the lodge hall, North 16th
Street Extended.
•
—
Men's Stag Night will be
held at 6 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club with Larry
Robinson, Raz Villanova, Bob
Billingon, and Dick Bidewell
in
charge
of
the
arrangements.

Thursday,July 19
Kenlake State Park eyents
will include Backyard Bible
Study
and
Crafts for
youngsters 5 to 12 years by
LBL Area Ministry from 9:30
to 11:30 a.m. at campground
amphitheater; Bumper Pool
Tournament at game room at
10 a.m.; Mr. Kenlake Legs
Contest at hotel pool at 1 p.m.;
Touch Football at campground playground at 3 p.m.;
Ice Cream Eating Contest at
recreation room at 4:30 p.m.;
Shuffleboard Tournament at
court by pool at 6 p.m.;
Moonlight Trail Ride at Horse
Stables with cost being $6 at
7:30 p.m.; "Night Riders,"
country music band, at hotel
meeting room at 8 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Independence
United
Methodist Church Women will
rneeet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Friday, July 20
Summer Puppetry Caravan
production will be presented
at the Calloway Public
Library Reading Garden at 3
p.m. Note change from the
City-County Park playhouse.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will hold its monthly campout
at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park with T. G. and
Estelle Shelton as wagonmasters. An ice cream supper
will be held at 7 p.m. at the
Shelton campsite.

First night of production,
"Peter Pan," will be
presented by the MurrayCalloway Co. Community
Theatre at the City-County
Park on Arcadia off Highway
61 North. Admission is $3,
adults, and $1.50 for senior
Oaks Country Club Twilight
citizens and children under 12. Golf is scheduled at 5:30 p.m.

FINAL CLEARANCE
1/2 PRICE

Friday, July 20
The Wranglers Riding Club
will not ride tonight due to the
horse show at the Fair. •
Events at Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees Fair will
include Beef Cattle Shows at
10 a.m., Family Night at 5
p.m., and Horse Show at 7
p.m.

Friday, July 20
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753429
by 9 a.m. for morning shop.
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.

Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Nature's
Sounds, Smells, and Textures
at 3 p.m. at Center Station:*
Moonbeaming at 8:30 p.m. at
Silo Overlook; and Tall Tales
at The Homeplace-1850 at 8:30
p.m.

(
11 714iDeox-A611.

Memorial Baptist Churl)
Puppets will perform at
Hillman Ferry campground in
Land Between the Lakes at
8:30p.m.

Twilight Golf and Club
Saturday, July 21
Membership Social will be
Murray Shrine Club sk .11
at
the
p.m.
at
5:30
held
have a wiener roast at r,e
Murray Country Club.
• New City-County Park at 5 03
p.m.
Second night of "Goodbye
Charlie" will be presented by
Chapter M of P. E. 0.
the Purchase Area Repertory
Sisterhood will have a lunTheatre at the Murray State
cheon at 12 noon at the home of
University Theatre at 8 p.m.
Mrs. James Parker with Mrs.
Alfred Lindsey, Jr., as
Pan"
Second night of "Peter
cohostess and Mrs. James
will be presented by the
presenting the
Ber how
Murray-Callc way County
program.
Community Theatre at 8 p.m.
in the City-Coun:y Park..
Al-A-Thon will meet at 8
p.m. at Carman Pavilion,
Twilight Cabaret will
College Farm Road. This is a
perform at. 8:30 p.m. at the
support group for families and
Kentucky Dam Village State
friends of alcoholics.. For
Park.
information call 437-4229.
Kenlake State Park events,
will include Youth Bible Study
and Crafts at campground
amphitheater from 9:30 to
11:30 a.m.; Arts and Crafts at
recreation room at 10 a.m.;
Buried Treasure at campground playground at 1 p.m.;
Diving Games at hotel pool at
2 p.m.; Pie Eating contest at
recreation room at 3:30 p.m.:
Junior Naturalist Program,
Part I, at front of hotel, and
tennis lessons at hotel tennis
court, both at 4:30 p.m.;
scavenger hunt at campground playground at 6:30
p.m.; Moonlight Trail Ride at
horse stables with cost being
$5 at 7:30 p.m.; Lakeside
Singers at hotel mee:ing room
at 8:30 p.m.

Brame And Starks
V s To Be Reacl

Performance of Twilight
Cabaret at Kentucky Darn
Village State Park will not be
held due to a prior commitment by the park.
Lakeside Singers are
scheduled to perform at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Country Squares, a group of
camping square daKcersfrorn
Smyrna. Tenn., will present
the program at the Summer in
the Park program at 7:30 pa;i.
at the Paris Landing State
Park.
"Peter Pan" will be
presented
by
MurrayCalloway County,Community
Theatre at the City-County
Park at 8 p.m.

By Abigail Van Buren

She Remembers
Mama—
But Not In Time

- 4

Miss Patricia Gail Brame
and Keith IT avne .Starks
Mr. and Mrs. James Brame of Kirksey announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter, Patricia Gail, to Keith Wayne Starks, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Starks of Ahno.
The bride-elect is a 1978 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is the granddaughter of Clessie Bradley and the
late Wesley Brame, and of the late Jewell and Imogene
Gossett, all of Mayfield.
Mr. Starks is a 1978 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is self employed. He is the grandson of Estelle
Johnson and of the late Charles Johnson, and of Raymond
Starks and the late Helen Starks, all of Alin°.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, Aug. 17, at 7:30
p.m. at the Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ, Murray,
with John Dale officiating. A reception will follow at the
church.
Only out of town invitations will be sent. All friends and
relatives of the couple are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

'Goodbye Charlie'
Opens At Theatre

temptation to make the role a
caricature.' The scene when
"Goodbye Charlie" is a she tells Charlie what it was
"Goodbye Charlie" will be
presented by the Purchase funny play. It provides a like to be used by him is a
respite from the real world,an change of pace which requires
Area Repertory Theatre at the
evening's
entertainment that considerable acting skill. Both
Murray
State
University
Children's Fashions
doesn't
call
on you to think Miss Horton and Miss Bass
Theatre at 8 p.m.
Hrs:9-6 Mon.-Sat.
very much on worry about the play it as well as they play
9-9 Fri.
state of the world. -Goodbye earlier comic ones.
Hazel Senior Citizens acThe opening scene,
Kenlake State Park events Charlie," by George. Axlerod,
tivities will be held at the
memorial to Charlie at which
is
the
final
production
in
the
will
include
Bible
Study
and
ReI-Afr Shopping Centercleadder Hazel Community Center
Crafts at campground am- first season of the Purchase almost no one showed up,
753-1795
which will open at 10 a.m.
drags a little but is brightened
phitheater from 9,:30 ti, 11:30 Area Repertory Theatre.
The
premise
of
the
play
is
a by the comic cameo pera.m.; Longest Drive contest
on No. 2 Fairway of golf simple one. A no-good, formance of Suzanne Hill as a
course from 9:30 ;1.m. to 5 womanizing, unprincipled weepy mourner who has
p.rni; New Games on hotel man named Charlie Sorel is trouble controlling herself.
The performance of Joe
front lawn at 10 a.m.; caught with his latest girl
- Dinosaur Egg Hunt at carn---o:.-friend-by-her •-husbarld.- He 11 Dossett - -as---Charlie's best •
pground bathhouse at 1 p.m.; shot dead only .to return as a friend George does not match
that of the other principals.
Magic Show at hotel meeting. woman.
Men's Straw
-The success of "Goodbye There are times when the
Men's
• room at 2:30 par.; Saturday
Matinee of 'Louisiana Story" Charlie— depends almost character is believable and
Suits
at hotel meeting room at 3:30 entirely on the person who even funny; but there are
p.m.; Junior Naturalist playaCharlie. This production other times when you are
Men's Dress
Men's
_Program,
Part II, at front of is a success'&cause of the aware that there is an actor on
Price &Sport
.htoel at 4:30 p.m ; Egg Toss at outstanding performance 21 stage saying lines. Dossett
campground playground at Elane Bass as Charlie, vr gets bits and pieces of a
6:30 p.m.; Moonlight Trail veteran of many University characterization but never
Ride 'with'. cost-being $5 at Theatre., productions, Miss really creates a whole human
One Group Men's
stables at 7:30 p.m.; Bass is at her bet in thiSltind being that we can empathize
riding
;500
Disco at hotel meeting room at of role. She plays the former with.
Odd Sixes-Broken Lots
The production is nicely
man learning to be a woman to
P.M •
. staged by director James -1
Events at Land Between the
, the hilt. She takes advantage
Schempp and has the atLadies
Lakes will include Try A Mini- of every opportunity to bring
Ladies
tractive, well decorated set
her
character'
fully
to
life
and
Terrarium at 10 a.m.,
Jr's, Misses,
that one comes to expectkom
Children's Ecology Walk at to get a laugh while doing it.
designer David Davis. AS with
When
she
enters,
you
know
1:30 p.m., Night Visual at 8:30
She is really a man trapped the other PART productions,
Ladies
p.m.,
all
at
Center
Station;
Ladies
this play used the front edge of
'Composting' at Empire Farm inside a woman's body.
Throughout the play Miss the stage and the orchestra pit
from 2 to 3 p.m.
Bass goes back and forth to get advantage making the
play much moreIntimate.
Ladies
I
--Marray-Calloway County between the characteristics of
Costume
---"Goodbye Charlie" will, bea
man
and
a
woman
so
—
i
irelt
Jaycees' Fair events will
performed in the University
,include Farm Bureau Day at that you believe both sides of
Theatre at 8:00 p.m. through
10 a.m. and 4 Wheel Drive Pull her nature.
One of the funniest scenes in Saturday and next Thursday,
at 7 P.m.
the play is Charlies at- Friday and Saturday. js is a
happy ending to a siirful
.efir Fourth and final orientation •.tecclited seduction of "her" first
season for PAR'he
Jormer
best
friend
George.
session
for
new
freshmen and
Ladies
theatre lovers of that area
,
hadn't
"She"
had
any
'extransfer-students will be held
deserve many more.
today and Sunday. ,For in- perience at this side of the
game
and
overdid
a
coy
apformation call 762-2896.
proach beautifully.
Ladies& Childrens
Children's
Carla HortOn,' as the late
Sunday,July 22
Lakeside Singers will Charlie's last mistress, turns
perform at
Barkley' in her third excellent performance of the PART
State Park at 8:3
Located Downtown - AD Sales Final, No Exchanges, No Defends or
Season. She plays the empty
Twilight Cabaret will headed Rusty Mayerling for
Alterations
Located Downtown
perform at Kentucky Dam all of its comic potential while
Village State Park at 8:30 p m. at the same time resisting the

7he

Step

By Frank Blodgett

SETTLE-WORKMAN'S
JULY CLEARANCE

1/2

—a
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Sportcoats

DEAR ABBY: My younger sister passed away last month
and I found a yellowed clipping of your column in her Bible.
Here it is:
"DEAR ABBY: Will you please remind your readers to
look after their parents who are too old to look after
themselves? Old parents need al) their children. It's not
always easy to cope with aging parents, but we weren't easy
to cope with when they were raising US, either. We OWE it
to them. I just wish someone had reminded ME of these
things when Mama was still alive. Its too late now, and I
haven't had a decent night's sleep since she died three
months ago.
"I knew she had a good home with my sister, so that was
that. Why didn't I take her for a few weeks, or even for Sun
day dinner, or for a little drive? I never had time for her, yet
I had time for others and anything else I wanted to do. A
change of scenery or even a meal at my home would have
meant so much to her, but I was too busy. Oh. I had plenty of
excuses.
'I suppose-the only one in our large family who is sleeping
is my sister who took Mama to live with her. I've tried to
ease my conscience by telling myself that I wasn't really
ashamed of Mama like my brothers were. Or that I wasn't
cheap, like another sister. I• DID buy her things (which she
never really needed or enjoyed much.)But it's too late now. I
hope Mama forgives me.
CAN'T SLEEP'
Abby, CAN'T SLEEP was my sister. I'm the one Mama
went to live with.
It's too late for me to tell my sister that Mama did forgive
her. Mothers always do. But I hope you will print this again
for those for whom it's not yet too late.
THE OLDEST
DEAR OLDEST: Consider it done. It's always later than
we think.
DEAR ABBY: Your reply to HAD IT, who said she didn't
have a dime to call her own after working alongside her
tight-fisted huiband in a family business for 30 years, was
WRONG. You said she not only deserved a few dollars to do
with as she pleased, but she was ENTITLED to it. Legally,
in all 42 of the separate property states, she's not entitled to
one dime for herself'
•
_MADISON
DEAR MAD: You're right. 1 was wrong. t should have
said that the wife was nom-ally entitled to her fair share of
lie profit.. Thanks for reminding us that we DO need an
Equal Rights Amendment
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
pipularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too,(Nd." Send SI with a long,
aril-addressed, stamped (28 rents) envelope to .Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Hats

SUMMER
SALE

Shirts

Friday & Saturday

Shoes

Dresses Half sues

Purses

1/2

Slacks

Swimwear

Jewelry
& Scarves

Dress
Shoes

Pant Suits

Sandals

Hats

Sportswear

7:20, 9:25
+2:30 Sun.
Moves to MDI-Fri.

"Alien"
(a)1."-T
vs, •••
pf/ALT MOM POODUCTOilla

•

7:15,9:35
+2:30 Sun.

ROGER POORE
JAMES BOND 001'

OFF

7:4 9:20
Ends Soon•Don't Miss It

7:10,930
4-2:30 Sun.
Fads Teens
"Ilie Oahu boat"(pc
Fri.

50/0

CLINT,.

No Charges-No Approvals

Mademoiselle Shop
-it, 111 S.4th St.- Murray,Ky.
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Bad brfath blues

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

s
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I'm a can with food particle
ne
2I-year-old college student around your teeth. Everyo
tongue
and I really have a problem should brush their
with bad breath. I had my regularly.
Because bad breath is a
usual dental checkup before
m and has many
sympto
fall
the
in
school
to
ng
returni
you need to unand
causes
two
or
cavity
a
and had
I am sending
it,
d
derstan
would
this
filled. I thought
Letter numtake care of the problem. you The Health
is: The
However, it hasn't It is ber 9-4, HalitosAnd What
constantly bad. It doesn't Breath ProblemOther readcome and go and I was To Do About It.
issue can
wondering if you would have ers who want this a long,
any suggestions as to what send 50 cents with
else might cause it or what I stamped, self-addressed enmight do to alleviate it be- velope for it. Send your
fore I lose all my friends- request to me, in care of this
Your newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
DEAR READER
idea that a dental checkup Radio City Station, New
would solve your problem York, NY 10019.
simply emphasizes how ef,As. The Health Letter I'm
fective advertising has been sefiding you explains, you
that bad breath is limited to can also have bad breath
the mouth. That's not really from the sinuses and the
true. Bad breath is a symp- throat.
tom and it can be caused by
And bad breath can come
many factors.
from the lungs. That may
Anyone who has a con- surprise you. You can understant problem such as you stand it, though, when you
describe should certainly realize that an alcoholic
see his dentist. During such breath is caused by alcohol
a visit it's important to ask escaping from your blood
about breath. Regardless of directly into your tiny air
how good you are at keeping sacs and passing out with
your own teeth clean, there air.
are other dental problems
That. also explains why
that can cause bad breath. mouth washes and, various
'These include pyorrhea or tooth pastes are of limited
infections around the roots value. You may temporarily
of the teeth that you can't mask the odor coming from
simply brush away.
your lungs but you won't get
There are other things in rid of it unless the basic
the mouth besides your teeth problem is corrected.
that can cause bad breath.
Abnormal chemicals comOne of the most common ing out of your bloodstream
causes for bad breath that is can occur with a variety of
often ignored is the tongue. illnesses or problems. Bad
It needs to be cleaned and
breath can be caused by a
brushed regularly just as poor diet, particularly one
your teeth are. Why? Be- that's markedly restricted
cause food and secretions in carbohydrates and causes
are deposited on the tongue. the formation of chemicals
Bacteria can grow on this
we call ketones. All of this
food just the same as they
means that if there's nothing

tma

in your dental or nose and
throat area, you should see
your family doctor for an
overall check to see if
there's any other factor related to your body chemistry
that can contribute to bad
breath.
Of course, there are a host
of things people can do for
themselves. You might think
about these before you do
anything else. These include
avoiding any foods or spices
that contribute to odors. The
classic ones in this example
might be onions, garlic and
other spices. It's also important to eliminate cigarettes.
Many coffee drinkers don't
realize it but a lot of coffee
will produce an odor as well.
Finally, sleeping at night
with your mouth open dries
the mouth and inhibits the
normal cleansing action of
saliva. This can lead to a
foul odor when you first get
up.

Mary Graves, president,
welcomed the members and
their guests and presented the
awards. Highlights of the year
were read by Glenda Wilson.
Chosen as 1979 Girl of the
Year by the chapter was Mary
Graves with Debbie Lyons,
1978 Girl of the Year, making
the presentation.
Present other than the
names mentioned above were
flaand Tommy Brown,
Barbara Chilcutt, Rowena and
John Emerson, Brenda and
Pete Estes, Vicky and Mike
Holton, Beth and Dayton
Lasater, Shirley and Bobby
Martin, Wanda Morris, Peggy
and Harold Shoemaker, Joyce
and Bruce Thomas, Pam and
Randy Thornton, Peggy and
Brett Graves, Linda Knight,z
Norma Omelanuk, Joyce and
Joe
Nunnally,
Marney
Graves, Donnie Lyons, and
Bobby Wilson.

The Treasure House of Gifts

an-

gift selections froin" the
following brides to be;
nounces

dn't
her
was
)do
illy,
d to

Trina Nicks
Karen Miller
CorTie

- your selection
visit, make .
do the rest:,

;ON

and

Lim
S of
Ian

The Treasure House of Gifts
Murray, Ky.
Ape

4.

I of
ilar;
1441.
132

Begley's
Brings You
Drive, IN
Prescp**n
Sexvire
.41

I.*

v\

V. hen

WI need medication a
•

on't feel like a lot

'vikto Begley's Medical Arts Pharmacy
of trouble. fi

at 300SouAthStreet in Murr y.

4. rz.

srerai k•41111K

kilhi Lift

Ohs

e are very pleased to
announce that Regina Bum •
phis, bride-elect of Dana',
Hudspeth has selected her
china, costal and flatware
from our complete bridal
. registry.
Regina and Danny will
be married .4ugust 3, 1979.

memalt
NMI

• ••.,_

Vicki
Miss
was
table
Edwards. The table was
overlaid with a white lace
cloth, centered with an
arrangement of peach colored
silk roses in a crystal vase
Guests heard piano selections during the afternoon by
Mrs. Kathy Burchfield.
The bride's many gifts,
including the hostesses' gift of
a wicker clothes hamper and
matching wastebasket, was
displayed on a large table
a
white
with
covered
tablecloth.

cooler centered the tea table
which was covered with a
white linen tablecloth. Peach
colored candles in silver
candleholders complimented
the tea table along with a
silver punch bowl and other
silver appointments.
Refreshments of cake
squares, iced with white and
topped with a tiny peach
flower, finger sandwiches,
nuts, mints and peach colored
punch were served to each
guest.
Seated at the guest register

The Shon)case

Speed up the softening of
butter by inverting a small
heated pan over the
butter dish for a while.

The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi celebrated
Founders day with a dinner at
DeVanti's.

1_11

has

GARDEN TOUR—Members of the Card Department of
the Murray Woman's Club toured two be gardens at their
last meeting of the club year. Prior to t tour a salad lunrothy Jones, and
cheon was held with Rosanna Miller,
Mary Wells as hostesses. Effie Vaughn, hairman, presided.
Dr. Richard Cunningham, top photo, and is wife showed the
women their garden in Gatesborough Es tes. Mrs. Merlin
(Billy) Washer, bottom photo, shows their h me and garden
angements
on the Lynn Grove Road. Nancy Adams made
for the tours of the gardens at the Cunningham an Washer
homes.

Year's Honor

—_.

:ST

Mrs. Keith Edwards, the
former Debbra, Smith, was
honored recently with an
afternoon tea shower held at
the University Branch of the
Bank of Murray.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Dan Edwards, Mrs.
Stub Wilson, Mrs. Grayson
McClure, Mrs. Don McClure,
Mrs. Jerry Falwell, Mrs.
Tommy Walker, Dr. Alice
Koenecke, and Mrs. Jerry
Henry.
The new bride chose a peach
colored long dress and was
complimented with a cymbidium orchid corsage, tied
with white lace, by the
hostesses. Her mother-in-law,
Mrs. William Edwards and
grandmothers, Mrs. K.
Edwards, Mrs. Loyd Wilson
and Mrs. Eurie Smith were
also presented corsages.
Large peach roses, daisies,
leather leaf and baby breath
arranged in a silver wine
r

Mary Graves
Selected For

4511a.

:lye

Mrs. Keith Edwards Honored At
Afternoon Tea Shower At Bank

7534541

121 By-Pas

S..

gRICHTS
Further reductions on our
fabulous summer stock'

All
Summer
Dresses
OUR REGULAR
30.00 TO 58.00

Kentucky Jr. His
Menthe

J999

med, Workshop

history
FRANKFORT — Nancy and any
projects include
Penney, director, and Susan tivity. Group
surveys, artural
architec
t
assistan
,
Johnson
Lyons
restoration
digs,
ical
chaeolog
Kentucky
director of the
taping.
Junior hlistorical Society, will work and video
not only learn
attend the national conference "The students
history, but also
for directors of junior more about
to develop - their
historical organizations in. learri
ip potential as well,"
Springfield, Ill. at the Old leadersh
,said Penney.
State CapitorAugust 1-3.
Junior
Kentucky
The
Penney and Johnson will Historical Society currently
attend workshops during the has 125 chapters with more
conference on how to write than 3,000. members. Anyone
grants, work with han- who is interested in history
dicapped students, cooperate and has a desire to work with
with local and county young people can sponspr, a
historical societies and plan chapter.
On
information
teacher workshops and tours.
More
chapterS -or
Junior' organizing
Kentucky
The
can be
Historical Society is coor- becoming a sponsor
or
Penney
ng
byxalli
1
Histari°a
obtained
dinated by the state
564-2662.
(502)
at
.
Johnson
services
field
Society's
Students from grades four
through 12 in schools
parthroughout---ttre_ WINN BOY
ticipate in activities to
Michael Kyle is the name
enhance their knowledge and chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Gary
appreciation of Kentucky Winn, 1236 West Broadway,
•
history! 41/414
Mayfield, for their baby boy...,
Junior historians plan that, borrk-on Thursday, July 12, at,
own individual projects and the Murray-Calloway County
work together in groups. Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Individual projects include
arts, crafts, photography, Mrs. Carter Dillon, Mayfield,
essay and speech writing, Mrs Janie Lowe Reed,
genealogical research, orarl Hickory, a,nd, Billy D. Reed,
history, poetry, museum work • Hardin.

TO
999

• Stpre crribiar *worse stock4i444..
summer dresses Save on rumor, messy
ond half s.zes in ctl I 04 the popular styles ond colors for summer

Hundreds of current-season

• Summer Shoes

1/2 0FF

1
/1
•DRESST
•CASUAL
*SPORTY

Regular Values To 47.00

Our Entire Stock'

Famous name styles!

'Foundations
OUR REGULAR 600 TO 20 00

Swimwear
OUR REGULAR 15 00 TO 46 00

299,0 1599 1/3T01/20„

•
•

.

We will give you the same

court ous

service anajow

preseriptios p lees, thAkt has always been yoyrs at
Begley's.

'

Phis the CONVENIENCE of#1

our pr seription
—

without leaving your ear.

(BEGLEY'S
DRUG

waIN

STORES

300 South 8th Street
Adjacent to the Hospital

_

SMITS

SHOP
FRIDAYS
8:30

All Summer Styles'

ExCitinj Summer Stses

Sportswear

Lingerie

VALUES TO 54 00

VALUES TO 28 00

11 /3,01 /20,F 1 /3 2/3
TO

OFF

All Summer Styles'

Our Pre-Season Sale!

Handbags

Winter Coats

REGULAR 700 TO 42 00

OUR ENTIRE STOCK'

449,021 99

•••.-

UP TO

20 0

OFF
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Mrs. Oneida Ford
Presents Progrum
it Circle Meeting

Miss Sheri Gale Thornton Has Been
Complimented. With Bridal Events
Prenuptial events have been Nitaree McCallon, Linda
held in honor of Miss Sheri Parker, Jean Johnston, Linda
Gale Thornton who will be White, Jean Kennedy, Shelby
married Sunday, July 22, to Suiter, Lyndia Cochran, and
James William Wright. They Kay Outland as hostesses.
include the following:
The honoree was presented
a corsage of roses by the
: Krista Kennedy, Trina hostesses.. Her mother, Mrs.
cks, Debbie McCord, Stacy Anita Thornton, and the
;Owen Jones, and Gay Crass groom-elect's mother, Mrs.
;Robinson entertained with a Marie Wright, were also
;.recipe shower held at the presented corsages of roses.
;home of Miss McCord's
Honored guests were Mrs.
-parents, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Lucille Thornton and Mrs.
McCord, on Sunday, June 24, Clara Templeton, grandat 4p.m.
mothers of the bride-elect, and
was Mrs.
Thornton
Travelstead,
Miss
Lou
presented a corsage of yellow grandmother of the groompaper daisies by the hostesses elect. Also honored were Miss
who also presented her with Becky Thornton and Miss
the two quart pitcher of her DeAnn Thornton,sisters of the
chosen pottery pattern as a bride-elect.
wedding gift.
the refreshment table was
Refreshments of ice cream overlaid with a white dotted
.with various toppings and swiss cloth and centered with
homemade cookies were
served from a table decorated
:with an arrangement of fresh
'flowers.
The honoree read through
recipe titles which she
received and matched the
recipe to ingredients that were
brought to stock her cabinets.
Terri
Burkeen
Mrs.
She later opened her gifts.
presented the program on
"Faith, Hope, and Love". at
A tea was held on Saturday, the June meeting of the
July 7, at the University Independence
United
Branch of the Bank of Murray Methodist Church Women
with Mesdames Billie Carroll, held at the church.
Pat Page, Jeanette Story,
The program leader ex-

an arrangement of roses of
various shades in a silver
bowl. An assortment of finger
sandwiches, cake, nuts, party
mints, and punch were served.
The hostesses presented
Miss Thornton with an electric
can opener and an electric
mixer as wedding gifts.
Friends and family of the
groom-elect were present at
the home of Mr and Mrs.
Iterrkan' -Travelstead,
Paducah, grandparents of Mr.
Wright, with Mrs. Travelstead
and Mrs. Marie Wright,
mother of the groom-elect, as
hostesses for a bridal shower
on Tuesday, July 3.
was
Thornton
Miss
presented a corsage of kitchen
utensils. She opened her gifts
before refreshments of sanwiches and rake were served.

11rs. Terri Burkeen Gives

Program At Independence

MICHELLE SPANN, 8 year old daughter of Ann and
Robert Spann, Murray, recently returned from competing in
the National Little Miss Pageant, representing the Commonwealth of Kentucky, held in Salem, Va., for 7 through 9
year old girls, who were judged on charm, personality, and
poise with Miss Iowa being crowned National Little Miss
1979. Thirty-seven states were represented. Michelle was
accompanied by her parents and brothers. Mickey and
Jerry. She was sponsored by the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority.
Woodmen of the World. Murray.

Mrs. Oneida Ford presented
the nrogram on "Making
Decisions" at the June
meeting of the Faith Doran
Circle of the First United
Methodist Church Women
held in the Chettie Stokes
room of the church.
The devotion on "Somebody
Cares" was given by Mrs.
Lula White.
. Mrs. Vernon Roberts
presided and opened the
meeting reading "Thoughts
For The Day." Reports were
given by Mrs. Robert Smith,
secretary-treasurer, and by
Mrs. Isaac Clanton on the
general meeting of the UMW.
During the social hour, the
hostesses-Mrs. Carl Rowland,
Mrs. Aubrey Farmer, Miss
Meadow Huie, and Mrs.
Burnett Warterfield-served
refreshments to the 15
members present.
The circle is not meeting in
July, but the August meeting
will be a luncheon at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.

Your Individual
Horoscope

plained the three topics as the
mot important factors in life.
She used several verses of
„,tc:t
17)
scripture and talked about a
working faith and hope in
Frances Drake
Jesus. She also read poems to
FOR FRIDAY,JULY 20, 1979
illustrate points in her lesson
and challenged each member
What kind of day will should. Others are slow to
to try to reflect God's likeness. tomorrow be? To find out what respond or in some way let you
Hopkins, the stars say, read the down, especially partners.
Inez
Mrs.
president, presided, Mrs. forecast given for your birth CANCER
Myrtle Jones read the Sign.
) June 21 to July 22
minutes, and Mrs.. Nancy
Peace and quiet are all you
Hopkins gave the financial ARIES
need for important progress
on pet projects. Know when to
report. Future projects were ) Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You'll be straightforward in quit, as you could overtire self
discussed.
Also presera were Lori speech but others may not be or lose sharpness.
as direct. Visitors from-afar LEO
Burkeen, new; member, Ima
could upset the household.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Burkeen, Maurita
Nell
TAURUS
Despite your enthusiasm
Burkeen, Mary Phillips, and
Apr. 20 to May 20) tiktik--0
"and careful planning, a social
Jean Burkeen, .members, (
Capitalize on opportunities Occasion may not fit the bill re
Lorraine -Clark- • Jason
financial gain, but don't let romance. Later, you could feel
for
Burkeen, Josh Hopkins, and
others take advantage of your disillusioned.
visitors.
Lisa Burkeen,
generosity. Watch spending in VIRGO
Nancy Hopkins will be in the late p.m.
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) "V (e'.
charge of the program to be
GEMINI
You'll make important
presented tonight, Thursday, ) May 21 to June 20)
career progress, yet others
July 19, at the meeting at the
You're in the mood to do aren't as sure of themselves.
church.
things for yourself and you _ Expect some • lukewarm or
vague reactions from the
uninterested.
LIBRA
r Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
A good time to get away on
an enjoyable iweekend. You'll
make new friends, but don't
believe everything you hear in
the late p.m.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.L21 /11/
in
versatility
Accent
business dZalings for success,
but don't dissipate newly
acquired funds, especially ,i1.
traveling. Guard against loss.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 )
You're optimistic about
romantic matters — impr.cionable, enthusiastic and
vulnerable. Make sure you
give your heart to a worthy
taker. Don't be gullible.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Via
Early risers will accomplish
a great deal of work. In your
preoccupation with your own
projects, don't ignore the
. feelings of others.
AQUARIUS
iJan. 20 to Feb. 18)
The accent is on creativity',
romantic interests and leisure
Avoid
activities__
misunderstandings though
Limit 2
with close ones in the p.m.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(
You'll accomplish what you
set out to do re domestic
matters. Don't be miffed if
others aren't as enthusiastic
about the results as you.
YOU BORN c TODAY are
sympathetic, affectionate,
afld fare well in partnerships. 10 Lb Bug
Your sensitivity makes you a
good helpmate, a fine
physician, and a good teacher.
Though at times you can
become too security minded
or a trifle lazy. Your greatest
1 Overt
$1 33
success comes when you rise
above the little things that
upset you and become involved in the larger issues that
affect mankind:

1/2 OFF

ALL SUMMER
MERCHANDISE

ctadant!ctalizak
Children's Shop
Soul hside Shopping Center

n

RE

elk

YOUR KEY TO VALUE
Hours:

Main Street, Murray
4IMME%,
t

8:30-6:00 Mon. thru Thurs. & Sat.
8:30-8:00 Friday

Pepsi,
\ Dr. Pepper,7-Up
or Mt.,Pew

44
olsgs

Gulf
•
GOI

is•

j CHARCOAL
STARTER

0'-

Hi-Dri

Paper Towels

Charcoal.,
Lighter
Rig 78'

-Tuffies Trash &
Lawn Bags
40 Count
Reg. $2.99

Charcoal

20 Lb. tog

Potting Soil
Reg. S1.50

5
$1'

75
$2
•

Sale Good Today Through Wed. 25

sail

ALE
Spring &
Summer

•

Dor-Mae
Dixieland Center

New Hours
Mon.-Fri.
10-5.30
Sat.
9:30-5:00

Visa
Master Charge

6
1 (0
3
I 1)
Entire summer stock
1
. must be sold at
Drastic Reductions!

CffPRANCe
DRESS REDUCTIONS
v PANTSUITS
Reg. 2399 to 2599
v JUNIOR DRESSES
- Reg. 17" to 35"
v MISSES DRESSES
Reg. 1799 to 35"
1/° HALFSIZE DRESSES
Reg. 1799 to 3599
V SUNDRESSES
Reg. 17" to 2399
V LONG DRESSES
Reg. to 39"

900
900

900
900
900
900

SPORTSWEAR SALE
to1 SHORTS
Reg. to 10"
299
1-TOPS
399_,
Reg. to 12°9
v JEANS — White & Kakhi 399
Reg. 1599
V SWIMSUITS
399
Reg. to 2199
V COORDINATE SPORTSWEAR
Famous Name
399
Reg. to 2299
B I G Taft
599
Reg. to 15":._
v ROMPERS, SHORT SETS & R99
SHORT ALLS Reg: to 18" .. v

LINGERIE SALE
-V PANTIES
Reg. V° to 1 25
SLEEPWEAR
Reg.6" to 8"
v BETTER NYLON
SLEEPWEAR
Reg.999 to

"
4 for 3

399

399 to 599

.Cain Faintly Plans

ACCESSORIES

Reunion- Sunday

V.HANDBAGS
Linen Reg. to 1299
299
—
METALIC STRETCH elao
. BELTS Reg. to 799.
„..

The. family - of Mrs. 011us
Lydia). Ceil),,swill _bold.: a.
reunion at the pavillion near
the Murray-Calloway CountY
Theatre
Community
Playhouse in the New CityCounty Park on Sunday, July
22.
A basket dinner wilt be
served about 12:30 p.m.
All family members and
friends are invited to attend
the dinner or to come by and
visit in the afternoon.

11
fl

• s Charge • Ma;ler ;_harge • Bank Arr

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY

-

1 • \AA
I
.
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HOSPITAL NEWS
7-11-79
Adult 135 -Nursery 6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Howard, Twin Baby Girls
(Cynthia), 8)9 Olive, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Janice C. Parker, Rt.
5, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Priscilla
D. Haymer, 1010 McSwain,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Janice
McCuiston, Rt 6 Bx. 79,
Murray, Mrs. April L. Shuffler
and Baby Girl, 412 College Ct.
Murray, Mrs. Karen S. Payne
and Baby Boy, Bx. 16 Holiday
Tr. Ct. Benton, Arthur K.
Ferguson, Cr. Bx. 276F, New
Concord, Mrs. Cynthia D.
Standfield, Rt. 2 Bx. 266A,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Mary E.
Randolph, 1705 Calloway,
Murray, Mrs. Kosebud Sykes,
P.O. Bx. 301, Murray, Tommy
D. Parker, Rt. 4 Bx. 385,
Murray, Wesley D. Warren,
Rt. 4 Bx. 166, Murray, Mrs.
Volonda A. Glisson, Rt. 4 Bx.
147, Murray, Mrs. Janet L.
Johnson, Rt. 1 Alrno, Mrs.
Carla J. West, 114 S. 10th,
Murray, Mrs. Maude E. Hale,
Rt. 8 Bx. 550, Murray, Myron
546
Lafone,
Vanlear,
Madisonville, Thomas M.
t..0f11Z. Rt. 2 Bx. 68A, Hickory,
Mrs. Barbara J. Combs,lit./
Bx. 171,- Calvert City, Mrs.
lob
Atzaii,
L.
Betty
Washington, Camden, Tenn.,
Gary L. Clark, Murray,
Teresa M. Ferguson, CR Bx.
276F, New Concord, Mrs.
Annette F. Greenwell, 1908A
Westwood, Murray, Mrs.
Linda W. Simi-nog] and Baby
Girl, 120 Green Acres, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Gladys Garland,
Rt. 1, Murray, Brandon B.
Dill, 413 Sycamore, Murray,
Mrs. Vera L. Sparks,609 Ellis
Dr., Murray, Burley Kirks, F3 •Soiathside Manor, Murray,
Mrs. Effie P. Harrell, Bx. 74,
Benton, Roy L. Stewart, 1404
Hughes, Murray, Mrs. Miner
Lee, Bx. 45 Dexter, Maynard
Ragsdale (expired) 503 N.6th,
Murray.

DOUGHTY GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. William
Doughty, 1110 Taylor Drive,
Mayfield. are the parents of a
baby girl, Maurcie Blake,
born on Friday, June 29, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospiral.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Doughty, Mayfield
Route 6 and Mr. and Mrs. M.
B. Washburn, Mayfield.

/s

.0

;nnens
ntyse

6et,yeta, ?lefty lignesi

GRAND OPENING of the Newest Minnens!
MINNENS OLYMPIC PLAZA

Celebrate the

gRAND opENINQ
Sill

SALE

These Incredible Specials Are On Sale At Every Minnens Store!

TUBE TOPS
Perfect for Hot-Summer Wearing!
Solids and Stripes

$
$

SUMMER
TOPS and
SHIRTS

SUMMER
SHORTS

4

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Hazel
._ Lowe of Farniington has been ,dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

Be! Air Center
Olympic Plaza

logng Shorts i Short Shorts
Walking Shorts
— Terry Cloth
— Cotton Knit
—Denim

A Sensational Collection of
Current Fashion StylesPerfect with Jeans,
Pantsomd Shorts!

46

SUMMER
PANTS
A-Tremendous Selection of Your Favorite Summer Pant Fashions!

KAINTUCK
TERRITORY
Kentucky Town
of 1880's
Hwy 641 5 miles south of Ky Dam.
Hours open 12 to 10 daily, 12 30 to
10 Sadly; CLOSED ROHN Y

-Cr
4°

Hundreds

Or

of Gorgeous Sweaters!:

Fall's-Best and Newest Fashion Sweaters! -

Fa I Sweater Sale!

1/2 Price NOW!

In alter 3:00 nett day tree Admission
$5.50 adult; $OO children (iodides
Ihis weeks concert)

Minnens Murroy

Ike Kingsmer.
Sego Bros.
&Naomi
•

3:008 6:00 p.m.

Sunday idly 22
loin or Shins

,.••1111•

Be!Air Center and Olympic Plaza

plus.

Open _Nights till §
Sundays .1 tiN 5

Layaway
Minnens Charge
Master Charge
' Visa
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Time For Jokes?

Marine PFC Kenneth E. Broach, sor
of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Broach, is servins
with the Maintenance Battalion, Fore*
Logistic Command, in Vietnam.
U. S. Air Force Staff Sgt. Toney A
Murphy has received the Air Medal at
Clark Air Base, Philippines.
Navy Ensign Ben T. Hogancarnp was
from
the
graduated
Basic
Qualifications Course of Supply Corps
at Athens, Ga. He is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. Thomas B. Hogancamp and the
husband of the former Andrea Lassiter,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
Lassiter.
Mrs. Don Keller and William A.
Bryant of Murray are Calloway County
representatives to the Kentucky Youth
Conference.
Gina Starks, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Starks, and Lisa Warren,
daughter of Mrs. Carol Warren and Bill
Warren, attended the last session at the
Longview Riding
Camp, Inc., at
Stamping Ground.

•
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON 1AP — With things
like a "crisis of confidence" to worry
about, President Carter doesn't have
much time for jokes.
One hit him in the face the other day
and, from all outward evidence, the
serious-minded president didn't find
anything to laugh about.
The occasion was a question-andanswer session Monday at a union
convention in Detroit. A member of the
Communications Workers of America
wondered if Carter had done anything
about his own campaign lament that
there were more admirals in the
Pentagon than aboard ships. more Air
Force colonels than warplanes.
"I will have to check on it and let you
__know," said the president, who asked
the California man for his address. The
following exchange ensued:
Questioner: The exact address is 8155
Van Nuys Boulevard.
President: Eighty-one, what?
Questioner: Five-five Van Nuys
Boulevard, Panorama City.
President: How do you spell the
boulevard?
Questioner: B-1-v-d.
The audience rocked with laughter at
the joke but Carter, after a whispered
exchange with a union official on the
platform, continued with a straight
face: "Van Nuys Boulevard. I've got
you."
When Carter attended a Baptist Bible
class Sunday, before his much-awaited
energy speech,a lay teacher discussing
the conversion of St. Paul said it was
not necessary to "come down from the
mountain" to proclaim conversion to
Christianity.
The teacher. suddenly remembering,
the president had come down from
Camp David atop Maryland's Catoctin
Mountains,threw both hands across his
face in embarrassment. Hastily, he
disclaimed any intent to make a topical
reference.
Carter saw the humor in the situation

Business Mirror

and laughed heartily.
The president was not too preoccupied with his forthcoming speech to
participate fully in the Bible lesson.
When the class leader asked for
examples of people whose conversion to
Christ was greeted with skepticism,
Cartel- chimed in, "Charles Colson was
one."
The president added that the conversion of Colson, Watergate felon and
former aide to resigned President
Richard M. Nixon, inspired "general
disbelief."
With Carter trying to set a good
example of energy conservation by
setting air conditioning thermostats
high, the White House was not the most
pleasant place to work even before he
ordered heating and cooling restrictions. Climatically speaking, at least.
The president is meeting the
challenge by doing much of his-work in
shirtsleeves.
Of course, news photographers and
important visitors find him in jacket
and tie.
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A Long Night Rescuing A Cat

••.(1.1 •••,4

From A50'11igh Utility Pole
1jE p
i tiERICAN

My recent report of the dead cat in
always go outside to do, so I put her out
front of Boone's Cleaners apparently
• back and settled down again in front of
struck a nerve with the Humane Society
the tube, thinking I would let her back
folks. As Steve Martin would say,"W-ein shortly.
m-e" No malice in1-1,
I forgot all about her.
tended.
+++
Really, I like cats, and am pretty
Only No. 1 son, Steve, and I were still
much an animal lover. I couldn't help
up about midnight engrossed in a late
but think, however, of the Louisville
movie when it suddenly dawned upon
fire chief who some time ago refused to
me that we had forgotten the kitten!
call out his men to rescue a pet cat
"Wow!" I thought, rushing to the door.
which was stranded 60 feet in the air.
"She's probably frozen stiff!" You can
He wasn't about to risk his neck to get
see I didn't know much about furthat cat, commenting, "I've never seen
covered animals.
any skeltons of cats in trees."
Out into the bone-chilling cold Steve
That, as well as the story of a few
and I went, frantically calling the
days ago of the dead cat in the street,
kitten: "Here, kitty! Here, kitty!" We
reminded me of our St. Louis cat,
couldn't find her anywhere.
B)John(iinniff
Mamie, and the night she spent on all
We had just about given up when we
fours atop a 55-foot-high utility pole.
heard a faint "Meow" from
+++
somewhere. Standing motionless and
Mamie was a tawny little kitten,
calling, "Kitty! Kitty!" again several
totally unpedigreed, at the time.
times we listened to the night. There it
Daughter Kay, who was in the third
was
again,
and
again:
grade, had cuddled her home one afi'Meow...meow."
ternoon, a gift from a classmate.
Back to the rear of the yard we
We had never had a cat, and didn't
searched only to lose the sound
relish the idea of having one, but who
altogether. The same in the front and
could involve the government in excan resist the pleas of a little girl
down the sides, but as we neared a
pensive support plans, such as grants,
clutching a purring kitten to her
utility pole we could hear it much
loans, guarantees and price supports,
breast? We couldn't, and thusly began a
stronger.
and maybe even in building its own
long family relationship with Mamie,so
..She must be up there," I told Steve
synthetic fuel plants.
named by Kay for Mamie Eisenhower.
and off he raced to fetch his Boy Scout
That is, while benefits would accrue
Mamie had been with us only a short
flashlight, Shining ths beam up the
to the entire nation if the plans work,_
there is likely to be a period of a several ----lime when one Saturday night NM& pole. peeling back at us like two closeKay spending the night_ with a little
set diamonds were a pair of eiii:Wirdyears during which costs may outweigh
friend, leaving Mamie for us to care
found Kay's kitten. She seemed okay,
benefits by billions of dollars.
for. It was a bitter cold night, the
but about 18 inches above her was a
The energy remedy, therefore, might
temperature way down there.
high voltage wire. If she touched that,
contribute to the inflation problem.
We were watching television when I
we'd have to get Kay another kitten
While the 13.4 percent annual rate is
realized the kitten hadn't been outside
before morning. The trick then was to
expected to moderate, nobody seems to
for some time to do whatever they
get her dawn.
know what the "underlying" level is.
.
+++
By then it was about 1 a.m. My first
—1 14
thought was of the Humane Society and
called their St. Louis County office. No,
a sleepy voice-replied, they didn't have
the personnel or the equipment to
rescue cats from the top of a utility pole
in the middle of the night.
The man did tell me, however, that
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
the city's big utility crenpany, Union
Elettric, had'a full-time crew on duty
Copyright, 19I1
for such problems as ours. He gave me
+•+4•44-44•-•••44-4-4-4
the number to call.
Miutay High School closed the first week in May and announceYes,IJnion Electric said, they had a
ment was made for the 'teaching staff for the new fall' term. Prof.
man on duty who could and would get
F. F. McReynolds of:Louisiana Was named principal; J. W. Jones,
the kitten down, but at the moment he
first assistant; Miss Reubie Wear, second assistant, Prof. Bert Smith,
was.working on some other problem
down in-South St. Louis, same 15 or...20
--Eith grade; Mrs. H. PTWear, 6th and 7th; Miss Lulu Holland,
,
miles across town from us. It would be
Miss Cappie Beale, 4th; Miss Niaggie Houston, 3rd; Miss Ida Nance,
like 4 a.m. before he could get to
more
2nd; Miss Beatrice Scarbrough, 1st, and, Miss Tommie Kirkland,.
primary.
"That's fine," I said, hoping the
The Church of Christ concluded a successful meeting at the
kitten wouldn't get into that high r
voltage wire or freeze as stiff as a poker
court house July 10, 1910, with the president.of Transylvania Unithe meantime."Send him en up here
in
versity of Lexington, Ky., speaker.
when he's free." Promised they would,
A terse announcement was made that a ,new newspaper would
Steve and I settled down for the night,
begin publication in Murray, "The Free Press," owned. and edited
taking turns flashing the light up the
by John Mc Meloan and brdther Perry Meloan. The pledge was
pole at the shining eyes.
+++
generous for the new editors who would "cry a curse upon the
Almostai,.the
dot
of 4 a.m.ra pair of
existing factions 'which hde pit a blight on .tiiti:7good `ontri4y."
headlights turned in our little street and
Despite its noble objectives, the cry became a lullaby in disguise
a spotlight beam flashed out seeking
for a few old time politicians who refused to fade away with the
the house numbers. It had to be our
Republican victory last season.
man and we raced out to greet him like
shipwrecked sailors.
If redress were' joyful as thoughts revenge,
He turned out to be a kind, gentle and
There would be no ending, less start begin.
Mairay Ledger & Times
So 1910 was more a beginning than an ending in Calloway
USPS 3011-7001
County, not only in the material world but marked the roar of- a
Walter I. Apperson
Publisher
H Gene McCutcheon
Editor
fundamentalism, in_protest against a world besieged and being
The Murray Ledger & Tunes L published
every afternoon eicept Sundays, July 4, Christovertaken by modernism marked by the - Facnbus Seupes—trtat hi
rhatt Day, New Year's Day snot Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N 4th Si,
Tennessee. 14 years later. Right or wrong, pod or bad, progress
Murray,Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky 42071
or regress, the challenge was heard from a Murray pulpit. with a,.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
tornado vocal force as never before 'weathered in. these parts,—.yrark
carriers. $2.75 per month. payable ha advanceBy mail an Calloway County and to Benton:1W
before there was ever a monkey trial intting wits of Clarence Darrow
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Partnington, Ky , and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Th. $2200 per
and William Jennings Bryan in mortal debate 'combat at Dayton.
year By mail to other rietinations, $3750 per
year
The arena had its local origin here jr--the county fair,,espawiled in lr
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
the fertile concepts of the Commercial Club where the raw egg of
Association
The Associated item Is esclusively entitled to
a new progress nested. But hold the phone while clearing the party
republish local news originated by The Murray
line to get the message through relating the county fair chickeii
Ledger & limas'a; well as all other Al' news
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
that laid the big egg with an unforgettable yolk of ministerial pro7534916
Business(Wfice
753-1916
Classified Advertising
hibition.
Adveetting
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Isolated D.C.
NEW YORK I AP) — Meanwhile,
back in the "isolated world of
Washington," the description used
Sunday evening by President Jimmy
Carter, problems of intia-titin,
recession, and unemployment remain.
The underlying problem with
America, Carter said in his address, is
a "crisis of confidence," • but to W.
Michael Blumenthal it is something
more prosaic. "Our core problem is
inflation," he said last Friday.
The Treasury secretary told the
Senate Budget Committee that inflation
decimates consumer buying power,
discourages business investment, and
weakens the country's ability to export.
But, he advised, workers shouldn't
seek to make up income losses because
-the effort would merely lead to higher
prices. It would be "futile," he said. "It
would merelAierpetuafe the inflation."
Testifying on the same day before
Congress' Joint Economic Committee,
Barry Bosworth reinforced Blumenthal's message. Surges in the prices of
food, energy and housing are ominous,
he said.
Even more* portentous, in his view,"
would be any attempt by workers to
recapture lost buying power. It
_be_futile, it would be! hesaid, "only asking for more trouble."
The result, said Bosworth, director of
the Council on Wage and Price
Stability, would be "an acceleration in
the underlying inflation rate (13.4
percent so far in 1179 )...followed by a
severe recession."
Now there's a problem
—
economically, politically, socially —
more intricate perhaps than energy,
and painful enough to wither the confidence of any 'family.
_ The comparison doesn't end there.
One of the depressing aspects of the
energy problem was the public's view
. of the official attitude, since addressed
by Carter, that little could be done
about it.
Now the public is given even less hope
— a warning, in fact — about food and
housing, which are even more closely
associated with economic survival. And
this time, no political activism is likely
to help.
In fact, aeliiiisrn In the form of
government spending may have
worsened inflation in recent years, and
the energy initiatives just announced
could add to the problem, at least in the,
short run.
The energy independence scenario

Bible Thought
...Thou shalt love they neighbour as thySelf. Matthew 22:39.
Give other sinners the benefit
of as much understanding and
forgiving love as you yourself
often Reed.

--4-r-triv

The Story Of

Calloway County
1822-1976

To Be Continued

r

Chrulstion
News arid Sports Dap(

7334916
753-1914

understanding man in his 60's. No
problem, he said, strapping on his
climbers. He rescued dumb cats from
poles, trees and what-have-you every
day and night.
While we held the light on the kitten,
up the pole he climbed, all the time
calling and talking to her so she
wouldn't be frightened and jump up into
that high voltage wire and get fried
crisp.
Apparently she was ready to come
down, because she made no move when
he reached up, picked her up and gently
tucked her inside his fleece-lined
jacket. Moments later, he handed her to
us, and with a wave of his hand clanked
off to his truck and soon drove quietly
a way.
+++
Mamie went on to live nine years, and
the whole family became so attached to
her we had a difficult time accepting a
veterinarian's recommendation that
she be put to sleep when she became
incurably ill.
That was without doubt one of the
longest nights of my life, waiting to get
that dumb cat down off that pole, and in
a way I suppose it qualifies me as an
animal lover.
•

Thoughts
In Season

By Kea Welt
"I never make mistakes," boldly
proclaimed the sign someone taped to
my office door one morning
It was only after a second look that I
discovered in smaller print, at the
bottom, the following amendment:
"I thou,ght I made one once, but I was
wrong!"

Funny,
Funny World
Sex is like insurance. The older you
get the more it costs.
When it comes to giving until it hurts,
most people have a low threshhold of
pain.
If at first you don't succeed, try
looking in the wastebasket for directions
The only thing that defy scientific
control are tornadoes, earthquakes and
women.
Summer is the season when there is
hardly anything on tv or girls at the
beach.
tw. WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a serva'e to our readers, The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times
periodically publishes the addresses
Cif the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERKI.LEVEL
ithy senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
1127 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray_lield Office,753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard,Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington,D.(7. 20515
ST-All:LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in' Frankfort, when the General
Assernt_olLis in session by dialing 1564-2500 or by writing tolheni in care
of the State . Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway CountY are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7
Wield, Ky.42066

A number of city streets in Murray
will be paved under a cooperative plan
between the city and the residents,
according to a report made by Mayor
Holmes Ellis at the Murray City
Council meeting.
Deaths reported include Miss
Maudena Dunn, 54, Tom Thorn, 57, and
the Rev. Miller B. Sales.
Members of the Almo High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America attended the Kentucky FFA
Leadership Training Center at Hardinsburg July 13-17. They were Larry
Hurt, Arvis Thorne, Ray Gene C,oursey,
Bobby Nanney, and Terry McClard,
along with their advisor, Milton
Walston.
Mrs. D. C. Clanton directed the
program on "Building Christian
Character For Youth" at the meeting of
the WSC,S of the Hazel Methodist
Church held at the home of Mrs. Rex
Hule.
"The Hanging Tree" starring Gary
Cooper, Maria Schell, and Karl Malden
is showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre.

30 Years Ago
Lubie I.. Veale who has served 'as
head of the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association since the
organization was founded in 1932 has
resigned his position.
Elected as'officers of the Board of
Directors of the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red Cross
were Waylon Rayburn, Reba Overbey,
Dewey Ragsdale, and Idell Bailey.
Mary Pace is executive secretary.
Wells Lovett has been appointed law
clerk to Judge Shackelford Miller of the
Sixth District, U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals at Louisville. He is the son al
Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Lovett,'formerly of
Murray, and grandson of Dr. and Mrs.
Rainey T. Wells.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Williamson July 13,a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Franklin on
July 14, and a boY to Mr. and Mrs.
William McDougal on July 14.
"The Kissing Bandit" starring Frank
Sinatra and Kathryn Grayson is
showing illhilTarsity Theatre--

Today.

In Histor
By The'Associated Press
Today is Thursday, July 19, the 200th
illy of 1979. There are 165 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1870, the FrancoPrussian War began after the
Prussians refused to guarantee rrance
that they would not seek the Spanish
throne.
On this date:
-17711, the-ConUnntal Congress in
Philadelphia resolved that the
Declaration of Independence be
engrossed on parchrrient and signed by
all members of the Congress.
• In 1848, a pioneer women's rights
convention was held in Seneca Falls,
N.Y.
In 1918, in Worid War I, German
armies began a retreat across the
Marne River in France after failure of
their last big offensive on French s:;%.
In 1941, the Allied 'tV for Victo
campaign in World War II was launched in a broadcast by Britain's prime
minister, Winston Churchill.
In 1965, President Ahmed Ben Bella
of-Algeria was deposed in a bloodless
army coup.
In 1968, the World Council of Churches condemned American actions in
Vietnam.
Ten years ago: The U.S. Apollo XI
astronauts maneuvered into an orbit
around the moon before making the
first lunar landing.
Five years ago: Turkish troops invaded Cyprus after 8 coup,that deposed
Cypriot President Makarlos.
One year ago: Nicaragua's militant
"oppeiition
rar a 24-hour" nationwide work stoppage as part of a
drive to oust President Anastasio
Somoza.
Today's birthdays: Sen. George
McGovern, fa-S.D., is 57 years old.
Actor Pat Hingle is 55.
Thought for today: The impersonal
hand of goVernment can never replace
the helping hand of a neighbor — Sen.
Hubert Humphrey, D-Minn., 1911-1988.
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Dinner Thrown For
Most Outspoken
Citizens In Danville
By JI LES LOH
AP Sped: Correspondent

wrote Sandra Purdy. "How
can you tell people how to
live? Who do you think you
are?" Ms. Purdy, was at the
party, too.
Obviously, Editor Dittman
adniires plain speaking.
Those are the sort of letters,
out of about 899 his paper
receives each year, that earn
their authors a chance to eat
beef (appropriately i with
Dittman and his staff.
The idea of throwing a party
for the 100 "best" letters was
that of a former editorial-page
editor, Bob Wright, since
retired,. Ron Dillman went for
it in a hurry.
"We're serious about involving ourselves with our
readers, finding out what they
expect of us," he said.
"Every two or three
months, we pick about 50

DANVILLE, Ill. i AP) —
Well, H I Dittman somehow
pulled it .11 again.
He threw his annual bash, a
dinner for the town's 100
angriest, most outspoken,
must critical citizens, all
collected in one room. Dicey.
Yet not a single fist fight broke
out, not even a respectable
shouting match.
The event was his yearly
Letters-to-the-Editor banquet.
"It never crossed my mind
that anything untoward might
happen," Dillman said. "This
was our 16th banquet. Every
one has been a pleasant,
stimulating occasion. Don't
forget, these are thoughtful,
concerned people."
My, yes. They are the ones
random,
who remind us to pray, feed citizens
at
the birds, be temperate and sometimes just take names
fly the flag on the Fourth.
out of the phone book. We
But they are also the rare invite them to a restaurant
ones in this impersonal society and ask them. to tell us what
who are willing to discipline we are doins right and what
their thoughts, write them. we are doing wrong. We call
down, sign their names, take these meetings accountability
sessions. Sometimes they get
the heat and be involved.
In an age of letter-writing downright nasty."
Letters-to-the-Editor
The
machines and recorded phone
answerers, real human beings dinner was far from nasty.
It was fun. And with such a
who actually take pen in hand
fall.in the category of an en- guest list, conversation was
bound to sparkle. Daimon had
dangered species.
Ron Dillman is the, ad- a reporter stationed at every
dressee. He is editor of the table, listening.
"You bet we listen,"
Commercial-News, the target
Dillman said. He pointed out
of the thoughtful, concerned
one of his dinner guests,
messages that appear daily
Your
Arthur Wade.
under the heading
Reader Wade had addressed
Views."
Dillman's "unforgivable sin"
A sampling:
Our Boarding
of replacing
Your readers may be
House" with "Marrnaduke"
uninformed but are not, as
on the , comics page and
dumb as you think." So began
Dan Brown's letter. Dan was suggested he poll his readers.
Dillrnan polled his readers.
at the party.
Major Hoople returned.
"Where do you get off?"

'Litter Tax' Has Been
Upheld By Franklin
Circuit Court Ruling
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The Kentucky "litter tax"
1978
the
by
enacted
Legislature has been upheld in
Franklin Circuit Court.
The law, which requires
manufacwholesalers and
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turers of certain packaged
items to pay three cents tax
per $100 in sales of items
covered by the statute, was
upheld in a ruling Wednesday
by Judge Henry Meigs.
Revenue from the tax is
earmarked for anti-litter
programs administered by the
state Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection.
The tax is expected to yield
about $1.2 million annually.
Meigs ruled the 1978 law is a
-regulatory measure expressive of the police power,
designed to implement the
of
the
kitention
plain
lLegislature to free Kentucky's.
environment of litter to the
fullest extent possible."
1
Several Kentucky tobacco!
and. candy wholesalers filed a'
suit in September attacking
the law as unconstitutionally
vague. The suit also argued
that the law failed to pass the
General Assembly by a
necessary margin.
said
ruling
Meigs'
assessment of _ tax against
nianufacturers or distributors
of items covered in the law
bears a "reasonable and
logical relationship to.....t
litter-producing items sought
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PLAYGROWID
Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete playground for singles and families
alike. Check these teatimes .
O 650 It on Beach & Ocean
fl 300 Rooms. Efficiencies,
Suites •!!. Apartments
O Restaurant & Lounge
• 0 Night Club, Dancing &
Entertainment
ED 2 Pools. Kiddie Pool &
Playground
O Volleyball & Shuffleboard
El Basketball, Game Room
n Sauna. Exercise Rooms
O Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
O Color TV & Refrigerator
Diy&ennis & Golf Privileges
El 65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
o Free chaise lounges
op Ample 8f0f parking
Come play in our") aygSpitrId,
It's Daytona's most coMptele
year 'rolind fun resort!
Daytona's
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are "only
incidental to the end result
(and) they cannot be
characterized as a revenue
measure in the sense of a tax
levy," Meigs added.
The law passed the state
House of Representatives 4843, which the suit said fell
llhort of the 51 votes — a
majority of the 100 members
— required by the state
Constitution for appropriation
measures.
Of that argument, Meigs'
order said that "archaic
though it may be, the
'enrolled-bill' rule continues to
reflect a sounder view that
separation of powers should
be accorded higher respect
than any other constitutional
provision having a foundation
in mere numbers."
Meigs concluded That—ttie
law, and its application .to
those who challenged it, is in
accord with the Kentucky
Constitution.
IThe items the tax applies to
include cigarettes, candy,
tobacco, soft dririkl, alcoholic
foods,
beverages, fast
newspapers, magazines, pet
foods and some tires. A few
items, including natural and
concentrated fruit juices, are
specifically exempted.
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Bonus Special
Both With
$25.00 Order

Choice of 1 With
$12.50 Order
Rosedale

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

Sam

PEACHES
Balm or Slices

Gold Medal
Flour

49c
Limit 3

Welt 1

29 Oz.

5 Lb.

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

With $12.51 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

Lucky Leaf
Hyde Pork

COFFEE

Grade A

Libby

CORNED BEEF

KEN
sk
i
CHIC

12 Oz

Libby
3 oz

Libby

-

5/s1w PRESERVES

1601

CORN

GROUND

16Y, oz.

Rosedale Whole Kernel
16 oz.

CORN

BEEF

I"°1

Libby Deep Brown

$1 19
75/, oz.

PORK & BEANS

1
$13

14 oz

3te5 lb. avg.

Welch Grape

20..

Libby Tomato

69'

Save More On Hyde Park Milk
Hyde Park

MILK

gal.

Owen's
Best
Slab Sliced ,

_An ie
er 111.'

$189

....

BACON,

99

s•••41••

Hyde Pork Lo-Cal

$1 59

gal.

Green Top

14

MILK

gal

Hyde Pcfr*

BUTTERMILK

'A gal.

Hyde Pork

COTTAGE CHEESE

12 oz.

99'
99'
59'

Sunlite

COOKING OIL
Dermassage Dishwashing

DETERGENT
TRASH BAGS

22 or

Hefty
Del Monte Crushed

PINEAPPLE

19
4 az $1
1
15/

DRESSIN1

12 oz.

79

-

CAT FOOD

DINNERS
Hyde Park Thin

SPAGHETTI
DILLS

4A44/4t.

8 gk

4 CAT FOOD
'

7 oz

76 oz

Bryan:
Boneless
HAMS
V2 or Whole

59'
4189`

6'4 oz

Home Grown
or Whole

Pit Baked

U.S. Choice Boneless Chuck

HAM

lb

lb

Owen's Famous

U.S. Choice

BAKED HAM

lb.

lb

$2'9
5289

Owen's Famous Barbecue

RIBS

lb.

lb.1

CHICKEN

TOMATOES
Golden Ripe

BANANAS
US. No. 1 New Red

POTATOES
California Sao Rosa.

lb

Owen's Famous Barbecue

Boneless Shoulder

:4;

PRODUCE DEPT

DELI
Owen's Famous'2

PLUMS
5189

lb

Washington State Bing

CHERRIES
F ,osI ( ell° Pock

Field Smoked

Owen's Famous

$169
lb

5/$1
2/35
69'

7Y2 of.

$189

.11.111•Mr

GROUND CHUCK
Field %Ado Country
HAMS • $r.69 lb. sliced

Golden Grain
Macaroni 8 Cheese

8pk vl2oz

Hyde Park

WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST MEAT DEPT.IN TOWN

ROAST

46 oa

Hyde Park Mois

,

Herb Magic(no oil)

12pk. 3 mil

49'
89'

JUICE

Heinz Hamburger

Lb.

Hyde Park Homogenized

PORK CHOPS

3/slm
3/87'
3/87'
3/87'
65c

16 oz

Rosedale Cream Style

Heinz Sweet

STIAK

OZ

PORK & BEANS

Economy
Pack

MILK

15 oz

Van Camp

109
$

SALMON..

CORNED BEEF HASH

$1 49

Boma Strawberry

POTTED MEAT

Double Q Pink

65'
89'
39'
89'

25 oz

VIENNA SAUSAGE

BREASTS

CUCUMBER
SLICES

APPLE SAUCE..

'249

1 lb bog

Libby

to be controlled."
The assessments

Owen's Best
Beats All
The Rest

HAM SALAD

$189

RADISHES

lb 49
19
$119
49'
99'
19

lb

10 lb

lb

lb

6 oz
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Wholl Pay You9.255%On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent

LONDON TAP) — Well, I
hadn't been back in the
Mother Country for a while,
but the Empire still stood,
steadfast in its ability to
muddle through and tolerant
as ever of occasional ecamong
the
centricity
citizenry.
When last! called at the
House of Lords, an opposition
peer thundered that "Britain
was going down the drain with
a loud, sucking sound that is
the Prime Minister drawing
vacuously on his pipe."
That was two prime
ministers ago, and it hadn't
happened. Now there is a
Prime Ministress, who doesn't
smoke a pipe, although I know
for a fact that the lady
director of Dunhills, the
tobacconists. does. The Lords
the time were debating, according to the notice board in
strangers'
galery,
the

"conservation
of
wild
creatures and wild plants."
Across the hall in the
Commons, Frank Maguire,
the Irish public house keeper,
had shown up to take his seat
as the independent member
for Fermanagh and South
Tyrone. His Catholic constituency in Northern Ireland
had rewarded with re-election
this man of commendably few
words who had gone through
the entire previous session of
Parliament without- making a
single speech, asking a
question or, except on the
rarest of occasions, turning up
at all.
Whilst I was nibbling on my
alloted portion of plaice (a
tourist must know his plaice in
England) at my favorite fish
and chips parlcir off Piccadilly
the former officers of Skinner's Horse, the Duke of
York's Own Cavalry, were
having their annual luncheon
at the Cavalry and Guatds
Club across the way.

Aside from a rather ribald
limerick. I know nothing of
this chap named Skinner, but I
do know that the Cavalry Club
has an enormous painting of
The Charge of the Heavy
Brigade," who probably knew
the reason why and were
snubbed by Tennyson.
The Queen had issued a new
honors list during the night,
and I had failed to make it
again-. 'Pitied- Mullions are
few on the ground here.
You'd think a chap named
Burke could slip one or two
into his peerage listings.
Prince Charles, if anyone
cares, was off presiding over
the dedication of a new
multimillion pound long-range
weather forecasting facility.
It rained on the ceremony, of
course. .But no matter, the
weathermen were going out on
strike anyhow. Britain, they
announced before walking off.
the job, was having its wettest
summer in 27 years. When last
I called at this sceptered isle,

it was having its wettest
summer in 26 years and the
manufacturers were going out
on strike.
Some things remain the
same.
And, Oh yes, the new arts
minister,
Norman
St.JoluiStevas, concluded his
speech at a luncheon for
"Musdiun of the Year" with
some riveting rhetoric:
"But I mustn't go on
singling out names. One must
not be a name-dropper, as Her
Majesty remarked to me only
yesterday."
There'll always be...etc.

Sonic lizards can look in two
directions at once while others
have adhesive pads on their
toes that let them walk upside
down. Other species, such as
the armies. change color according to their mood, the
light, moisture or temperature.

Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000,butdeposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or more.
certificates. The interest is subject to change at maturity. This 9.255% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through July 25.

WHO'LL PAY YOU 7.60% ON FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATES?

• If you want a longer term certificate - how about our new higher interest
FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATE? You can earn an interest rate only VA% below
the average four year yield on U.S. Treasury securities. The interest rate for July is
7.60% and yields 7.895%. The rate on new certificates is determined the first of
each month.
WHO'LL PAY YOU 534% ON A PASSBOOK SAVINGS?

Do you have some surplus cash you want readily available yet want to earn interest on it? Then a Blue Chip Savings account is your answer. Interest rate is 534%
and paid quarterly.Interest is paid from the day of deposit to day of withdrawal.

WHO'LL OFFER YOU A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS?

You have seen it on the television and heard it on the radio and every day can read
it in trade newspapers. Prices on GOLD and SILVER are going through the roof!
GOLD has increased 20%in value in just two months. SILVER has increased during
the same period by13.5%and has doubled in price in a little more than a year. If you can
find a better investment, by all means-buy it. When you do not and Scoden Incorporated predicts you will not, call us at 753-5051 for our latest prices. SCODEN
INC. locally owned and operated by Torn and Janet Denton. Investment consultations,
free of charge by appointment. Our main office will open later this fall at 100A North 6th
Street, Murray, Ky. in the National Hotel Building. However, don't delay. With prices
going like they are now, GOLD could easily reach $1,000.00 an ounce by 1990 and
several of our expert sources indicate just that! GOLD may be purchased in 12 ounce
or 1 ounce sizes, pure 24kt, .9999 fine gold, no alloy and with the assayers name on it.
SILVER is sold in the form of United States silver coin of the realm minted prior to
1965, and depending on condition is subject to additional value charges contingent with
its' ratity value from month to month.

A substantial interest penalty is required for early withdrawal of certificates of
deposit.

Member FDIC

Super Savings On
Super Exterior
Paints
Sale Starts Monday July 28
Ends Sat. July 28

Glidden's BEST
Latex Gloss
House &
Trim Paint
.Quick drying, durable gloss finish
•Resists blisters, peeling,era**
:Easy water clean-up —

Glidden's BEST
Latex Flat
House Paint
:Chalk resistant,flat finish
Quick drying,easy to use
:Easy water clean-up

IN,411

Open Mon.-Fri. 7tjl 5,Sat.8-12
•ROOR COVERING •PICTORE FRAMES•WALL COVERING *CUSTOM DRAPES•ROD•BEDSPREADS'

—Ruby
Duncan
Decorating
Service
13 Years
Experience
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One Of Biggest Clean-Up
Operatons In State History
Conducted By Teenage Army
FRANKFORT — One of the
biggest clean-up operations in
Kentucky history is being
conducted now by the "CleanMachine," the state's new
army of teen-aged litter
fighters.
The "machine," also known
as the Kentucky litter Corps,
is fueled by 315 youngsters
hired by the Litter Control and
Beautification Section of the
Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and

Environmental
Protection.
Dressed in green T-shirts,
visors and bright orange
vests, these teen-agers are
beginning to clean up Kentucky's multi-million dollar
litter problem.
According to Eugene
Mooney, secretary of the
department, the corps is
picking up litter along the
roadsides of 18 counties until
Aug. 10. The counties partic4iating in the program are:

Frank Braun Refuses-To
Let Work Get To Him
•

CHICAQ0 (AP) — Frank bothers ine. But it doesn't," he
Braun refuses to let it get to said.
him. But he remembers well
American Airlines Flight
the day he waded through 191 lost an engine and crashed
arms and legs and heads, shortly after leaving O'Hare
pieces of 273 charred bodies on May 25. All 271 persons
scattered across a field beside aboard and two persons on the
O'Hare International Airport.
ground were killed.
It was America's worst
Police said they got through
aviation disaster, and Braun the ordeal by thinking ahead
and about 25 other men had to their break periods — and
the job of piecing together the by making jokes on the job.
bodies and putting them into
Sheriff's policeman Larry
black rubber bags.
Troka said: "Here you've got
The men were Cook County a pile of 30 or 40 bodies you're
sheriffs police officers and moving around. And I would
evidence technicians. They sort of say, 'Excuse me' and
drew the "body detail" simply move a body."
lecause they were on duty
But the sight of the burned
tat day. The grisly task Bodies, strewn across an area
became part of their routine.
the..size of two football fields,
Some of the officers did disturb some of those
aaigned to the O'Hare body involved in the crash afd l also had helped dig up termath.
bodies under and around
John Weliczko, a Glen Ellyn
suburban Chicago hone of psychologist, said he has
murder suspect John counseled nine persons who
W*ne Gat),Jr:
either worked on the cleanup
lit Braun says gruesome or in a nearby airplane hangar
taks don't depress him where bodies were stored.
bicause he doesn't allow
"Some people are more
tunself to be emotionally' inunune to the plight of death
atached to the tragedies.
than the average person,"
"Thu:sisn'z'st want to say, it 7 Weliczko said.

ii
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See Our Booth at the Fair
•
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Boone, Boyd, Boyle, Breathitt,
Campbell, Daviess, Floyd,
Franklin, Henderson, Kenton,
Laurel,
McCracken,
McCreary, Madison, Mason,
Pulaski, Russell and Warren.
The youngsters rounding up
the litter are divided into fourperson work crews and are
supervised by an adult, most
of them school' teachers on
summer break. The supervisors report to a county
coordinator who selects the
--areas to be cleaned each day
and generally oversee 'the
project. The number of crews
in each county varies from
two to eight.
The crews collect litter from
the roadsides and bag it.
Everything that can be
recycled is separated before it
is bagged. The materials are
then sold to a recycling center
and profits from the project
are given to the crews.
The bags are left on the
roadside overnight as a
reminder to passing motorists
not to litter, according to
Mooney. The litter is then
picked up the next day by
vehicles from the state
Department
of
Transportation.
On rainy days, some of the
grew members report to
shelters where materials are
separated and prepared for
recycling.
"We're trying to do a
number of things with the
litter corps," said Mooney.
"Not only are we cleaning up
certain areas in the state, but
these crews are providing a
continuous advertisement to
drivers reminding them not to
litter. We also intend for the
to
program
encourage
recycling."
Although this is the ftrst
year the program is beingoperated on a full-scale basis,,
Mooney said he believes last
year's pilot project in three
counties provided evidence
the effort will succeed.
"Last year we had 100 teens
working in Fayette, Morgan
and Henry counties," he
explained. "In six weeks they
picked up 12,400 bags of litter
from 2,200 miles of road."
Mooney said not only was
the cleanup operation a
success, but the experiment in
recycling also achieved good
results. The crews were encouraged
to
recycle
everything they could from
the bags of litter they
collected.
After selling their material
to a recycling center, the
Henry County crew earned
enough cash to hold a.back4oschool dinner. The grew also
set up a Special Educational
Fund at their local high
school.
"This if a prime example of
how the fitter corps is not only
helping to clean up Kentucky,
but is providing a valuable
educational experience as
well," said Mooney.

Storewide Sale!

Make your own customized
recordings or listen to AM,
FM'stereo or prerecorded
cassettes. Features built-in
microphones, tone, balance
and record-level controls.
3-way power: AC, optional
12VDC adapter or batteries.

Reg. 119.95
Antenna Mounts
on Flat Metallic Surface

Reg.179.95

14-771
mast*,chow

VISA

CHARGE IT /MOST STORES)

Find which stations are open, where prices are
best. who's got road service. There are serious gas
shortages, so CB is a must. It'll save you money,
time and it's great in any emergency 21-1531
Archer! Magnetic-Mount CB
Antenna. 21-1005 . . . 14.88

Diamond Styli Sale!

Half Price Battery Sale!

By Realistic

AM/FM Digital
Clock Radio Sale!
Chronomatice-116 by Realistic

Save
26%
Reg. 27C

Renew or
upgrade your
am.mtr e
ararns
o
c
otyrswndro, don't'
iafge
ycaes
rmtreigte
od
tlsatre

121E3
_
.Save
30%

darnage
records Sizes
most

Why pay more! These Radio
Shack "New Formula" "D" size
1.\/ batteries meet tough proofof-performance tests before they
leave the factory. 23-466

Reg.3.79

brands

Mini FM Stereo Car Radio

Save on a radio
that wakes you
to music or
alarm. Snooze
bar lets you
doze off to
music before-'auto shutoff.

Reg.39.95

12-1510

Keep in Touch!
CB Walkie-Talkie

By Realistic

TRC-80 by Realistic

Up-Front
Tiny 8-watt radio fits
under any dash. Works
with any .12-volt negative
ground system Sliding
balance and tone controls.
fighted-4ial-a-nd -FM stereolight. With all mounting
hardware. Less speakers.
12-1368

me taste our

one

(It'll keep you comm'back!)

Combination
Speaker/Mike
Sensational features and
quality at a price that's h
to beat. Perrea for sco s,
hobbyists, sportsmen.
Channel 14 crystals
Battery extra. 21-1602

Reg. 69.95

Save on a Complete Hi-Fi System Half Price! Stereo Receiver
by Realistic
with Auto-Magic" FM

Save
970

a

If you think you know a great T-Bone
when yob see one, just wait until
you see ours Thick, jury, tender, and cooked
just the way you love it With your choice of a hot
baked potato or french fries and toast, its a
meal you re going to remember Our weekend
feature price is easy to remember, too. only
$499 And try our soup n. salad bar with your
meal, just 99¢

Reg. SeParate
Items 509.80

Bel Air Center

1499
'
Reg. 299.95
Buy now for sensational sayings on a
receiver With Auto-Magic, a circuit that
tine-tunes FM stations for lowest distortion,
then monitors the signal to maintain best
- sound and prevent drift. 31-2041

AND CANADA"
RADIO SIIACR _HAS OVER 7000 STORES AND DEALERS IN THE USA

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

SIRLOIN STOCKADE'
Quality that keeps you comin'back.

• Realistic STA-85 Stereo
Receiver with 35 watts min.
RMS per channel at 8 ohms,
20-20,000 Hz, 0.34% total
harmonic distortion
• 2 MC-1400 Speaker Systems
• LAB-53 Changer with Base,
Cover, Magnetic Cartridge

e

NA DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

•

10-7 Mon.-Fri.
10-6 Sat.
Closed Sun.,

1
tvlost owns
disc awaalable at
Radio Shack
_Dealers
• Lio-r:A4or thas
sign an yOUr
neighborhood

•

Radio
lhaek

PRICkS MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

•

Sports
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Man To Beat

Purcell Ousted
By Pat DuPre
In Star Tourney

Watson Grabs Early British
Open 2nd-Round Lead With 68

WASHINGTON - Pat Monday.
In other matches; thirdDuPre, whose blistering
service returns vaulted him to seeded Harold Solomon was
the Wimbledon semifinals, upset by unseeded Rick Fagel
whipped Murrayan Mel 6-3, 2-6, 6-4; Eliot Teltscher
Purcell 6-4, 6-3 yesterday in defeated Alvin Gardiner of
the second round or the Australia 6-4,6-1; Paraguayan
Washington Star International Victor Pecci eliminated Bruce
Manson 6-2, 6-1; Eddie Dibbs
men's tennis tournament.
Purcell, a 19-year-old beat Andrew Pattison 7-5, 6-2;
enrolled at the University of Argentine Jose-Luis Clerc
Tennessee, had advanced with beat Warren Maher 6-4, 6-2,
a 6-4, 6-3 triumph of Dean and Raul Ramirez whipped
Joubert of South Africa Robert Van't Hof,6-2,6-1.

McCleary Takes
Tri-State Honors
With Strong 73
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
The worst thing about
Vicki
admits
winning,
McCleary, is keeping up the
pace the next time out. Not to
mention the fact that she's
now batting 1.000.
McCleary won the Tri-State
Women's Golf Association
tournament at the Oaks
Country Club yesterday, the
first time she had competed in
a Tri-State event.
And she did it with a
sparkling even-par 73, outdistancing Mary Bain and
Wanda Mullinax, who each
had 76s., by three strokes.
McCleary, who recently
moved from Jackson, Tenn.,
to her native home of Fulton,
Ky., stood one-over-par after
eight holes. But a chip-in
birdie on No. 9 began a string
of four birdies over the final 10
holes.
"My whole game was •
said
today,together
McCleary. "I was hitting my
approach shots close to the pin
and getting good putts."
Besides her three at No. 9,
McCleary birdied No.'s 12, 13
and 17.

Mi!ierray Ledger 81 Times

By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
LYTHAM ST. ANNES,
England - Tom Watson
determinedly
scrambled
through cold, windy weather
to a 3-under-par 68 that gave
hini the early second-round
lead today in the 108th British
Open Golf Championship.
Watson, twice a winner of
this ancient title and the
outstanding player in the
game over the last 242 years,
put together a 36-hole total of
140.
That is 2 strokes under par
for two trips over, through and
around the 6,822 yards of
narrow fairways and kneedeep to hip-deep rough that
make up the Royal Lytham
and St. Annes club course.
Watson, one of the early
starters, had little assurance
his lead would stand up,
however,
Bill Longmuir, the obscure
Briton who set the first-round
pace with. a 65, remained 6
shots under par after the first
seven holes of the second
round.
Hale Irwin, the U.S. open
champion, had clipped 2 more
strokes off par and, after five
holes of the second round was
5 shots under.
Lee Trevino remained even
par .for the tournament
through 14 holes of the second
round.
Defending champion Jack
Nicklaus, Ben Crenshaw and
Jerry Pate had later starting
times. Pate was third alone
after his opening-round 69.
Nicklaus and Crenshaw had
first round 72s.
Tom Kite and Mark Hayes
each made an early move at
the leaders today, but each fell
victim to the assorted golfing
horrors of the back nine,'
which plays dead into the
prevailing wind off the Irish
Sea and is much more difficult
than the front side.
Hayes was out in 31, then
came home in 44. Kite turned
in 32 but was back in 42. Hayes
had a 36-hole total of 150, Kite

Bain, the best local finisher,
had nine-hose scores of 38 and
38. "I just couldn't make any
putts," she sighed.
The Tri-State - Alsociation
consists of 12 member clubs
from Kentucky, Tennessee
By Tony Wilson
and Missouri. With four
tournaments held each year, a
tournament at the
Tri-State event swings to the
Mary Bain watches a shot during yesterday's Tri-State women's golf
Voic
winner
behind
shots
three
76,
a
shot
Oaks course approximtely
Bain
Club.
Oaks Country
once every thrze years.
Bain won a playoff with
Mullinax for championship
flight honors (McCleary was
ineligible for the honor since
she was_ medalist) by
bogeying the first playoff hole.
Mullinax had a double-bogey.
Dutch Bryant shot an 82 to
win the first flight; Dot
Arnold, an 86 to win the second
flight; and Judy DeMoss, a 92
Today a Cancer Research
the background.
By WILL GRIMSLEY
to take the third.
Center in Seattle bearing his
His name: Fred Hutchins
AP Special Correspondent
Low-putt honors went to Rae
Hutchinson was a goo: name is leading the fight to
SEATTLE - Baseball's
Warford and Linda Brown 50th All-Star game, contested pitcher=.never a great ,,ne - whip the dread disease.
(both with 32) in the cham- Tuesday in the tight, festooned for the Detroit Tigers. He
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn,
pionship flight, to Caroline Kingdome, left its traditional grew up in Seattle, son of a Mrs. Kuhn, former Cincinnati
Copeland 131 ) in the first bevy of heroes and memories.
doctor. His brother, Bill, went boss Bob Howsam and a few
flight, to Carita Lamb (29) in
Who-ctruldn't be impressed. to medical school. Freddie, a friends took time out from
the second and to Gwen by the rare sight of Carl big, strong speciman of man their busy All-Star schedule to
Canter(29)in the third.
Hubbell, still a majestic figure of more than 6-feet, wanted to visit the seven-story, $11.8
million complex devoted to
despite silver hair and a play baseball.
Scores in GLANCE.
Freddie broke into the research in the treatment and
halting step from a stroke in
opposite page
1975 - the lefthander who Pacific Coast League with
Inthe lobby of the sparkling
struck out Babe Ruth, Lou Seattle at age 19. He
big
are caps and other
leagues.
the
to
Al
facility
graduated
Foxx,
Jimmie
Gehrig,
Simmons and Joe Cronin He never set any Marks to mementoes of the game
consecutively in the second earn him a niche in Cooper- Hutchinson loved. On other
floors, the finest medical
-All-Star game at New York's stown's Hall of Fame.
•
minds and most sophisticated
Polo Grounds in 1934?
But he was good pitcher and facilities are teamed in the
And who wouldn't be equally
he had the heart of a hon. effort to save lives of adults
moved at the sight of the
called him The and children once apparently
Teammates
Rod
star,
P.R.
day
game's present
tournament in San Juan,
of his size.
because
Bear"
doomed to die.
Witnesses said Macy was Carew of the California
his stout arm began to
When
vote
The director is Fred's
when
all-time
way
Angels, the
looking the other
Manager. brother, Dr. William B.
tire, he became
Herrera landed a bkow with getter, idled by a thumb inHe managed the Tigers and Hutchinson. .
his clenched fist, knocking jury,, telling a luncheon
Louis Cardinals,•but,most
St.
It wa''s to his brother, Bill,
•Macy to his knees. Herrera audience of baseball's great
people associate hitn with the that Fred came when lumps
game,
he
great:
fronvit
near
ejected
and
was
Cincinnati Reds, a team he appeared on his throat in
are -here not to liye
but not further punished.
took over in 1960 and led to the December, 1963. The ailment
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., history but to make it."
National League pennant in was disagnosed as cancer.
Yet through all of the fun,
calling Hen-era's action "an
1961.
Fred, continuing treatment,
unprovoked attack," chided fuss and fanfare of this parade
talent,
to surrender. He went
refused
finest
Tuesday
That entitled "Hutch" to
of the game's
U.S. Pan Am officials
•
the NL All-Stars in to-spring-training -in-49641There was aliSmbersharlow ul—Fruinage
from theSenateflOOr.
1962 in Washington, D.C. managed until the All-Star
break, then gave way to Dick
Hutchinson inherited a pretty
Gaunt and weak, he
Sisler.
His
coaches
potent team.
were
posed for, the Reds' team
Casey Stengel and John
picture in September. Three
Keane. His players included
Hank Aaron, Erqie Banks, months later he was dead at
age 45.
Roberto Clemente, Sandy
In 1965, a quartet of media
Koufax and Don Drysdale.
How are you going to beat friends - broadcasters Bob
gays like that?. "Hutch's" Prince and Ernie Harwell,
writers Jim Enright and
Nags won 3-1,
Fred Hutchinson was Ritter Collett - estadished
remembered here Tuesday - the "Hutch Award" to raise
not for this All-Star game funds and honor ball players
who exemplified Hutchinson's
victory but for another
qualities. Winners
fighting
in
which
his was .!
achievement
Mickey Mantle,
included
have
not a physical but an inSandy Koufax and Willie
spirational role.
Yqu see, "Hutch" died. in `Stargell.
"Hutch:" a genuine AllNovember, 1964, after a bitstar.
terly longluttle with cancer.

A Genuine All-Star

'Hutch' Battled Cancer Until The End

Injury To Macy
Sparks Angry Words
By the Associated Press
WASHINGTON - An injury
Kentucky
forced
that
basketball star Kyle Macy out
of the Pan American Games
evoked no offitilal protest from
the U.S. officials, but it
sparked angry statements in
Congress.
Macy suffered a broken jaw
when he was struck by Cuba's
Tomas Herrera in the seventh
game of the hemispheric

'got away with the tem147.
Some other American peratures in the 40s. It had
scores in the second round: Ed resighed only the mid-50a by
Sneed 75-151, Hubert Green 71- noon. The winds, straight off
148, Masters champion fuzzy
the sea at 20 mph, made the
Zoeller 72-150.
more severe and club
cold
The playing conditions
matter of
continued to be extremely selection a
guesswork.
starters
difficult. The early

Longmuir Says He
Can Win, But He
Must'Play Nicely'
By the Associated Press
LYTHAM ST. ANNES,
England - Bill Longmuir:
serious 'contender for the
British Open golf title, or oneday wonder?
Longmuir, a 26-year-old
Englishman, shot a recordequalling 65 in the first round
Wednesday to lead a cadre of
Americans into today' second
round. , -Despite having won only two
tournaments as a pro, the
virtually unknown Longmuir
was convinced he could go on
to glory.
"I think I can win the Open
if I hang on and just oily
nicely." said Longmuir, vho
was once so broke he draw a
truck to raise money to tontine as a player.
But the man with the
unlikely pedigree tat eight
birdies in the first 12 holes
over the windy Lythan course
to leave second-place Hale
Irwin, the U.S. Opi champion, three shots bac
Jerry Pate was ano r shot
back in third place at
"I am under no Pure
whatsoever," said Lon
r,
slightly bemused by alrthe
attention his round attracild,
"Sixty-five is a great bonus tit
me, and I ani going to go out
try and make another bi.
score."

The battle-hardened
American pros were amazed
at Longmuir's birdie run.
"The guy who shot 65?"
Irwin asked. "I take my hat
off to him. Good gosh, what an
amazing round of golf.
Incredible."
Defending champion Jack
Nicklaus, who like favorite
Tom Watson found the narrow
fairways too much too handle,
joked: "I don't believe the
score and I don't believe there
is such a person." Both shot lover 72.
Longmuir went into today's
second round as one of only
Four players to break par.
Irwin, who defied the
convention of the day .by
collecting three birdies on the
back nine of the 6,823-yard,
par-71 course, just edged -In
front of Pate, who turned 9under but finished 2-under at
69.
"It was very difficult,- the
bespectacled Irwin said.
"There are so many holes with
ruirroy fairways anditiewind
made things even worse."
Irwin was nevertheless very
satisfied with his round.
"I felt like I drove the ball
really well," he said. "I feel
excellent that I had a good
score in the first round It
always helps."

-----ThmomonomsammEr
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VALVOLINE OIL St AN 0 OIL FILTER
AND GET 1 QT. OF
OIL FOR 1C.

Paintsville Wins 17th In 19
Games With 10-9 Triumph

(includes 30 multigrade and
single weight valvoline motor oils

Good at an participating CAROUEST Auto Parts Stores thru July 22, 1979

Motor Parts & Bearings
JOHNNY NUTNIMPOPID
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By the Associated Press
PAINTSVILLE, Ky. -- The
PaMtsville.
Tri-Counly*
Yankees held off a ninth lb-.
rang rally from the Bristol,
Tenn., Tigers Wednesday
night to win their sixth game
in a row, 10-9.
The Yankees have now won
17 of their first 19.games this
season.
After spotting the Tigers a 40 lead with all of Bristol's runs
in the top of the second inning,
the Yankees tied the 'score
with four runs of their own in

and
;the bottom of the third
bottom
the
in
run
a
added
then
of the fourth for a 5-4 lead.
The -Yankees -Own. scored
three tinies in the seventh
inning, with Scott Benedict's
tworun single the decisive
blow. The Yankees then added
two more runs in the bottinn of
the eighth with Ottis Nixon
conand Rob Teegarden
tributing run-scoring singles.
In the Tigers' ninth inning,a
two-run homer by Tony
Barraco got the Tigers off to
/
the start of Like-run inning
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Basebal Standings
MEHL( AN LEAGUE
EAST
Pet GB
V/
L
656
59 31
iyouniore
2
1211
32
56
buena,
11
587
38
54
guesukee
434 11
49 43
sew York
MO 14
45 45
Der011
417
42 48
LleVeland
312 316s
21 64
1,:(0610
W
$91
55 38
California
571
52 39
Inas
5
539
18 41
Ilunessta
484 10
44 47
Kansas City
13
451
50
41
ilacago
438 15st
40 54
Rattle
365 304.1
25 19
Addend
Weeleesday's Games
Sc games scheduled
Thersday's Games
Caldarnis Agee 7-7 and Frost 74) at
Baltunare (Flanagan 124 and Didartinez
241,2, it-n)
Chicago (Kraft('84 and Barrios 8-3 o at
Texas (Darwin 2-1 and Jenkins 11461. 2.
t-r
Seattle (Bannister 5-7 o at Batton I Eckinky 941, ID)
Oakland iliteCatty 54) at New York
John 13-41.(a)
ISteib 24) at Milwaukee TravTo
ers 7-41,(n)
Detroit (Underwood 44) at Minnesota
k.0111TINI 1141. Oil
Cleveland (Wise 84) at Kansas City
, Leonard 54).(n) FrMay's Games
California at Baltimore,(0)
Seattle at Boston. (no
.oeli.land at New York. In)
Toronto at Milwaukee.(a)
Detroit at Minnesota. in)
ileveland at Kansas City.(n)
l'hicago at Texas. In)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
Pet. GB
L
W
50 35
Montreal
3
$53
38
47
Chicago
3
549
50 41
Philadelphia
4
541
46 39
Pittsburgh
64
512
44 42
Si 1.011111
4.13 13ia
37 49
We York
W EST
.574 54 SO
Houston
5111
41 45
Cusonnad
814
464
48
45
San Francisca
448 12
43 53
Sir Owego
429 134
39 52
Atlanta
317 174
36 57
los Angeles
Wednesday's Games
. No games sdiethiled
Ilmrsillay's Games
Atlanta fErletatara 5-3, at Chicago
• Mc(lothse 84)
Houston (J.Miekro 13-4 and K.Forsch 53) at Pillidergh Munn 5-4 and Blyleven
741, 2,(*A) .
Ondroal3 (3448140 3-3) at St Louis
(Yawl& Id).(a)
New Tett I Ellis 1-21 at San Diego
(Perry Mi. 4)
Montreal (Schataeder 4-21 at Las Arigees Hoots 7.71, (0)
edu4phiat Carlton 114i at San FranO (Curtis 54).(10
Friday's Games
Atlanta at (34cago
)iAietan at Pittsburgh.
('hilacletptua at San Francisco.(n)
Incinnatl at St louts, In)
New York at San Diego,
Montreal at Los Angeles, (no

Baseball Leaders

Golf
Tri-state Results
Mei. At Oaks t sentry ChM
MA:Lears
37-36-73
Mar) ham
36314711
Wanda Mutinies
3947-76
Caroline Caldwell
40-4040
Mary Bogard
364241
Wanda Brown
43-4144
E tenor Griffin
404545
Jane Ann Nall
314641
Linda Brann
43-43411
Rae Warford
43-4447
Dean Conger
43.4447
Betty Vowel!
43-4649
Nev Newton
46-42-90
Veneta Sexton
42,4840
Virginia Rogers
46-45-91
Carol Hibbard
46-47-93
Frances Hulse
48-53-101

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (215 at binso luster. Cincinnati, 323, Winfield, San Diego, 331.
Hernandez. St Louts, 324, Brock,
St Lows, .334, Boone, Pluladelpha, 321
RUNS Schmidt, Philadelptua. 68.
Matthews, Atlanta, 111; Royster. Atlanta.
65. Lopes. Los makes, 65, North. San
Francisco, 65
FiBI Foster, alICIMISSU, 72, Winfield,
San Taegu. 72; Kingman, Chicago.69; Schnudt, Philadelphia. 48; Clark, San
Francisco, 62
HOME RUNS Schmidt. Philadelphia,
31 Kingman. Owego. M; Winfield, San
Diego. is; Faster, Cmeinnati. 38; Loped.
loon Angeles, 20
STOLEN BASES Moreno, eituourgh.
W; North, San Francisco, 37; T Scott,
St.Louis, 25, R.Scott, Montreal, 33:
Tavem,..NeetVerir.12.:Cetieno, Houston.

‘o IL

Tap Six Fialshers
First Flight
Dutch Bryant
Ann Gulick
Sandy Weintraub
Vu-gie W1111111
Dot Summons
Mary Jane Alford

_
40-4242
424143
414344
43-4144
42-4244
42-4345

Seeoed Flight
Dot Arnold
Burlene Brewer
Freida Hines
Nile Hill
Edith Garrison
Vicki Russell

PITCHING (9 Decisions). J Niekro,
Houston. 13-4. .765, 303, LaCoss, Cincinnati, 9-3, 750, 229; Blyleven, Pittsburgh, 7-3. 700. 306, Martinez, St.Louis,
7-3, 700, 2.99. Anduiar, Houston, 114, 688,
2.65. LAMS, St Louis, 6-3, 467, 2.83;
Seaver, Cincinnati. 9-5, 643, 342: Lamp,
Chicago, 74: 636, 4,40
STRIKEOUTS Richard. Houston, 157
Carlton, Philadelphia. 113. Swan, New
York, 103, Perry, San Diego, 102:
Piiiehro. Atlanta. 100

44-4248
484448
414541
434841
444743
4649-94

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (215 at bats) Doirrung.
California, .352, Smalley, Minnesota, 341,
Adams, Minnesota, .333; Bochte, Seattle,
326. Kemp, Detroit. 326, Molitor,
Milwaukee. .326.
RUNS. Baylor, California, 72. Lens(ord,
Califorro., 71, Brett, MillSILS City, 68,
Rice, Boston. 67; Otis, Kansas City, 65,
Jones. Seattle, 65
RBI Baylor, California, 34, Lynn,
Boston, 75; Rice, • Boston, 68, Thomas,
Milwaukee, 67: Smalley, Minnesota, 67'
HOME RUNS • Lynn, Boston, 24;
Thomas, Milwaukee, 23, Baylor,
California. 23; Singleton, Baltornore, 21;
Rice, Boston, 21
STOLEN BASES: LeFlore, Detroit, 49;
Wilson. Kansas City, 37, Wills. Tem+, 23,
Bonds, Cleveland, 23: Cruz, Seattle, zz
PITCHING 9 Decisions o Davis, New
York,6-1, 880. 2.13, Clear, California, 10-2,
.633. 2 45; Kern. Texas, 16-2 433, 1.3$;
Zahn, Minnesota. 8-2, 900, 3.38, John, New
York. 13-4, .765, 2.39. Rent°, Boston, 143,
727, 2.97; Barrios, Chicago, 6-3; .727, 3 61;
Palmer. Baltimore, 7-3, 730, 320
STRIKEOUTS Ryan, California. 160,
Guidry. New York, 109; Jenkins. Texas,
101: Flanagan, Baltirricre. 19; Kravec,
Chicago. 85

Third Flight
Judy DeMues
Jean Russell
Dorothy Graves
Jeanie Morgan
Shirley Wilson
Willa Locker

484442
464145
47-61-911
50-50-100
47-65 102
55-48-103

British Open
At Lytham Si Mows, England
29-36-65
Bill Longmuir
35-33-68
Hale Irwin
314669
Jerry Pate
33-37-70
Lsao Aoki
33-38-71
Terry Gale
34-37-71
Peter McEvoy
36-37-71
Orville Moody
38-35-71
Lee Trevino
13-39-72
Gary Cullen
15-37-72
Hvgh Baloccbtu
Selected others
3240-72
Jack Nicklaus
37-35-n
Ton Watson
33-42-75
Wayne Player
37-4677
Gary Player
35-43-74
Fuery &eller
39-40-79
Tom Wetakoph

Transactions
Nova Scotia Voyageurs-Named Bert
Templeton coach aid general manager.

BASEBALL
Americas League
CLEVELAND INDIANS-Named Pat
lkibson pitching coach of Batavia of the
New Von -Penn League

was Knight's
Benson
EDITOR'S NOTE — Bobby seniors in high school — know
Knight has a reputation for that the experience is going to dominating center on the 1976
driving his players. Hard. The be fun, but also a lot of hard championship team. The next
year, Benson was a senior,
final part of a three part series work.
The dictatorial Knight may and Knight asked him to play
on Knight looks at his
be tough on his campers, but a bigger role as the team
relationship with his players.
that's child's play compared leader on and off the court. A
the
gentle man, active
to playing for him at-Indiana
By FRED ROTHENBERG
jup Sports Writer
Whenever Curt Gowdy and "One time I sat next to Benson in the locker
Bobby Knight get together, as
room and he was so upset with Knight that his
they did at the recent Pan
American Games in Puerto
hands were shaking."
Rick Valavicius
Rico, Knight picks the
one
on
broadcaster's brain
"How many times do you hear players in the
subject — Ted Williams.
pros or college say, "Play me or trade me"?
enough
hear
can't
"Bobby
about the man," said Gowdy,
And how many times do they say "I just
a long-time friend of Williams,
wasn't
good enough"? Now who's kidding
who dedicated himself to
becoming the best hitter in
who?"
Bobby Knight
baseball. "He admired the
way Williams conducted
himself. Ted was his own man. University. His practices are Fellowship of Christian
was
Benson
He had a drive for greatness like basic training in the Athletes,
Army, with Knight the drill somewhat uncomfortable in
and a quest for perfection.
"In that way, Bobby sergeant. He has been called that role. He also „became
dehumanizing by some of his more sensitive to Knight's
reminds me a lot of Ted."
escalating verbal attacks, and
Striving for perfection is the players.
"It was pure hell," said the two haV falling out.
essence of Bobby Knight. He
demands it of himself and Rich Valavicius, who tran"Right now, that's all in the
everybody around him. And sferred to Auburn two years past," said Benson, who came
he expects people to work as ago. "I left because I just to Indiana last month, at
hard as possible to get the didn't want to play in fear of Knight's request, to take part
the coach. Basketball wasn't in a scrimmage 'against
most out of their abilities.
Knight's Pan Am team.
"The woods are full of guys fun anymore."
Valavicius says after he "We've gotten back together,
Ike you," Knight tells young
players attending his summer decided to leave, his team- and we're on speaking terbasketball camp. "You've got mate, Kent Benson, told "me ms."
Knight has received much
to learn to give everything it was the smartest decision I
criticism in his eight years at
you've got all the time you're would ever make."
"One time I sat next to Indiana because 12 of his 41
playing. The guy who can do
that is the one who's going to Benson in the locker room and recruits have transferred to
—succeed in the end."
he was so upset with Knight other schools.
Some players say it's
The campers — ranging in that his hands were shaking,"
because of Knight's brutal
age from fourth graders to Valavicius said.

Na t local league
HOUSTON/ ASTROS Recalled Frank
laCarte, pither, from Charleston of the
Internationa' League Placed Tom Dixon.
pitcher, on the disabled list

COLLEGE
• - H4D4AgA:STATE UNIVERSITYNanned Dick Comer defensive line COila
SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITYNamed Gete Bourdet athletic director

HOCKEY
Anseekan Harkey League

Gibbs Survives Jackson Rally
Helps Murray To American
Legion Doubleheader Sweep
Post 73 in the third inning. He
JACKSON, Tenn. — Alan
Gibbs fanned 10 Jackson, advanced to third on a wild
Tenn., hitters to help Murray
pitch and scored on an error:
to a first-game triumph, and
Gibbs and John Denham, who
Post 73 went on to sweep an singled, scored the game's
American Legion baseball' Secondynd third runs with thedoubleheader last night, help of two more Jacks&
grabbing 5-4 and 8-5 decisions.
errors.
Murray, now 23-14 and on
Bruce Taylor banged three
the crest of a five-game - hits and drove in two runs to
winning streak, travels tif) boost Murray in .the second
Sikeston, Mo., Friday for a game. He singled to contribute
twinbill. It closes its season at to Post 73's three-run first
home Saturday against inning, drove home another
run in the second and singled
Madisonville.
Gibbs, 3-1, shut out Jackson in the sixth.
Murray scored two uns
:hrough the first five innings.
But the host scored four times the second frame and t ree
more in the third to race to an
wer the final two frames with
he help of three Murray 8-0 lead. Jackson scored three
times off starter Chad Tucker,
TROTS.
who needed relief help from
After Jackson pushed
the David Mathis in the six& for
icross. its final run in ,
;eventh on an infield miscik, the triumph.
hough, Gibbs notched a
itrikeout for the final out.
David Mathis doubled to
tart a three-run outburst by
(

Murray S. Jackson 4
a b r h bi
3 1 0 0
Dean Jackson 2b
G 1 1
cf
Milton.
Bill
4 1 0 0
Brad Taylor. ss
2 0 0 0
Scott Tucker,3b
3 0 1 1
Bruce Taylor. if
3
Dean C1wrry. lb
)
1 14
3 44
Slavid Matins, rf
1 0
Alan Gibte. p
3 1 2
John Denham. c
27. 5 5
totals
003
0
55
110
Murray
4 5
000 001 3
Jackson

Murray I, Jacks..5
ab r h Is
4 2 1 0
Dean Jackson, 2b
Btil Milton. cf
5 2 2 1
5 2 1 1
Brad Taylor. rf
4 2 1 2
Sclott INicker, 3b
4 0 3 2
Bruce Taylor, lb
3 0 0 0
c
Cherry,
Dean
3 0 1 0
Bill Pre sson. ss
2 0 0 0
David Striplmg, If
4 0 1 1
Chad Tucker. p
0 00
0
Dimond Mathis. p
34 8 10 6
.00
totals
323 000 0 - 6 10 1
Murray5 4 2
002 012 0
Jackson

Service, But

"There was so much mental
abuse, it was unbelievable,"
Valavicius said. "He's always
cursing you out. He never hit
me, but I've seen him grab a
player (Wayne _Radford) and
throw him against a wall...1
was so afraid of my next
practice that I couldn't sleep
at night."
Knight says most-- of the
transfers leave because of a
lack of playing time. "I really
believe that all those kids,
except two, would have stayed
if they had been getting more
playing time," he said. "How
many times do you hear
players in the pros or college
say, 'Play me or trade me'?
And how many times do they
say. 'I just wasn't good
enough'? Now who's kidding
who?"
"You have to be a certain
kind of individual to play for
Bobby Knight," said Scott
May of the Chicago Bulls, who
led Indiana to the national
championship in 1976. "You
have to be a hard worker. But
most high school kids are
afraid of hard work. They've
been babied all their lives.
And to play for (him), you
have to be able to take constructive criticism."
Some athletes and coaches
are appalled at Knight's
treatment of his players. He's
a tyrant. He'll rant and rave at
his players in public or in
private. "There's never been
a kid here who didn't know
what was expected of him,"

"He made me a better man
and a better ballplayer," said
Steve Downing, who didn't
make it with the Boston
Celtics and now is administrative assistant to the
Indiana athletic director.
Ray Tolbert and Butch
Carter, who were co-Most
Valuable Players at the NIT
basketball tournament earlier
this year, were on the IU
campus this summer taking
courses. They seemed to have
a genuine affection for Knight.
Carter called Knight "my
coach, my counselor, my
teacher and, sometimes, my
father. It amazes me how
much he knows about life.
"Because of what he's made
me learn about myself, I feel I
can handle any kind of
problem that comes up.
There's nothing that can get
the best of me."

CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION
(Including Domestic Subsidiaries)
LEGAL TITLE OF BANK
Bank of Murray
CITY

COUNTY

STATE

ZIP CODE

Murray
STATE BANK NO.

Calloway
FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT NO.

Kentucky
CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE

42071

June 30, 1979

8

207

Thou.
MIL
ASSETS
4 ,985
1. Cash and due from depository institutions
051
15
2. U.S. Treasury securities
1 001
, 3. Obligations of other U S. Government agencies and corporations
13 449
•
4. Obligations of States and political subdivisions in the United States . . .
pone
5. All other securities . . .
none
.
.
6. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell
66
65
.
incomai
7. a. Loans, Total (excluding unearned
372
b. Less: allowance for possible loan losses
66 ,593
....
.
Net
c. Loans.
.
.....
none
.....
.....
.
8. Lease financing receivables . -......
618
2
premises
bank
9. Bank premises, furniture and fixtures, and other assets representing
pone
10. Real estate owned other than bank premises
555
1
..
.. .
11. All other assets
105 252
12. TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru 11)
LIABILITIES
19 875
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
283
69
corporations)
14. Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
189
15. Deposits of United States Government
4 458
States
the
United
in
subdivisions
18. Deposits of States and political
pone
-17, All other deposits
362
18. Certified and officers' checks
94
19. Total Deposits (sum of items 13 thru 18)
21 B97
a. Total demand deposits)
72 70
' • b. 'Total time and,savings deposits _
1 250
repurchase
to
nts
20. Federal funds purchased and securities sold tinder agreeme•
Treasury an
21. Interest-bearing demand notes (note balances) ilsued to the d.s.
368
borrowed
money
for
other liabilities
pone
22. Mortgage indebtedness and liability for capitalized leases
1 814
..............
.
23. All other liabilities
.
items 19 thru 23)
97 99
of
(sum
debentures)
and
notes
subordinated
(excluding
24. TOTAL LIABILITIES
25. Subordinated notes and debentures
(par value)
. .
(par value)

No shares outstanding
lisagres authorized
Np;il
a
4•••
.
et outstanding
b. N
. .
...
.
•
.
.....
.
.
.
28. Surplus
29. Undivided profits and reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves
.
30. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 26 thru 29)
T6TAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 24, 25 and 30)

Opponent

Knight said.
"The older you got, the
easier he was to play for,"
said Jim Crews, a part-time
assistant at Indiana who was
on the 1976 title team. "It's
like your parents. They also
get smarter as you get older."
Knight demands his players
be intelligent on and off the
court. Of the 20 Indiana
players who reached their
junior years, 19 have
graduated. Bobby Wilkerson,
the only exception, needs
seven credit hours to get his
diploma.

8040/35 (12-78) STATE

EQUITY CAPITAL
26. Preferred stock
27. Common Stock

Roars Past
By the Associated Press
BAASTAD,Sweden -- Bjorn
org dropped his first two
!rv ice,games but came back
defeat Christophe Freysh-uf
ranee 6-4, 6-0 in the $110,000
wedish Open tennis chantionships.
In other matches, Balazs
aroczy of Hungary overcame
enny Svensson of Sweden 5-7,
1, 6-3; Petrick Proisy
qeated fellow Frenchman
eorges, Goven 6-2, 6-3; Billy
Iartin beat Hans Kary of
ustria 6-4, 6-3; and Heinz
unthardt of Switzerland beat
weden's Jan Guinarsson 6-1,
6.
singles,
In
women's
ominique Beaten of France
'Red Ivona Brzakova of
techoslovakia 7-5, 7-5 and
Vessies-Appel
olland's
hipped Ingrid Bentror of
Ned'6-21.6-1.

trealll lent of them.

Central Hockey League
DALLAS BLACK HAWKS- Named John
Ounce head coarn

Borg Drops

lb

Some Support, Others Disdain Coach's Tactics

a

none
740
3 00(1
573
7 113

MEMORANDA
1.. Amounts outstanding as Of report date
pone
a. Standby letters of credit, total .
2
813
more
or
b. Time certificates of deposit in denominations of $100,000
more
c,ther time deposits in amounts of $100,000 or
report date
2. Average for 30 calendar days (Dr calendar month)4cuting_wittt
........ . .
above)
19
to
item
(corresponds
a. Total deposits
signing the report
less than three directors other than the officer(s)
N-OTE This report must be signed by an authorized officer(s) and attested by not
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
schedules) is
Condition (including the supporting
e, thetMdersigned o icer(s) do hereby declare that this Report of
NO
'TELEPHONE
CODE
AREA
(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT
IGNATUR OF 0

Illy _17, 1979

502-7534191
▪ TITLE OF OFFI ER(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT
NAME AND
—

.

Pite“..dent
••••

SIGNATURE OF DIREOTOR
>LA
By'nay Wilson

Vicki McCleary coaxes a putt during her round yesterday in
the Tri-State women's golf tournament at the Oaks Country
Club. She finished with an even-par 73 to win the event by
three strokes.

(melte 84481C FOR
NOTARY'S SEAL)

s.
SIGNATURE

DATE SIGNED

the 'correctness of this Report of
We. the undersigned directors. attest
and declare that it has
schedules)
Condition (including _the supporting
ang;oetief has been
trrsossitedge
6Tour
besf
the
to
and
us
by
examined
been

it-Lida-nil d8`rrere4.
SIGNATILFULDVTOR
-

prepared in conformance with the instructions and is
OF DIRECTOR

te
County of
Kentua
olt
State of
day of
17th
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
and 1 hereby certify that 1 am not an officer or director of this bank
19110
My commission expires
gay 21

Calloway
July

19.7981.:
*TA"• , Notary Public:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7a
7b
7c
8
9
10
11
12
/3
14
15
16
17
18
19
19a
19b
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
Memo
la
lb
/c
2a
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ABC, NBC, Once Very Different
I In Coverage, Nearing A Medium
"There's been a meeting in
By FRED ROTHENBERG
the middle. The coverages are
AP Sports Writer
When it comes to baseball, now very similar," said Tom •
it's getting so you can't tell the Vi'tante, baseball's director of
networks without a scorecard. marketing and broadcasting.
"The two networks are
Or at least a TV Guide.
inmore
You used to be able to watch becoming
an inning of baseball and, distinguishable all the time."
without checking the dial or
hearing the ano'uncers, you
COMMENTARY
knew whether the game was
on ABC or NBC.
ABC would show the players
broadcasting
ABC
is
without their hats, go for a
tight shot of a batter's nose or baseball on Monday night for
scour the dugout for a bubble the fourth year, gaining the
gum blower — but then blow needed experience to do the
the big play of the game. NBC job well. Televising baseball is
would wow you with game not like televising golf,
coverage, but put you to sleep gymnastics or "Superstars."
It takes time for a director to
between pitches.

think like a baseball player. If
the situation calls for hit wig
the cutoff man, so should the
appropriate camera.
NBC has been on the
baseball beat much longer and
has veteran director Harry
Coyle on its team. The
director makes the splitsecond choice of which
camera can best pick up the
action at any given moment,
and Coyle is considered tops in
,his profession.
• The producer orchestrates
the broadcast, arranging for
such things as taped interviews and head shots inthe screen
on
serted
throughout the game.
But at Tuesday night's All

The Cougars finished with a 6-2 record to cap-titre the girls lower-division softball title. In
front are, left to right, Kelley Howell, Cathy Williams, Wendy Parker, Kim Pogue, Ginger
Billington, Kristin Hohman'Und Dara Jackson. In back are Leslie Adams, Shelley Howell,
Natascha Tubbs, Vorinie Hays, Lee Holcomb and Nanette Wynn. Also shown are (left
coaches David Howell and Gary Hohman.

Star Game, NBC showed
inserts of the batters comini
up, photographing them
without their caps, allowed
Bob Boone's son to say hello to
his mom and zeroed in on the
well-endowed
stripper,
Morganna, as she ran on the
field.
For NBC, the most unportant thing is covering the
game. Whatever it takes, the
game is the story," Villante
said."ABC treats its games as
a news event. 'Anything
pertaining to the sport is a
news story."
If you're looking for
baseball journalism, you
won't get it from the local
stations' coverage of the home
teams. The announcers are
approved by the baliclubs,
making for bland coverage
and turning broadcasters into
cheerleaders. - This noncritical reporting belittles the
intelligence of the fan.
The most glaring example
came when Billy Martin was rehired by the Yankees. The
fiery manager's return to the
lines almost doubled the expected attendance for the
June 19 game between the
Yankees and the Toronto Blue
Jays. But WPIX in New York
didn't treat it as one of
baseball's best stories of the
year.
There was just a token
mention of Martin's return at
the • start of the broadcast
before the cameras went down
to the dugout for an allimportant interview between
Yankee "[announcer" Phil
Rizzuto and the .team's first
draft choice, Todd Demeter.
When the roar from the
,crowd became unbearable,_
the interview was cut short
and the cameras picked up
Martin, halfway to the plate,
carrying his lineup card to the
urhpires.
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Plastic Bar. B. Q.
Grill Cover

Plastic
Trash Burrell

him N•mg

22 gat truth cm with motel lock-Ild how
Mos.
No 124

Hawaiian Punch
Drink Mix

Band Aid
Sheer Strips No. 4630
Plastic Strips No. 3267
70 Bandages

Wei for been* And Staring
Podia.el 3 Own
Pocking, of Pints
Owings of 4-1,,t pant

U.

Solo Yaw Choice

Buddy L
Wagon Grill

Reach Tooth Brush
Soft or Media= lirtottos

Break For The Stewards

Geritol Tablets

Ilick-1111 fire pus edlestollo is fles
pooltioss. Two draws /Ned oseilog
yids, towel bar Ismas. Ms. MN

listerine
Moittiteresli eied Gee*

listermint

Racing Commission Changes ttatewide Qualifications

Noxzema
Skin Cream

Mouthwash one Ger qi•
'20i Bettie

_

By the Associated Press
The
LEXINGTON
—
Kentucky State Racing
Commission today changed"
statewide qualifications for
racing stewards which would
allow any stewards currently
serving to continue to work at
thoroughbred race tracks in
the state.
The commission .adopted a
Change in the rules of racing to
delete a requirement that a
steward mustfhave-Served as
pri,observer in the stewards'
stand for 60 days in three of
the five preceding years.
-The point is to__rnake
eligible virtually all stewards
currently serving and who
would not be eligible under
current rules," said Keene
• Daingerfield, senior state
steward.
Daingerfield said he knew
from his own experience as p
steward how difficult it is to
find time to "stand around and
be an observer."
After the brief meeting,.
commission Chairman
Brownell Combs II said [be
change in the rulPitwill have
to be approved by the
Legislative Research Corn=
mission before it becomes
effective. He said it is unlikely
that would occur before Sept.

that post.
The commission suba
appointed
sequently
The commission's action replacement for Hooper and
was prompted by a Henderson two other stewards at the
•
track.
Circuit Court ruling which
said Ellis Park steward David' — The ruling followed a suit by
E. Hooper was not properly
the Horsemen's Benevolent
and Protection Association
qualified for his post and
Hooper's
challenging
ordered him removed from
3, the end of ihe current Ellis
Park meet.

qualifications. After the
ruling, the commission said
the • provisions
als,,
disqualified other stewards.
The ruling has been appealed
to the state Court of Appeals.
The commission, after
enaking its rule change, went
Tito executive session today to
discuss litigation.

Sports Briefs

Set of 3

Nilo or Unmeaning
10 ol.

By the Associated Press

Plastic
. _ Funnels

Coghlan Wine3,000; Rono Far Back
2.•

LAUSANNE,Switzerland —
Ireland's Earnonn Coghlan
Won the 3,000 meter run with a
time of 7 minutes, 40.46
seconds, while Kenya's world
record holder Henry Rono
finished a disapointing
seventh at an international
meet.
Steve Scott ran 3:37.61 to
beat New Zealander John
Walker in the 1,500 meter run.
Walker finished in 3:37.83
while Craig Masbach finished
a close third in 3:37.86.
Edwin 'Moses provided the
second best time of the year
enroute to winning the 400meter hurdles in 48.15. James

Robinson achieved the third
best 1979- time in the 80O
meters with his 1:45.55 witining mark.
PHILADELPHIA -- Two
Philadelphia Eagles running
backs arrested last month on
drug charges, will not tilay Ior
the team-,the National League
Football club annAtnced.
Mike Hogan, the Eagles'
starting fullback last season,
was released ow no-recall
waivers, and reserve halfbatk
James Betterson was, placed
on the reserve — phygcally,
unable to perform
klogan and Betterson, both

25, were among eight persons
arrested last month • by
Camden, N.J., authorities on
charges of drug law violations
involving cocaine.

Aladdinware
72 oz. Plastic
Grionoletod Seger Sobstitvto
I00 Pockets

Beverage Server

In the 1970 All-Star game,
pitcher Jim Perry, then with
Minnesota, was on the
American League squad wild
his brother, Gajrr. then
with San Francisco,
on
the National League aster.

Metamucil

The Chicago Cubs jp the
past were also known, owe
White Stocking%415e.Colts and
the,Orphans.
•

Netamucli

Bufferin Pain Tablets

Money
Market
ertificates
6
- -Months

55
%
This rate is in effect hay 19 through July 25

TERM 6 Months(182 daysk MINIMUM DEPOSIT:$10,000;

GUARANTEED_RATI

_

Nevco 7 Piece Woven Wood

Each Week's Rate is based ori the Treasury.Auction

Savings & Loan Association

Salad Bowl Set
UN
11,0
••
••
••••••••• ••••••••••••••--e
.•••••••••••••••••••„„w
Inviiiirtioo pivoting howl twin bkollo
mot, with 2 Moving cartridges.

Save With

Security Federal
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Oil Filters
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Rally Liquid

Car Wax

Mild, Rich, Deep
Cleaning Suds Floats
Away Dirt & Grime.
Enough for 20 washes
Reg.

Super Prices

Reg. $2.99
Save $1.00

Some Carpet & Vinyl Mats Also

Panda
Polyurethane

•U.

Wood
Finish

Step Ladders

Ito

Household
200 Lb. Rate
6 Ft.-5 Ft.-4 Ft.

Gloss or Satin
Clear
Out Last Varnishes
2 to 1
Gals.,Qts.,Pints, ;*2 Pts.

Buffalo
Use For Cars,
Motorcycles, Chrome
Reg. $1.47

Foot Pump
Great for filling urea,
air mattresses, rafts,
etc. Guage goes up to
100 PSI.

$12
5?

$967

Hawk Pro-Am D.C.Power

Thfingh
Loads 3 ways,complete
with coupler & 6 inch
Extension Pipe
Reg.$6.99

King Stripper, Thick
Type Remover,Thin Type
Gals.,Qts.
Pints Available

Checks engine timing, checks for
worn distributor parts, checks
proper function of mechanical or
vacuum adviince
Reg.$24.97

Plastic Tarpaulin

9" Lift
6,500 Lb.
Capacity

9x12-10x12-12x12
12x18-13x24

Super Prices
Lawn
Lime

Potting
Soil

Nelson

Lawn
Sprinklers

Free Flowing
Non Burning
Extended Release

Ready to use
weed free
steralized,
expertly blended
in 4-8-20 & 40 lb. bags

Onallating,jet dial& whirlingsprinklers

50 Lb.Bag
$
199—

Discount Prices

Plastic Transmission

lilt U $1111St isitss

Funnel
Tool-Set-of-the-Week
Buffalo 11 -Piece 3/8" Drive

For the hard to get at places. Seen elsewhere in
Murray for $1.33.
U.J. Reg.$1.21

Reg.$10.57

Socket Set Sal.$757

Noe able

87

each

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
As
Portable

Lamp
12,,4 inches high, for
outdoor leisure or indoor emergencies.
Made of.high impact
polyproplene. Complete with 6 volt lantern battery.

Cleans, Waxs & Seals
18 Oz. Container
With Applicator

UMCO No. 1853

Tenex

Tackle Box

Tennis
Balls

Hip roof bass & all
purpose box,2 trays
1 drawer with 29
compartments.
Reg. $14.57

Lan-O-Sheen

Boat Arm or
Fiberglass

Patch Kit

Can of 3

For fast permanent repair of cracks, dents
and holes. Use on fiberglass, wood, concrete
or stone

Safesport Solid Brass

-

Carbide Lamp

The Convertible

With 4" reflector. For hunters, campers, woodsmen, miners, cave explorers, fishermen, all
outdoor people.

3 in 1 Chair
CAMP STOOL

Carbide lamp

Seamco Official Size & Weight

$959

Basketball

2 Lb. Can of
Carbide

$217

$997
Col! Police Positive

.38 Special

All

Tennis
Racquets

$399

e oup
Ladies

Tops
Off

Great Northern "Stag

Camp Stool
Plait Chwir
with bock
....Camp steel with
drink & roil Mies!

King"

Sleeping Bag

Reg.$14.97

Finished size 39"x81", filling is 100% dacron 88%
polyester fiberfill, lining is cotton flannel,outer
shell, brown cotton Duck.

PICNIC CHAIR
FISHING CHAIR

Reg.$39.97
no Lazy
Noes Way
Ta Fhe

Foam

Minnow
Buckets

Automatic
Fishing Reel
It lures, catches & holds automatically. Can be

4" Barrel With
Fixed Sights
Reg. $149.66 $

1 3966

Entire Stock

Ladies

Swimwear

Shorts

-

It lures, catches & holds automatically Can be used as a
trap for small animals or a clothes line while camping or
fishing in various wino

994

each

Minnow Traps

Gee's
Improved
Wire

$477

Reg $1.57
Sale$1

each

Print Front

Tee Shirts

GirLs &
Ladies
Asst. •
Styles

Entire Stock.
tidies --

Off

Colors
Use
Our
Convenient
.
U
lay- Away
Plan

B Bells1!

Men:IL Boys
Dress or Casual

.
Nis
w
r•VINWM•WWINWM.V.V.W.WMANV.V.•
Sizes 5-10

•
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RESERVE CHAMPION — The reserve champion cow award in the
Hoislein-FrieSiari- Show at the Murray-Callaway County Fair Tuesday went
to this cow from Rogers & Shelton Farm shown by Lisa Rogers:

JUNIOR CHAMPION ---,The junior champion cow award in the HolsteinFriesian show at the Murray-Calloway County Fair Tuesday went to this
row from Star-lu Farms shawitby5andra Stark

EXHIBIT WATCHING — The many, many exhibits of home canning,
cooking and produce are a delight to the many fair-goers at the MurrayCalloway County Fair this week.
Photos By Jennie B. Gordon

10 Years Of Personal Burdens

Buzz Aldrin's Return From Moon No Soft Landing
By HOWARD BENEDICT
Associated Press Writer
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J.
(AP) — Buzz Aldrin's return
from the moon was no soft
landing.
Like some modern-day
Icarus, Aldrin's "wings" of
Selt-CbfilidetieeT pride and
ambition melted in the blaze
of worldwide publicity.
Mental
depression,.
alcoholism, two divorces, a lot
of heartache — those were his
burdens in 10 years of personal hell.
Edwin E. Aldrin, who says
he once felt he was a near
perfect creature who could do
no wrong, now is bouncing
back.
At age 49, he is making a
drastic change in his life — a
switch from the science and
technology he knows so well to
dealing directly with people.
He says the change is
essential if he is to whip his
last remaining adversary:
- alcoholism.
"I have to look at that bottle

and say, 'Hey, that's my
problem," he said. "If I don't
mess around with that. I'm
going to be OK."
Right now, he's very OK and
studying to become a consultant on alcoholism.
He., started with claws in
June at the University of
Utah's School on Alcoholism
and Other Drug Dependencies, then came here to
Rutgers University for a
summer school course at the
Center for Alcohol Studies.
The former astronaut was
among several prominent
Americans who gathered in
Washington in 1976 to reveal
themselves as • 'recovering
alcoholics.
Today, followiing several
considers
relapses
he
beneficial in helping him work
with other alcoholics, he says
he is "more comfortable now
than I've ever been in my
life."
Aldrin's troubles began
when he and Neil Armstrong
made man's first landing on

Kentucky School Board
Develops Three Task
Forces For District Action
FRANKFORT, Ky. • AP • —
The Kentucky School Boards
Association has created three
task forces to recommend
action by school districts and
other appropriate agencies to
improve the management and
public support of schools.
. The task forces, composed
of school board members,
administrators and higher

education personnel, will look
boardschool
at
superintendent relations, the
administrative leadership
team and increasing public
understanding, .of public
education
They were appointed by
School Boards Association
president William Land of
Eminence.
-

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

o.

AREA FARMERS
Local farmers now have available an excellent group - major medical hospital
coverage. Many area farmers enrolled in
this plan last year. This is the some company that handles the group insurance for
many local firms - such as:
Freed Cotham Co. Inc.
Cain A.M.C. Jeep Inc.
City of Mayfield
Power Truss Inc.
Advanced Tire Inc.

Murray Ledger & Times
aly of Murray
Crass Furniture
W.S.J.P. Radio Staff
Purchase Construction

Take Advantage Of Group Rates And Group
Coverage
For Information Call
Steve Payne-759-1134 Max Underwood-753-4I79
4tandy Wright-753-8182 Wayne Bennett-753-7273

Bennett
I Associates Ltd.

N.Wayne

Murray,Kentucky

the moon — July 20, 1969.
Neither man liked the glare of
publicity. But they were
heroes and had to endure a
madcap year of around-theworld appearances.
"That eventually took its
toll ernotionally," Aldrin said.,
"Many people thought my
depression was brought on by
the intensive training and
carrying out the flight itself.
But that was not it.
"It was being thrust into the
uncomfortable area of public
relations followed by a period
of wondering where you fit in
after being an astronaut on the
moon."
_ An Air Force colonel, he
decided to resume his career
and requested duty as commandant of cadets at the Air
Force Academy in Colorado.
But he said the Air Force
chief of staff, Gen. John Ryan,
."thought I should go into an
operational unit and get back
into competing "it)) 'fly
contemporaries."
In 1971, Aldrin was named
commander of the Aerospace
Research Pilots School at
Edwards Air Force Base,
Calif. — "a school I didn't
know anything about." And,
he said, his previous military
training had not prepared him
to be a leader.
• -Eight months later, he
checked into a military
hospital in San Antonio,
Texas.
"I was on my way to having
a good old American nervous
breakdown," Aldrin said. "I
realized it and asked- for
help." While hospitalized, he
took time to "look inside."
-There were things I
couldn't come to grips with,
and that was .a first in my
life," Aldrin recalled."I'm no
longer a heman; I'm no longer
a superhuman. I'm no longer
flawless, perfect. And then I
came to the .realization that
this is not somellIFig-T-Want to
cover up. I wanted to talk
about it."
He wrote a book abofft his
experience. He became a
spokesman f6r the National
Association for Mental Health,
lecturing in an attempt to
erase the stigma attached to
mental illness.
But it wasn't until 1975 that
he reajized he was an
alcoholic.
Looking back now, he says
he realizes that alcoholism
had been creeping into his life
for some time.
"A lot of my behavior
shortly after the moon flight
showed the very early signs of
progression to alcoholism,"
Aldrin &Aid. "I was„sopthing
.the uneasiness of the situation
With alcohol.
• "Nobody falls just pell-mell
into alcoholism." he added,
recalling that his mother was
an alcoholic and his father
drank to excess. ,
Aldrin retired from the Air

Sonny /. Vada

i

J
0111,«.
•••100 ono •••

Force arid became an
aerospace consultant. Under
treatment, he overcame his
depression, but alcoholism
was taking hold.
"The person who is suffering from a degree of mental
illness is usually_ aware that
something is not quite right,"
Aldrin said. "But the-alcoholic
is usually the last one to come
to the understanding and
realization that, yeah, you got

it. All those around him know
it. But he's the last one."
His drinking broke pp his 20year marriage. He remarried
- and divorced again.
-The space program is
kindergarten in comparison
with the..CUlminating effects of
alcoholism," Aldrin said.
Three months ago, he said,
he made the decision that he
feels will change his life and
give him the happiness he's

sought for a decade.
"It involves switching from
dealing in technical areas to
areas where I'll be relating to
people and trying to help them
because I have gone through
— and am working my way
into 7 being comfortable in
many areas that may be
bothering them now," he said.
Aldrin wants to specialize as
an alcoholism consultant in
occupational assistance

Now in handy 6-packs.
ISOM 41•11

What a buy! A six-pack of Pepsi-Cola Money-Back
Quarts. More than six five-ounce servings in every bottle,
topped by a reseal cap that helps lock in that great Pepsi
....
taste, Money back,too. The refund means you only buy the _.- ,
i
Pepsi, not the bottle. And they're easy to store,so there's /
I
always enough Pepsi on hand for family and friends. Get /
1
today!
quarts
a six-pack of Pepsi in money-back

Puckett's

BARN RESTAURANT
&GENERAL STORE
Soot% Fallon, Ti...
Nivrays 45-51 L hr. Pity.

things are coming to the BARN.
Bigger and better things are on the way.
WANTED IMMEDIATELY
.Profeisionel lortender
•Cockted Weirr
$•Top Chef For Expended ralerou

•Noitess or Mohr* D
'lards iod klesioel Groups _
•Part Tine Bookkeeper a, Secretary
AffikelitS please apply in person attar 4:00 p.m.

PLAY OUR BARN VACATION SWEEPSTAKES
Winners To St Anneanced radii W..11
St Vicarial, With Winners Eligible For
Grind Priz• Of las Vegas Vocalism PLUS S1,0o0 00
Cold Cosh To Spend
Onsmf
K P`/DSKICiAL
Nava dinner at The INN, thee it, if the Nelidey lam
II letti. rot'
,
Aries Fri., Iset. or San.

•ak

than when it began to show
up," he replied. "In many
ways, it's a lot tougher when it
comes at 55 or 60, rather than
at 45.
"So, in a sense, I'm very
thankful for that traumatic
life and-the- challenges of
coping that brought me to the
point where I feel now I can
say that I have more comfort,
more peace of life, than I've
ever had."

New!Money-Back
uartsfrom Pepsi-Cola.

901-4791UL
(Closed Mondays)

JACK STAULCUP
And His Orchestra
Each Sun Starting
Jul y30

programs, working on the
existing problem in industry.
Would things have been
different if he had not gone to
the moon?
really have a feeling that
when I look at my father's
---personattty;-- -my- mother'spersonality and my evolving
personality, I'm convinced
that I Would have been a
strong
candidate
for
alcoholism a good bit later

Coming Aug. 10 & 11
Tlite CONTINENTALS
of
Nashville Phone
for
Reservations
.
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Urcuyo Resigns After 36 Hours
Of Power; Somosa Men Flee
By JOE FRAZIER
Associated Press Writer -

said.
The guard commanders
were seeking assuwance that
MANAGUA, Nicaragua their troops would not be
I API — The Sandinista junta executed. The source said
prepared to move into agreement would probably be
Managua today or Friday reached for the troops to
national
after
guard assemble
in
churches,
resistance
melted
and surrender and leave their
President Francisco Urcuyo weapons there.
and other remnants of the
For the first time in weeks
Somoza dictatorship fled.
no shots were heard in
Urcuyo resigned Wed- Managua Wednesday night.
nesday evening, 36 hours after
"I expect we will be in
replacing exiled dictator Managua tomorrow or the
Anastasio Somoza,and-sped to next day," junta member
the airport. His destination Alfonso Robelo told reporters
was not known, theee was no in Leon Wednesday after he
confirmation he had left the and other junta members flew
country.
from Costa Rica and declared
Other Somoza men -who-- -Nicaragua's --seeond-- largest
hadn't escaped earlier fled to .city the provisional capital.
the airport, too, as national
Somoza resigned Tuesday
guard
troops
virtually and flew to his estate in Miami
disappeared Irons most of the Beach after agreeing with the
capital. • Guerrilla columns United States and Latin
were reported headed toward American governments that
Mangua from rebel-held Leon. Urcuyo, his handpicked
Few, if any, guard check- successor, would hold office
points were reported along the only until the junta could take
over. But once in office,
highway.
The , dictatorship's military Urcuyo said he would stay
chiefs negotiated by radio there for the 16 months
with The Sandinista- guerrilla :- remaining in- Sorkiota'STeilif
leaders in Leon, 55 miles and Failed on the reflels to lay
northwest of Managua, trying down their arms.
The U.S. government exto arrange terms for the
surrender of the remaining, pressed concern and recalled
troops, a reliable source with U.S. Ambassador Lawrence
access to the conversations A. Pezzullo to Washington to

den ionstrate its anger. Troops
began deserting. The Sandinistas said the national
guard surrendered and rebel
officers were on their way to
take over guard command
posts in the capital.
Urcuyo's men denied this,
but 186 deserters grabbed 14 of
the air force's 18 planes, fled
to Honduras and asked for
asylum. Other fleeing guardsmen took an American and
a British Red Cross plane and
escaped with their families.

Morgan,Trevathan 11 Gunn,Inc.
INSURANCE—BOIMS—REAL ESTATE-1118 E. 12TH ST., SENIOR

military
with
Faced
collapse and the U.S.
pressure, Urcuyo gave up.
The Sandinistas, who take
their 'tante from a Nicaraguan
rebel who battled the Marines
in the 1930s, began their "final
offensive" May 28, eight
months after an unsuccessful,
two-week uprising last Septentber. At least 20,000 persons are estimated to have
died in the recent fighting, and
hundreds of thousands more
were driven from their hoines.

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

7534434

Gold Price Goes Past
$300; May Be Out
Of Consumer's Reach
NEW YORK (AP) — As the
price of gold raced past $300
an ounce this week, some
jewelers worried the yellow
metal's lofty stature on world
money markets may put it- out of reach of most consumers.
Jewelers, who are the major
manufacturing consumers of
gold, say small buyers will
likely change their habits if
the $302V-an-ounce record
price reached in . bullion
markets Wednesday holds.
"People who buy gold
jewelry buy--It for the same
reason they buy any type of
jewelry ... for its aesthetic
value, not as an investment,"
said Robert S. Kennedy,
president of the Speidel
divison of Textron and
president of the Jewelers and
Silversmiths of America.
"But obviously at some

Fast File Service
At BigDicomr

FILM,FUSN CRIES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES,

Artersit Stediss
111 Se. 12114-733-1103S
RIM HAIM AT

aural•\

point, it is going to price itself
out of the market. People will
buy lighter-weight materials,
gold of lesser. carat or goldfilled jewelry," he said.
Not everyone, however, is
certain whether the squeeze
will also take a toll on small
investors who have increasingly turned to gold as a
hedge against inflation.
At Citibank, a New York
bank that last April started
selling $1,000 gold certificates
aimed at small investors,
reaction to the $302-an-ounce
price was mixed. •
,"Some
people
have
redeemed all or part of their
certificates, thinking they will
take it and run. We've also had
people who are holding on to
wait and see what happens.
Some people are buying,,
saying they want to get in on
the bandwagon now," said
Citibank spokesman Lester
Miller.
Investors are charged a
premium for gold coins and
certificates. the price of a
South African krugerrand, the
most popular gold coin sold in
the United States, was $316
each in retail stores Wednesday, up from $312 the
previous day. Certificates
usually entail broker fees and
storage feest depending op!the
quantity purchases.

We appreciate your business during the past 12

months so we are having the biggest sale in company history. Over $300,000 of inventory will be
sale priced for a limited time. Shop early and
save!
LISTED BELOW ARE SOME OF THE SALE ITEMS:
All Ammunition
Additional 111 0o
h Off
Already Discounted Price

/
Ile/NCMI,17* IUDs
1•14t14U4 SAM.%

nner
89

for

All Boat Covers
Boat Seats, Anchors
All Fishing Lures Trailer Rims, Tires & Hubs

3 For 2
Pay for two and get
the third one of equal
value Free. You Can Mix.

The
ChiPPer
.
• 2piecesoffish filet
• crispfrench fries
• creamycoleslaw
• 2Southern-Style
hushpuppies
•free 16 oz.soft drink
Reg $2 44

All Cane Poles
Additional

500
4 Off

value

Save 55
.

Captain D's.
seafood
OffPr Cwod Through kilyllo

Sale Ends Ju7 31st.

AND MORE.
SO SHOP EARLY AND SAVE. MANY OTHER IN STORE SPECIALS. SALE LIMITED TO IN STONE MERCHANDISE

•
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Seve3agel.
StylePerfectlaterior
latex
• One Coat Coverage, when applied
according to directions n Washable

WallPaint
541$8
1
,9

9

a gal.

reg. $11.99

Di
se

Satisfectios Catereateed

Sat
. .,iin- Enamel

$999

o gal.
reg. $12.99

in the use ofthese coatings
or your purchase price will be
refunded.

sv I
Pt
tft

While Supply Lusts!

CLOSEOUT!
Beauty Last Wes
House ilk
Paint

11)

99

en
.1
.1(
LiKAND CHAMPION — The Otley
White Grand
Champion Award went to this Stubbl
efield cow.Standing
with the cow are Mike White, left,
and Kathy Jo Stubblefield.

JUNIOR CHAMPION — Teddy Paift;teft, and iCtit
Sttibblefield display the Paul Blalock Memorial Junior Cham
pion Award won by Stubblefield's Jersey cow.

25'n-50%offa roll.

Over660Selected Pre'Pasted
Wallcovering Patterns...
"The8eautiftilCoordinates"

Create elegant, custom backgrounds with Color
Coordinated Style Perfect Latex Paints and Style
Perfecta' Wallcouerings.
Choosefrom a wide selection ofcolors and desig
including washable, strippable, scrubbable patte ns,
rns.

Sale $2.99 — $11.24
$5.99 -- $14.99
reg.

single roil

(packaged in double rolls)

Sale endi

August 6

WiTia
dE A paint.
A store.
whole lot more.
veto

—

11••••••1••Swages.fey eharg•milasek•••witifiksisrA

;- s

Llakt"MULE PULL — A team of mules competes in the mule pulling contest during Wednesday' activit
s
ies at the county fair.
Photo By *noir B. Gordon

Murray
South:id-Mopping Center

4

PROGRAM OF EVENTS
Thursday, July 19, 1979
1:00 p.m.-- Kiddies Day
6:00 p.m.-+ 4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:00p.m. — Tractor Pull

Friday, July 20, 1979
_ io:oo a.m. —Beef Cattle Shows
5:00 p.m. —Family Night
7:00 p.m. — Horse Show

Four Wheel Drive Pull

Saturday, July 21,1979
io:oo a.m. — Fahu But•eau Day
7:00 p.m. — 4 Wheel Drive Pull

FRIDAY'S EVENTS
10:00 a.m.—Beef Cattle Shows
00 p.m—Family Night
7:00 p.m.—Horse Show

5800 Modified
1200
50
100
25
75
25
5800 Superstock
1125
50
100
25
75
25

L)cal Stock
$60
30
10

6200 Modified
MO
50
100
25
75
25
6200 Superstock
,125
SO
100
25
75
25
4th
Entry Fee
Pay Back

All Prize Money For This Class Was Donated 131
Murray-Calloway Co. Merchants.

grarresikes.

0 tit no sm..,*Own Co.pon,

-So 12th,753-3321

121.

111111•111Ww0.
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OLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
I. LEGAL NOTICE

PUBLIC HEARING

SPECIFICATIONS FOR
TELEVISION SYSTEM

The Murray City Council will hold a factfinding public hearing on which to base a final
decision on the Rezoning of a tract of land
owned by Mr. Dan Miller located on the East
Side of S. 16th Street near the intersection of
Loch Lomond Street.

CALLOWAY COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY
INVITATION FOR BIDS
The Calloway County Board of Education will
receive sealed bids for the furnishing of all equipment,labor, materials and services required to furnish and install television system for the Calloway
County Middle School, Calloway County, Kentucky,
until 12 noon, Friday, August 3, 1979, at the office of
the Board, at which time and place all bids will be
publicly opened and read aloud.
A certified check payable to "Calloway County
Board of Education, or a Bid Bond executed by the
bidder and a bonding company licensed to operate
in the State of Kentucky, in an amount not less than
ten percent of the bid shall accompany each bid.
Any bid received after time set for opening bids
will be returned, unopened, to the contractor.
No bid may be withdrawn,, after time set for
opening bids,for a Period of thirty days.
The Owner reserves the right to reject any and all
bids and to waive any informalities therein.
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
By: Dr. Jock Rose, Secretary

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Men
6 Neck scarf
ii Natural gift
12 Kind of
scholar
14 Region
15 American
ostriches
17 Sun god
18 Study
19 Holiness
20 Fondle
21 Boxing
abbr
22 Move pide
wise
13 Evaluate
24 Broke
16 Conflogiaeons..
27 Insects
28 Ness
29 Pivotal
31 Hates
34 Hebrew
measure
35 Girl s name
36 Near
37 Weight of
India
.-- 38 Repasts
3)1,,Man's nick
-4, name .,.
ip Spanish art,
cle
4tt Crown
42 Irritate
o Proper
46 Sersootbo<
47 Cares for
.
46 Wise ones
QOWN
1 Dark red
/ Danish
measwe

3 Meadow
4 Printers
measure .
5 Long steps
6 Rugged
crest
7 Carriage
8
Lettuce
9 Hypothetical
force - 10 Cylindrical
11 Carpet and
thumb
13 Satiates
16 Retained
19 Tom s father
20 Peels
22 Lance
23 Mature
25 More corn.
petent
26 Destinies
28 Basements
11/11114

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzlii
C.O. L.
A.R.E.
STS
8 E T
SERF
N
1-- '
ft I 0
S S
PET
R E A
TO
E.11)
ERE
E L
T • L L
RAW

8

38 Intellect
29 Sat for por39 Assistant
trait
41 Number
3.0 Egg dish
42 Tat:er
31 Loved one
44
Cerium sym
32 Shelves
33 Beef anima l- ' bof
46 Duzaph
35 Warms
il

1

ill9

il
14

1116

11
=II

al

20

Me OHM
II
lauiaumiii
NM

uaailmu32
30 II
27

79

a
14

39

37

a

hillIUUU

a

42

SUUI
.47

El

33

se
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UUU

45 lariat.'
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II•

Distr

by. l'nited Feature Syndicate, Inc

*ANUS
rts1 50 ulORRiED ABOUT
POOR CRAgli BROWN (YIN&
THEREIN THE HOSPITAL...
)
T.

022

HE'S 60T TO GET WELL:
HE'S 601 TO: Oh, 800
HOO 1100 k00.1 SOB!

77:,

The property was asked to be .rezoned
from R-2 (single family) to R-4 (multi-family
residential). The Public Hearing will be held
on July 31, 1979 at 7:30 p.m. in the Council
Room of the City Hall Building.

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
Legal description of a tract of ground
presently owned by Dan Miller and zoned R2; located in the City of-Miii-air, county of
Calloway, State of Kentucky, and being more
specifically described as follows:
Beginning at a point on the East right4of: way of South 16th Street, said point also being the Northwest corner of the Krewson property; thence North 3 deg. 5T40" West and
with the East right-of-way of South 16th
Street approximately 273.71' to the
Southwest corner of the present R-4 Zoning
District, said point also being the centerline
of Loch Lomond Extended; thence North 86
deg. 07'20" East and with the South line of
the present R-4 Zoning District 348.85' to a
point on the'West side of an alley; thence
South 3 deg 52'40" East and with the West
side of said alley 383.80' to the Northeast
corner of the James Armbruster tract; thence
with Armbruster's North line South 87 deg.
38'40" West 180.00' to a point; thence
North 3 deg. 52'40" West and with
Krewson's East line 100.00'; thence with
Krewson's North line South 87 deg. 55'17"
West 169.00' to the point of beginning. This
tract contains 2.650 acres.
Malvin B. Hanley, Mayor
City Murray, Kontacky

INVrTATION TO BID
The Calloway County Board of Education is asking for bids on the following:
1977-79 Model Four-Wheel Drive Truck, Used 3/4
Ton, Long Bed; 1979 Model Four-Wheel Drive
Truck, New 14 ton, Long Bed
Specifications are on file in the Calloway County
Board of Education office building, 2110 College
Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms there.
All bids are to be in the Calloway County Board of
Education office, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray,
Kentucky, on or before 12:00 Nocin, July 27, 1979.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or all
bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.

1T5 NTERE5TLN6 THAT
SHOULD CR/ OVER HIM WHEN
RE THE OtiE WHO AL4.445
OU'
TREATED HIM 50 MEAN!

AND STOP WING
L10UR TEARS tiJITH
AM PIANO!

I

S
R:
Pt ril Dis7p513oyi 9018
d
ye ising 753-1919
Classified Display
Classified,- Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 7536 and 753-1917
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"Well
...

19r0 Untted f aaro, Synclual• /ft<

THAT DOESN T
MAKE SENSE
TO ME

-.,

'

THAT WAY I LL NEED
A NEW DRESS SHOES
AND PURSE TO GO
WITH IT

WELL
IT DOES
TOME

VERY &OOP WORK,
WHAT'S SHE DONE To-iAT
MISS BUKLEY!VERY
YOU LIKE 50 MUCH?
GOOD WORK INDEED ;

IF YOU
NEED THEM
489-2414
Airport
753-9332
Ambulance
753-6622
Comp. Care
753-1441
Fire City)1
Fire(County)
753-6952
Foster Parents
753-5362
Hospital
753-5131
Hum. Rts. Com. 753-0849
Humane Soc. .
759-4141
753-2288
Learn To Read
Needline
753-NEED
Parents' Anon.
753-1792
753-7588
Poison Control
Police
753-1621
Rescue Squad
753-6952
Senior Citizens
753-0929
Sheriff
753-3151
State Pol.
1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times_ and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
handy
the list and keep
near the telephone.

Is A Specialty At

Quality
SIGNS
since 1951
Come On By or
Call 753-331ik

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

FREE STORE. 759-4600.
GOD 15 Love. Bible study,
anytime Bible Facts and
Free Store, 759 4600.

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

I

15 ARTICLES FOR SALE
SOMEONE TO keep 6 year
old this fall after school, and
do light housekeeping 2 hours
For Sale: 1972
a day, 4 days a week
References required. Call
Orange Dodge Colt.
753-1851 before 6 pm.
76,000 miles. Body
SEWING
MACHINE
operators. Apply in person
and motor in good
Calloway Manufacturing
Company,
111
Poplar..
condition. S1000 or
Murray, KY.
best offer. Approx.
WANTED. FARM faniilies
interested in a top notch
27 mpg. Phone
major
medical
group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
753-9379 from 8Payne, office 753-7273, home
10 a.m.; after 7:30
759-1134.
WANTED: LIVE in corn
p.m., 753-770.
panion helper for elderly
woman. Room and board
pfus wages. Very nice home
facilities. Need personable
LARGE TAME plums for
lady. References required.
sale. Also refrigerator and
Call evenings, 759-1718.
green carpet. Call 753-4725.
WANTED: NURSE aid or
NEW KING Koil kingsize
LPN for Pediatrician doc
sleep set' with water mat
tor's office. Experience
preferred but will train. Send tress. Call Bob Bragg (901)
247-5507.
LeferenCeS. and resume _la
P.O. Box 431, Murray, KY SPEED QUEEN washer for
42071.
sale. Also hydraulic chair for
WANTED: PERMANENT beauty shop. Call 753-3969.
job for reliable woman to do
TWO LAMPS, $25 each. Set
housework 3 or 3, 2 days per
of bar bells, $15. Call 436-2394
_week. _Would be responsible afier-14
am,- for 2 children some of the
time. Live in Lynn Grove UNI PERM
_machine,
area. Call 435-4500.
designer edition, 56 clamps,
like new. Call 753-2450 or 759
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
WANTED: FARM families 1242.
interested in a top notch WE BUY and sell used air
medical
group conditioners. 753 1551 or 753
major
hospital coverage. Call Steve 9104
Payne, office 753-7273, Nome
759-1134.
10. BUS.OPPOVUNITY
CRAFTS. AMERICAN
Handicrafts-Merribee wants
retail dealer. Write C.
Hudson, 2617 West 7th, Ft.
Worth, TX 76107, or call 817335-4161.
12, INSURANCE

Discount
Building
Materials

I

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
An display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds must be submitted by 12 noon the
before
pubday
Excluding
lication.
classified ads for Monday. We ask you to call
by 10 a.m. Saturday.

I

CARTER STUDIO
You Nave A Choice
Senior Portraits
753-8298
BIBLE CALL
Wednesday
and
Thursday hear Judgement Day 759-4444 or
Children's Story 7594445.

Photo Copy
Machine
Sales A Service
TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS
NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
%The Murray Ledger &
Times Office. 103 N.
Street, is open for
business from 8 a.m. to 5
Monda- through
Friday and from 8 a.m.
to 12 noon on Saturdays.
These hours include the business office,,
classified advertising
department,, retail
advertising department
circulation
and
department
At times other than
those listed above the
office is closed for
regular business even
though newsroan and
production employees
may be on duty.
We request - that
customers observe the
business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper.
telephone
The
for
the
numbers
newspaper departments
are:
DEPARTMENT
NUMBER
Classified Ads 753-1916
753-1917
Circulation
753-T919
-ThipTay MS
753-1916
Accounting
News & Sports 753-1918
The Murray
Ledger & Times

sure to ,ncludo is. young
man bacaus hi Owanta had
fonmaght to start buuslmo
up funds for Pus situation
now
with • Golden Youth
Plan usainal by NIPA LI%
insurono• Canenny.

Discount
Building
Materials

We're Ir;ot the Shield
for You
eery Naas

DO YOU OWN ANY

"IDLEDIAMONDS?
Let us reset
them in lowly
_!EarResistible-

EAR
STUDS

9 raw -12 001400ri
Friday 1in,

Bring Truck
No Layaways

Mamie!eat

FREE

Wallis tyrStare
Murr.i, Ky.
Beltone of Banton
Benton,1( Ph. 527-8463

The Class

150 roll stock vinyl floor
covering - Armstrong or
Congoleum No-Was...
$3.50 sq. yd.
Armstrong Solarian...58.95 sq. yd. & $10.95sq. yd.

98
of'

Nearing lid
Service Center

153-11123

.--A,.04 -', 17-.•.`..

•

News, Society and

-7(

NANCY

BEETLE BAILEY

Phone Nurnber
447For The
ledger ICTimes
Depaifinents
Are As Follows

You are 'openly 'invited to attend this
meeting. A legal description of the property
in question is provided for your review

10
I 3

I. LEGAL NOTICE
I, CHARLES N Axson, will
not be responsible for any
debts other than my own, as
of July 18, 1979.
2. NOTICE
BIG AND small plants,
baskets, fresh
hanging
herbs, supplies and etc 10
per cent discount if you
Potting
mention this ad
Shed, 641 South, Smiles north
of Paris. (901) 642-8168 (Just
watch us grow!)

215 worn by fashonabie women
etveryskttere' Splendadsetei:oun
'at moderate {Tyres
.....

16. NOME FURNISHINGS
WHIRLPOOL HEAVY duty
washer, like new, Bendix
clothes dryer. nice portable
bar with 3 stools, green craft
20" mower, good condition,
530. GE- dishwasher. 2
years old, automotive t.v
and hookup, MO. Call after 4
pm. 753 9851.
19. FARM EQUIP.
WHEEL flatbed
r OUR
wagon, $145, tobacco sticks,
10 cents each (901) 782 3622.
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
7 FT POOL table made by
Brunswick, balls. Cues, and
rack
Excellent condition
5.300. Cali a$lee 4 -pony
0159
22. MUSICAL
FOR SALE: 6 sTring Alvarez
Artist guitar, pearl inlaid
neck,$400. Call 753-749(1.- - - SPINET PIANO used like
new. Used console and grand
pianos.
Practice
pianos.
Baldwin pianos and organs.
Lonardo Paino ComPAIRYacross from the Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee.
23. EXTERMINATING

6. HELP WANTED

2. NOTICE

17LEGAL NOTICE

I. LEGAL NOTICE

1. LEGAL NOTICE

awalang PS,DASTwitur.

FURCHES JEWELRY
S. 4th Murray
5. LOST 8:FOUND
LOST: LEAT.HER billfofd
containing over $100, army
ID card, and numerousother
important cards. Last seen
counter
out
at
check
Gallimore's
Fruit Stand,
Hazel, Kentucky, July 16th.
Reward offered! Contact Joe
Sensing, 642-7523, 1203
Chicasaw,,Faris, TN.
6. HELP WANTED
PAINEXP-fRiENCED
T :RS. steady work. For
terView call 753-0839.
JANITOR, PART time job,
light duty, consisting of the
usual janitorial type work.
Inquire at Boone's Cleaners,
605 Main Street.
NEED RESPONSIBLE adult
to babysit small infant. Must
Call
references.
have
anytime, 753-0343.
ENGINE
SMALL
be
Must
MECHANIC.
reliable.and knowledge on all
types of Small engines. For.interview coglase Richards
Welding and "Small Engine
Service, Hazel Ky No phone
calls please.

210E. Main
753-0,189

S11103 Of 51•110

WANTED FARM families
interested in a top notch
ma-ror
medical
group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753-7273, home
759-1134.
14. WANT TO BUY
1967 CAMARO DOOR panels,
in good shape. Call 753-7393.
Call after 5 pm,
474-8838.
WANTED TO buy: Standing
timber, top prices paid. 489-

16 mils teeth of Held, Ky., on
Nay. 641 (Across from the carpet dere.),

16: HOME FURN6Stette0S HEAVY
DUTY Maytag
washer and dr yorz.44013i gas
lawp mower, $50, used one
summer. 753-7342.
SOFA AND chair, 2 end
tables and coffee table,
breakfast table and 4 chairs,
and desk. 492-8527.
WANT TO buy: vegetables TABLE AND 4 chairs. Call
2334
after 3:30 pm. 753.6680.
for freezing. 753-3485.
WALNUT DINING* room
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
suite and china cabinet. 753FOR SALE: 4 brand new 50 9599.
hook Trout lines and boxes.
Never been used. $50. Call
753-5238.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Pb... 71.3-3114

24. MISCELLANEOUS
11,2 ACRES DARK fired'
tobacco. Call 435-4243.
ELECTRIC
NCR
cash
register, good
working
condition. Call 753-2700.
FLATBED TANDUM trailer
with brakes, ramps, 20' long,
7'6" wide. 753-1261.
200 GALLON FUEL oil took
and stand, $50. 753-0061.
60 POINT
KEEPSAKE
diamond solitare for sale.
753-9599.
8x8 RED BARN storage
building,
also
10x12
greenhouse for sale Call 5271981-.
.SLAB WOOD and sawdust
for sale. Cadiz Lumber
Company, Cadiz, Kentucky.
522-7994.
SAWDUST FOR sale. We
deliver. Days (901) 352-5777
or nights (901) 352- 3632 or
352-3487.
1978 SET OF Encyclopedias,
excellent condition. Call 7591943.
25. BUS.SERVICE
GLASS WORK: Plate glass
store fronts, aluminum doors
and ,closures, home improvement work, enclose
patios, porches, garages,
patio doors -repaired or
replaced.
Plate
glass,
window-plexiglass,
and insulated glass. Also
mirror. . tub and Showier
doors, picture framing and
auto glass installed. Storm
doors, windows, and screens
repaired or replaced. M & G
Complete Glass, 816 Coldwater Road. Business: 753
0180, Home: 753-8210.
26. TV-RAQ
.
10
NEED A -4w color t.v, but
short on cash? ‘Np have a 19"
color for only $TS'a month or
25" for .only $22 per month.
Under warranty. Claytons, J
B Music, 753 7575.

Discount
Building'
Materials
214's...9 8e; 4x8
plywood.. $6.35; New
picnic tables.. $15; 4x8
siding.. $8.

Discount
Building
Materials
!A mi. mirth of Hazel; Ky., es
Miry. 641 (eases from dm carpet store.)

HELP WANTED
The City of Murray,-in order to carry out the Comprehensive Community Development Program, wilt
be hiring a Community Development staff. The
following positions will be open and filled as required to implement this program.
1. Assistant Director/Housing Coordinator
2. Rehabilitation Officer
3. Rehabilitation Inspector/Cost Estimator
4. Fairhousing, Equal Employment Officer
(part-time)

5. Secretary
Application for these positions, along with complete job descriptions, can be obtained at City Hall
between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m..in the Planning Office or by writing to Steve Zea, City Planner, City
Hall Building, Murray,Kentucky 42071.
Salary commensurate to qualifications. Excellent
fringe benefit package.
Final filing date - August 31, 1979. Please state
position or positions for which you are applying. The
City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer
operating under anAffirmative Action Plan.

PECIA*

M N
POOLS
INCLUDE.

Reg

$777
$1388,

eseriftlefeli

Now only

• Filter 4 Punip

Steel bracing
•Sun deck
0.1.41y_ P__qie.11kiinntirr
• Heavy Sallee Vinyl Linea
• Peel Ladder
• Safety Fence I Stairs

rinctsaritni
vartmht.

•

Great Sayings ON

22 MODELS

CALL NOW!

(502)966-4258
out of town call collect

PENGUIN POOLS

Operator on

1103 Fern tali., Road. Susie 1114, I owsvilk. Cr
eon 1
...•

Duty 24 Mrs
Coll 7 doys
o week

SpecialSale
Beautiful

Console Stereo
/AM/FM Radio, 8 Track And Cassett
Record and Play - And BSR turntable.
Reg.$449.95

.........

Ilamo

MANTON

uH ?HE
SAYS..

:
;
:ELL Tmkr cHIEP

10th

FORSALE

Bird/liar
To

Sixteen Foot Starcraft Runabout Boat.
Equipped with vinyl top, bow, sturn and
side curtains. Has a 85 H.P. Mercury
motor and tilt Dilly trailer. Excellent
family boat. $3,000.00. Call 753-1919
ask for Karen between 7 a.m.-3 p.m. or
753-0588.

I UNDERSTOOD

9NOOT THESE PEOPLE
ONE AT A TIME,
UNTIL HE EIRIN65
THE ØOLP.

SEAN
WILKINS

WHAT CAN WE

ocgmElt. KILL
US ALL...

(Neil

Armstrong

walked. _ea the nrnon
,h-ix din', Jab 2(1- in
/%9, but You arrited
to bring jnv otos alt)

I
•

Sale

$34995
SAVE $100.00
"We Service Who? We Sell"

Worldound
syF
onc
i

222So.12th

Phone 753-5865

-
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27 MOB. HOME SALES
F- OR SALE 12x60 Esquire
!hob le home 2 bedroom, end
tchen all electric, $5900
Call 436 2645
GOOD COUNTRY Living in
this 1972 l2 x 55,
two
bedroom, bath and a half
mobile horne
Completely
furnished,
un
derpinnedanchors and tie
downs Situated on an acre
of
land has its own well with
a
racter..aump. IiiSi EL tildes. Iron,
Murray Call 753 7612 before
8 AM or 458 8350 after 8 PM
TWO
BEDROOM
12x65
mobile home and 60x200 lot
for sale. .
1
mile from Ken

D:
se
th
PI

W
111

er
TI

1

32. APTS. FOR RENT

34 RENT OR LEASE

TWO
BEDROOM
un
furnished apartment
at/doable immediatel., 753
4331
33:ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR rent, 2 blocks
from University, $65 per
month
utilities
included
boys only. 753 4140 or 436
2411.

34. HOUSES FOR RENT
tiousr FOR rent, $300 per

41. PUBLIC SALES

--

FOR RESULTS
43. REAL ESTATE

41. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

a

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Root

Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques,
business
overflows, etc. Phone
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.

COOL LAKE
you to sleep

breezes will lull
on warm .sum
mer nights. 3 bedroom
A
frame
on
waterfront
lot...livi g
room
with
fireplace, itcnen with dinin
area, clec overlooks 'Awng
gently 51 ing to water
s
edge A I
location, vacant
and priced for immed
safe. Hurry!...30's...Of iate
ferecl
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.

A t) Si. iutel)

everything! Family
Room with fireplace!
Eat in kitchen! Formal dining room! All
built-ins! Formal
living rooni! Double
car garage! Central
heat Si air & much
more! Presented at

Galloway, App. Auctioneer- 345-2453.

month, 1605 Hermitage
Formaptne,lafeimay
Place. Inquire 1603 Hermitage Place.
ARP SALE
Wednesday
TWO BEDROOM house, 37. LIVESTOCK-SU
PP
"rough Saturday at 401
tucisy -Lake near Blood River stove and refrigerator fur
Criurcto. Call 436-2739 after nishad, gas heat, located in ONE CATTLE water p' South 1 21h
_
4 3O pm.
Hardin. $100 per month-7 trough Call 492 8710 after 5 SIX FAMILY
yard sale, Fox
Pm
Phone 753 4661.
8x22
Mead
TRAILER,
ows
Frrday and__
E
ONE
bedroom, bath. Call 527-1438 THREE BEDROOM house, TWO TENNESSEE Walking Saturday. 8 until 1 pm Odds
until 4 pm or 354-8111.
adults only, no pets Newly Horses, mares Call 492 8570 and ends, crafts, children's
after 5 pm
clothing, men and women's
1975 12x60 TRAILER, ex redecorated, furnished, near
clothing.
Cancelled
ceiient condition. Call 753 college 3200 per month U.PETS-SUPPLIES.
if
ra
Refer
r1111Q
ences
AK
C
REGI
depos
and
STER
it
Cocke
ED
:.6883 or 762-2896.
r
•
required_ Call 753.1760 after 5 Spaniels, buff color, cute an:1
:• 30. BUS. RENTALS
pm
loveable. Ideal for kids Ca
•
THREE PARTY YARD
753 1934 or after 7 pm, 75_,
• TWO CAR shop, $175 per THRE
E BEDROOM house 1861
.; month, electric furnis
SALE,
Saturday, July 21,
hed. near
Kentu
cky
Lake A
• One mile from city limits
KC ALASKAN Malamute
. Completely
furnished, 8 a.m. til ? Lots of 10 &
Call 753 0709.
puppi
es,
shots
and
wormed,
washer and dryer included
25' items. All kinds of
-3-t:-watrr
Deposit required 3200 per 900d pets. Arcadia Pine
Retrr
Kennels, 753.9390
WANTED: TWO or three month. Call 7518964.
clothing
appliances,
SALE
.• bedroom trailer for rent in THREE BEDROOM, bath, FOR
fUttbtoodect
2
Collie puppies. 6 weeks old. - ping pang table, toys,
country. Call 759-4084 after central gas heat, air
conCall 527.8294.
lawn furniture etc.
five.
ditioned,
references
and
FOUR MALE Cock A Poo's,
WORKING COUPLE with deposit required. 753 4091.
DON'T MISS IT,
3
black and 1 tan, 6 weeks
one child
need older 2
1504 GLENDALE
old,325 Call 753.1932
bedroom house with garage
34. RENT OR LEASE
in city.
PAIR 'OF 11 month old Coon
ROAD
_753-4092.
•
dogs for sale 492 8879
32. APTS. FOR RENT
REGISTERED
•APARTMENT FOR rent, 2
Office Space for
AKC
Bloodhound puppies for sale 43. REAL ESTATE
-.blocks from University, $110
Paul Bailey, 753.3723
, per month. Phone 753.4140 or
rent. Call 753• 436 2411:
UKC REGISTERED Eskimo
Pr
7618 after 5:00.
Spitz, 3 years old, female,
- FURNISHED APART.
375. Call 498 8397.
MENT, inquire 100 South
13th Street.
40. PRODUCE
ONE BEDROOM apartment,
JUNE
APPLES for ap_Nrnished or unfurnished.
Mini
plesauce and _pies. Sri a
-Apply 1414 Vine Street, after
bushel, bring own con
Warehouse
80Y0 MAWR
30.
tainers
Tucker Orchards,
Storage Space
Landfill Road. 489 2467.
TWO BEDROOM, furnished,
REAL ESTATE
air conditioned. Would prefer
For Rent
41. PUBLIC SALES
{
753-8080
couple. No pets. $115 per
BASEMENT SALE. Friday
753-4758
-; month. 771 0850.
and Saturday, 509 Chestnut
from 7 Ill 5 pm. Toys, clothes,
bean bag, boy's bicycle, twin
This
investment
bed springs and mattress, 2
boxes of beige tile, lots of odd
property has it all.

-5

Our successful
sales
campaign has left us
with more buyer
s
we have listin than
gs. Call
or come by if you
want
to sell. Your
property
may

Jibe Smith, baker

be exactly what
our buyers are
waiting
for. Guy Spann
Realty,
753-7724.

753-411 Anytime)

4417r

MOVE IN and live in this,,

nice

older

home

in

New

Providence area Sittin
4.
acre lot with trees 2
bedrooms
upstairs,
2
bedrooms, bath, living room,
dining room, kitchen, and
utility room down Must see
at $18,750. Nelson Shrogit
Company, 759-1707.

A MON EN

Attention Sellers

$59,900.

No.

43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL WAIL

DISCOVER
THE CALLER'
OF HOMES
DIFFERENCE-

COMPLETE AUCTION
SERVICE
Large or small give us
a call John M. Riley,
Auctioneer-345-2302;
Kenneth
(Pete )

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY

753-0984
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24.
Also barn style, of
fices, cottages mobile home od-ons,
and patios or 1.1
BUILD pre cut completely ready to
assemble up to 24
0•6441 From Fri.
60. Buy the best for less.
Spa. NUR.2
CUSTOM -BUILT PORTABLE
BUILDINGS

MET tiOD OF
MARKET INC

"

isCoR
We have people interested in locating in

South 12111 ,1 Sycanso,

the Murray-Calloway

if LEPHONE 753 1651

County area. List your
home with us for a
quick sale.

A nice home plus an
extra income can be I
found in the duplex at
1703 Ridgewood. Each
side features two
bedrooms, living
room, kitchen and
bath. Central gas heat,

YOUR HOME.
903„ Doran Road. Just
call for
an
appointment to see this 3

BR home that's on the
market for the firt
time. It's in the city
school district and
within
walking
distance of Murray
High
School.
It
features central gas
heat & central electric
air. There's over 2,050
total sq. ft. and is
offered for $53,500.

&ha Soft Realtor
ktf)
113-7411(se$100

S. REAL
INaj
EST
PIAN
II
TF
I
E
753-320
391
St

new
carpet, new
vanities in bath, stove
and refrigerator in
each Opartment. Only
843,000.00.

AUCTION SALE

-Saturday, July Mt. 10 a.m.
rain--or dine. at-thefarm horne 2 miles south
of Brown's Grove, 2 nudes Vernon Yonne
northeast of Marpoles Grocery and Highway 04.
Graves
and Calloway County
Will sell appliances,
re, dishes, cooking utensils, line
nice oak dresser, libraryfurnitu
antiques,
table,
.bed, spool
bed,lamp table, iron slullets, pie safe, rockers. walnut 6
and other [terns
For triformation

Chester's Auction Service,
Lynn Grove, Kentucky,435-4

128

t

HOUSE OF OLE

Expert Furniture Stripping and Refinishing
1-527-7941

Open from 8-5. Free Pickup and Delivery
Benton,Kentucky

200 N. Main

AUCTION SALE

Saturday, July 21st at 10 a.m. at the home of
Mrs.
Alma Cooper. Come to Lynn Grove, turn
north on
-Highway 893, V's miles, follow signs or turn
sou
off Highway 121 near Coldwater onto Highway
89
and go one mile.
- -

E

Mrs. Cooper is moving to town into a small
e
house. Will offer for sale an almost new GE
frost
free refrigerator, electric stove, chrome
dinette set
-old dishes; old green rose petal pitcher,
other oil,
pitchers, oil lamps, old oak telephone box,
old hi:
head board, oak bed with roll foot board, old
11 s • x
with curve foot board, night stands, odd table
s, g•
recliner,3 couches and chairs,one maple couch I
an.
chairs,coffee and end tables, washer and dryer
, ol•
coffee mill, old and good T-model Ford
tool box.
porch swing, good carpet, 5 tires and wheel
s for
Dodge truck, 12' aluminum V-bottom boat and
10 hp
motor and trolling motor, John Deer
e riding
mower, 70 series with snow blade, good
push
mower,three point hitch pickup, disc, old jugs,
jars,
and churn.
This is only a partial Listing. Eats and
drinks
available. Not responsible for accidents. For
more

FOUR
MILES north on
Penny Road, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday. Old glass,
rockers, items added daily.
FIVE PARTY carport sale.
Saturday only. 8 til ?•
Household items, clothing,.
odds and ends. On Highway
280 across road on East
Elementary school.
FOUR PARTY yard sale..
Saturday, 8 til ?. North 16th
Street extended, 2.2. miles
north
of
121
bypass.
Children's clothes, infant
dressing
table, furniture,
crafts, much more. Also
have Amway Products.
Cancel if rains.
GARAGE SALE at William's
Body Shop,- Industrial Road,
open every Friday and
Saturday New items every
week.
SIX PARTY yard sale,
Thursday and Friday. Name
brand clothes, large sizes,
toys; children's clothing, 902
Clayshire in Gatesborough

Near Hazel - 2 BR.,
home, large kitchen,
separate dining. 2 acre
lot, a real bargain at
$12,900.

Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.

mahogany wlyot-not, golf clubs, tennis
racquets. gun rack, set of weights, TV. Avon bottles, stereo, potted plants, new vacu
um
cleaners, 2 oak lamp tables, Samsonite
card
table and 4 chairs, lamps, set of 1842,Rog
ers
silverware.
Very nice oak wig dresser, half and full size
oak beds, loveseat, wicker rocker, fiesta, set
of 4 dining rhairs, old wood theatre seats
, set
okro agate marbles, plus '7 gallon others,
kerosene, GWTW lamps, collector
phono
albums and singles, tea kettle, dutch oven
,
bean pots, churn, coke trays, Nippon,
RS
PTUSSTO Wardrobe, antique
train tracks and
accessories, tea cart, coo coo clock, toys,
beam bottles, straight razors (perfect),
mahogany desks, oak library toble, butte
r
rrialds, preserve stand, cedar lined waln
ut
chest, walnut lyre table; large stool in
cut
velvet, oak chest w/mirror above, quilts
8 old
iewelry, and misc. other .
items._ ,incjuding
depression gloss.
Not responsible for accidents, detailed
announcements day of sole, lunch
(wallah* for
information and your auction need
s, call:

AUCTIONEERS
lholl W.(Frosty) Miler
4924594

Terry Shewmaker
436-5327

•

••••

"We Sell America"... Right Here In Calloway Co
unty.

11111

THE .
FAMILY IN MIND

BUILT WITH

AN
Fifty one acres and older horrie located near
Center Ridge, house has 3 bedrooms,
den, fireplace
and rustic wooded lot. Of the 51 acres
35 are in
timber and the rest in pasture.
There's approximately 1550 ft. of TVA frontage
plus two
frontage roads. Property has
development
potential. Qgskii„ $54,900 additional
98 acres
available if desired at $525 per acre.

large mechanics tool chest and tools,
movie
projector, and film splicer, 2 lawn mowe
rs (1
self-propelled w gross catcher) skill sow,
2

extension ladders, oak table and
choirs,
school bells
washstand, kitchen clock,

1111111Millil
Motion I Illt
1111 11 It'll

1

auctions held jointly

AUCTION

11111111
11114 1111
1.1

WE BRING PEOPLE HOME

435-4144, Lynn Grove, Ky.

Saturday, July 21, at 10 a.m., rain or
sRTneat- Mr---and--Mrs.. Joe' Knight- home at 206
Woodlawn, Murray, Ky.(cool, shaded lot).
Will sell: nearly new living room
suit,
recliner. typewriter and stand, hydra
ulic jciik,

"11
"111111 1I111111411 hl
1 zi,lI
ismpli
tt1,10'
11111111
111411
1111111111
1

Everybody Smile

Dan Miller
Auctioneer
Auctioneer, Dam Farris. App., Auctioneer All real
elude
with Boyd-Maioro Real Estate
"OCR SERVICE DOESN'T COST, IT PAYS"

114,1111 ntt 1111811111 11/11111111

TWO adjoining lots
totaling 122' frontage
on Lakewood Rd. in
Bay-wood Vista. Can
be
purchased
- separately for $2,250
each or together for

information call

Das

It's'a_picture of satisfaction. And it all
started with a picture of the home itself
in
our Homes For Living magazine, the
best
way to reach home buyers. It shows
pic
lures, descriptions and prices to
families
here and those moving here from
out of
tOwniIt's all part of our belonging
to
Homes For Living Network, an affili the
ation
.caf 2,000 offices in 9.000 commu
nities
throughout the United States and
Canada.
Together, we publish more than one
-and
a-half million Homes For Living magaz
ines ..
each month. So whether you're buyin
g -or
selling - here or anywhere else there's a
Homes For Living magazine to help
you.
It's all part of the picture that
will
satisfy you.
Call us today.

Nice living quarters.
Store had 3,300 sq. ft.
all fixtures & equipment inside goes with
property. Located on
641 S.

ALTERNATIVE TO RENTING

Rented dollars are wasted dollars. This
three bedroom home affords the privacy
your family needs, and allows you to invest
those otherwise wasted rental payments.
Located us block from Carter School.
Features a nice family room, lots of
storage space, extra garage and chain link
fence in backyard, and plenty of shade.
Priced at $39,900.

ii

PRICE REDUCED $6500
,Excellent investment opportunity with
this

large older home near downtown Murray.
Excellent room arrangement
for
professional offices or apartments. Also
garage apartment behind main home
included In this investment package. Price
now only $47,500.

Mom will enjoy the spaci
ous kitchen. Dad
can snooze in his favorite
chair by the
fireplace in the den. The
kids will have a
ball in the large recreation
room, and your

guests will feel

welcome in the living
recall,formal dining room and
on the arbor
covered patio. everyone
will sleep comfortably in the four bedrooms.
Many other
features, and located in
one of the nicest
neighborhoods in town.
Compare at any
price.

A HOME FOR THE
"HOUSE WISE"

WE Hft 616 FAMILY!
This lovely house at 8(t7 Sunny
Lane has •5
bedrooms, I baths and a walkout
den in
basement, near shopping and in
city school
district. Has 2,800 sq. ft. of living area
and central gas heat and central electric
air. Possession
with deed. Only $57,500.

NEW LISTING
Sparkling 4 bedroom home in Canterbury
Estateg,this home has "everything," or in
other words all the "extras" that spell
comfortable and convenient family living
for its proud owners. Priced in upper 60's.

Energy efficient 4 bedroom tri-level home
located in Sherwood Forest. This quality
home features a formal dinin
g room,
spacious kitchen and family room with
fireplace opening vale* tree shaded
patio.

Central gas heat, central air, extra large
lot 1581E160. Priced in the $60's.

LIFE CAN BE BEAUTIFU
L
in this attractive 3 bedroom
home in

Lynnwood Estates. Interior is tastef
ully
decorated, and exterior features
12 x 18
wooden deck and attractive rock
garden.
The home pleases the eye
and the price
pleases the budget at only $42,50
0.

GREATLOOKING OUTSIDE

. 1607 College Farm Road,2
bedroom 1 bath house
suita

ble for investment property.
Within walking
distance of MSU,has recently been
has siding addeti. Asking $21,500. reroofed and

JOHN SMITH REALTOR
Village Center, US
641 N.
Phone 753-7411
Ron Talent 7$3-9894
Joe Kennon 436-S
676

OR

Anytime

Lou Ann Philpot 7
53-6843
Janke Austin 15311674

GOOD LOOKING INSIDE
See this large three bedroom home and fall
In love with Ow big closets, two beautiful
,baths, and cozy den. Light and bright is
,
this house and it is located in
.Gaiesborough You'll like it. Priced at
172,500.

WIFE PLEASER
Three bedrooms, 1"z bath, den with
fireplace, fenced yard and lovely covered
deck for those outdoor cookouts. You'll
ove the landscaping too. Double-wide
paved driveway, priced-at $39,500.

711 Main
Murray, Ky.
753-1222
(24-Hour Phone)

PLEASING PERSONALITY

This sharp home is fresh on the
market

and offers it new owner a fresh
start in
comfortable living alarm and
personality
abound in this home, located
on Olive
Street. Priced at $30,000.

Evenings Call:
Geri Andersen 153-7932
George Gallagher 753-8129
Bill Kopperud 753-1222

Don Bailey 759-4577
Bill Rayburn 159-4900
Shirley Wilford 193-3043

.„
•
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53. SERVICES OFFERED
53. SERVICES OFFERED 53. SERVICES OFFERED
MITCHELL BLACKTOP DUSHHOGING AND yard
NEED LAWN mowed? Call
1979 HONDA ACCORD LX, PING,
STRETCH
driveways and small work. Call 753-6123.
492 8419
OLD TIMER
Purdom Thurman
3,000 miles, $6800 Call 753 lobs a speciality,
your budget with this well
also Pet WILL DO plumbing, heating $4C FREE COLUMN
2'269
or 753 2266.
ching
and
maintenance
three
seal
coating.
753
built,
low
Insurance & Real Estate
and a ir,conditioning, repairs FREE! FOUR half Persian
1972
MONTE
bath
CARLO, 1537.
one
bedroom,
and remodeling around the kittens, 7 weeks old, all solid
soons,d. cow,Squore
running good. Call 753-6255.
outside
home . 8 x 12
MOBILE HOME anchors. home, such as, painting, white with a little gray on the
I...just
4
mMurray, Kentucky
acre
storage..)
1979 THUNDERBIRD, 4500 Aluminum and fiberglass carpentr y,and concrete. 753- head. Litter trained. Call 753
miles from town., Priced in
miles. 65995 Call 753-4330.
underpinning, white, beige, 2211 or 753 9600.
5883
753-4451
520's For more information
Roofs sealed.
1972 TWO DOOR GRAND and brown
YOUR TREES could be 57. WANTED
by
753 1492. Offered
call
Torino, 351
VS. green Also patio awnings, open or silently suffering from insect
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
metallic with vinyl tOP, screened in, with or without attack and or fungus disease. WANTED FARM families,
NICE MOBILE home, 12s65
interested in a top notch
Also
carports,
WHETHER YOU rent or
automatic, power brakes and windows.
with 2 bedrooms, 2 baths
A new method of pesticide
group
medical
AN ALTERNATE
whether you buy...You pay
steering, bucket seats, ac, single and double sizes. Jack injection to your trees can niajor
Completely remodeled and
hospital coverage Call Steve
for the house you occupy!
some furniture along with
radio, new steel belted Glover, 753 1873 after 6 prn.
correct most of these Payne, office 753 7273, home
TO RENTING
Stop supporting your lanradials, 20 plus mpg. 753 ROOFING, REMODELING, problems easily and quickly.
stove and refrigerator stays
759 1134.
dlord and see this 2 bedroom
7817.
with sale. Nice lot, ap
Rented dollars are
painting interior and ex
Scientific and effective. Call
nice
today.
Located
on
frame
proximately .1.30x108 A good
certified. WANTED. LADY to quilt
1971 TRIUMPH TR-6, low tenor Anything to do with today,
EPA
dollars.
This
wasted
quiet street. It's just waiting
buy at only $10,000. Nelson
mileage, good shape Call carpentary we can do it. Kelley's Termite & Pest standard size quilt. Call 435three bedroom home
for you Priced in the mid
snroat Company 759,1707
Reasonable rates. 20 years Control, Inc., 100 South 13th 4597 after 5:30 pm.
753,4440.
now
753
Call
teens.
privacy
experience. Senior Citizens Street, Murray, KY 42071. WAtijED. 10 GA. Ithaca
affords
the
Looking For
50.
USED
TRUCKS
Loretta
Offered
by
1492..
discount. Phone 753-2418, 8 Phone 753-3914. 33 years of auto. shotgun. Call Paris,
your family needs, and
1978
CHEVY
VAN, am til 9 pm.
Jobs Realtors.
An Investment/
experience in pest control.
642 1758 after 7 pm.
customized by Winnebago_
, allows you to invest
WET
BASEMENT? We
Look no further. be- - irthose. -otherwise
Call 759..4459 after 5 pm.
make wet basements dry;
UniteCI F Oil • Sy n(1.4114
Homes Don't
.1962 CHEVROLET SIX work completely guarenteed.
the first owner of this
rental
wasted
Grow, But
cylinder step side pickup. Call or write Morgan Consparkling new duplex;
payments. Located
S450. Call 7534530.
struction Co., Route 2, Box
Families Do...
all appliances furblock from Carter
1969 CHEVROLET PICKUP. 409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
cablevision
few
Cure.'
nished,
a
conwell
this
and
Call
753-9235
after
4
call
day or night, 1-442 7026.
pm.
School. Home features
equipped, fully car1973 CHEVY
structed energy efCHEYNNE WILL HAUL driveway white
a nice family room,
Super pickup truck, a.s and rock and Ag lime, also have
peted, tenants waiting
46. HOMES FOR SALE
ficient home has the
lots of storage space,
43. REAL ESTATE
brakes, tilt wheel,$1250. Also any type of brown or white
to pay you rent. Be the
room
allow
space
to
a Ranger camper with walk Pea gravel. Call Roger
extra garage and
one to receive the
growing
through back door, for long Hudson, 753,6763 or 753-4545.
for a modern
chain link fence in
PINEBLUFF SNORES
Ainley Auction &
bed truck. $225. 753-6971
benefit of this income
Four
WILL
DO sewing and
family.
backyard, and plenty
LAKESIDE NOME
Realty
Sales
1966 DODGE PICKUP, 6 alterations for the public.
producing property.
dining
bedrooms',
of shade. Priced at
COL IN111111
Bedrooms, 2 baths,
2
cylinder straight shift, ex Nancy Copeland 753-4699.
Call Guy_Spann Realty
room, living room,
urtioneer Realtor cellent running condition.
$39,900.
central air, electric
Appraiser
753-7724.
5275. 753-8120,
den, large recreation
Fla-4904 4.79-2986 _ 479-3713
fireplace,
20
x
heat,
22
1968 DATUSN PICKUP. 1968
room, beautiful kitSouth Fulton Tenn
Ford pickup. Also a grader
foot garage, mud room,
chen & lots of closet
blade with 3 point hitch. 916
covered patio, covered
space. Call Guy Spann
North 18th.
deck, 100 ft. lake fronRealty 753-7724.
1969 EL CAMINO 396 Super
Sport. 400 turbo, trantage, stairs and floating
smission needs motor work.
cloak.(502) 436-2495.
S1000. Call 474-2257.
1968 FORD TRUCK, one
owner, 60,000 miles. $795.
47. MOTORCYCLES
Phone
753-4445.
HONDA 350, 1973, FOUR
cylinder. Good condition. 1975 GMC SIERRA Grande
FROM
MILES
offer.
Call
pickup,
low mileage, priced
5
753$550 or best
to sell. 753.7477.
2951.
THE COURT SQUARE
1974 YAMAHA 125 DIRT 1979 JEEP PICKUP.
58 acre farm with a
' automatic, one owner,
bike. Call 435-4429.
BUILT WITH
1974 YAMAHA 500 MX in miles. Call 436.2427.
two bedroom house.
THE FAMILY
1972 VW VAN, new radial
Octed condition. 435 4383 Farm has 28 acres of
IN MIND
tires, AM radio, 30,000 miles.
48. AUTO. SERVICE
tendable land and
Manufacturer's rebuilt
49. USED CARS
Mom will enjoy the
more that could be
engine. $1200. Call 759-1159.
1975 BONNEVILLE WITH 51. CAMPERS
spacious kitchen. Dad
cleared. Some good
extras. Good , tires. $2150.
can snooze in his
HAIL DAMAGED clearance
timber. Several fruit
Phone 753.4445
sale. Many units at cost.
favorite chair by the
strawberry
trees
and
BLUE 1967 VOLKSWAGEN, White's Camper Sales,
located
in
home
room
level
8
2
this
East
Will be yours in
fireplace in the den.
square back, good condition. 94 Highway,
beds.
Murray. 753.
Panorama Shores. This well constructed home is on
Call 492-8604.
The kids will have a
0605.
1979 CUTLASS SUPREME, VENTURE POP-UP
a shaded lot and is ready for occupancy. The floor
ball in the large „LS. FARMS FOR SALE
camper
70 ACRES. 30 CROPLAND, T-t0p,' $6900. Call 733-2414 or with canopy, stove, and ice
plan would allow it to be divided into two completely
recreation room, and
759-1518.
base,
tobacco
acres
1.9
box.
Excellent condition.
MAYFIELD, KENTICKY
private apartments for added income. Call us
your guests will feel
tobacco barn. $550 per acre 1976
CHEVY
MALIBU $1250. Can 753,0011.
today.
or can purchase with 3 Classic,
V8 52. BOATS &
4-door,
welcome in the living
MOTORS
bedroom brick nouse. (901) automatic, air conditioned,
room, formal dining
782-34522.
power steering and brakes, 1978 16 FT. VIP ski boat. 135
the arbor
good condition, 71,000 miles. hp Johnson outboard motor.
..;
46. HOMES FOR SALE
Must sell! Call 753-8030 after
TRACTORS
co
r
wvmean
r eddon
LOVELY THREE bedroom S2700. Phone 436-2165.
5 pm.
1066
IHC,
(C&A).
(Du
Shaft),
(Du
Hyd), (TA). (New 18 408 Reg Tread Tires), (2,471 Hrs.), ((xtra Sharp)"•1066 INC,
SALE: 1977 silver
brick home. Heated garage, FOR
Everyone win sleep
(18 408 R & C Rubber).(Du Shaft).(Du. Hyd )
•"1466 INC,(18 438 Rubber).(3-point).(!,de Fronte")066 INC,(Wide
room,-.. large ,,living Corvette, good condition. 16' GLASSPAR, 45 HORSE
comfortably in , the _ family
Chrysler
front)
(Du
motor,
(3-pt).
16
ft.
Moody
Shaft),
(TA).
(2700
HrS), MRS)(SharP)•••966 INC (TA). (Wide Front). -pt.)•••706 IHC,(Ds') (Wide
room, storage building and Call 435-4429,
tilt trailer, $450. 753-6973.
Front),(Du Shaft).(3-pt ). 118 438 Reg Tires), (TA).(Sharp)"•706 INC.(Gas),(Du Sha ,(3-pt) (1A)"706 INC. (Gas),
four bedrooms. Many
more. Ideal location /for FOR SALE or trade: 1940
(Narrow Front)•••706 IHC, (Dsl ), (Wide Front) (Du Shaft), (TA), (3-ottr•175 MF, (Remote Valve) (Spin-out wheels).
ily near Murray High. Chevy street- rod, 350 53. SERVICES OFFERED
other features, and
f
(Power
Steering), (Sharp)"•154 Cub Low Boy, (With 60'' 114C Belly Mower)"•520 John Deere (With 3-pt hitchi•••806
w 540's. Call today afker 4 automatic. Also 1953 Chevy, A P PLtANCE.andRE
P coR;
airAl
n.
located in one of the
INC. (Os)). (Wide' Front).(3-Pt 1 (Du Shaft•"1805 Mt. (C&A), (523 Hrs ), (30 5L-32 Reg Rubber), (3208 Cat engine). (3753-6245.
pm,
1956 Buick: Phone 437-4817 refrigeration
nicest neighborhoods
pt.),(Shaft), (Triple hyd),(Extca Sharp)•••140 INC.(With fast hitch, plow, disc and cult.).(Sharp)•••1900 Oliver, (Os).),.
.
clitioning. Call Bill Rollins,
--S1X- ROOM.older home with- after 7:30 pm.
(3-pt.), (Wide Frobt)"•165 Mt. (Dsl ), (Power Steering). Sharpr"Two . Super A Fvmall, (With Cultiyator)•••A formal',
in town. Compare at
adjoining 2 room apartment FOR SALE: 1970 wrecked 753-0762.
(With hyd lift and cultiyator)•••11 Farmall,(With Gultivatorl•••1HC Super C"•Two - INC Super M Farmall•••Two - til Far
for extra income. 308 North batsun 1600 Roadster, $300. ADDITIONS, REPAIR work,
any price.
mall•"Three - H Farmall•"450 IHC"•B Allis Chaloters"*Two 60 John Deere"WD-45 Allis Chalmers (Wide Front)
6th. Phone 1-247 3946.
10x12 cabin tent Used one circulating fireplaces,
(With
du hyd Loader)•••
roofing, insurance work. Call
UNUSUAL HOUSE with 2 time, $120. GE AM-FM
huge bedrooms, wall to wall track tape player witli fur- Murray Remodeling, 753carpet, real wood paneling, ntable, 2 speakers, and 5167.
fireplace, central atr-anct- stand, $75. Call 753-0212 after BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
aiMBEVES
heat, sundeck, furnished on 5 pm 753,1207.
Generalhome remodeling:
Drop Anchor
.250 Mt.(0s1 I. (C&A), 124 5x32 Reg Rubber),(Chopper),(16' Plat.),(Pickup Reel),(Hdr control).((xtra Shorp)•••510MF
double lot near Antioch 1973
framing,
aluminum
FIREIIIRD, LOW
siding,
(DM). (Cab), (Pickup Reel), (Hyd Reel Litt). (13' Quick Attach P1.1 1, (Hdr control), (Chopper), )28 1126 Rubber).
Resort, $24,950. Call (901) mileage. Formula. Call 753- gutters, and roofing. Call 181
ae
:0
ta 4
4
4
,..$41/14'
(Shar?"4400 ID. (DsI.). (Cab), 113' Plat),(Floating cutter bar). (Pickup reel) (Hyd reel drive) (Chopper) (Grain tank
642 7518 after 5 pm
395.4967 or 1-362-4895.
1864.
ext.). (Rotary Screen). 123 1o26 Rubber),(With 443 Corn Head1"•715 INC (Hydro Drive), (Cab),(15' Platt(Hdr
Coo'
S
Rookeroot
0 CAPTAIN LARRY
trot), (Hyd Reel Privet (Chopper), (23 1126 Rubber), (Sharp)*"4400 JO (Cab). (13' Plat). (Hdr
BACKHOE WORK, septic
control), (Pickup reel),
(Grain tank ext ). (Chopper),(23 1x26 Rubber), (With 344 corn head), (Sharp11"7)5 INC. (Cab). (14' Plot),(Pickup
tanks, gravel and dirt
reel).
.(Hyd Reel drive),(ffdr Control) . (Chopper) (23 1x26 Rubber)"•815 INC, (Hydro
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
Drive). (Cab), (15' Plot), (ChoPPVJ
--iNellultReert.I+10 Reel Drivel-(.2llk26_Rubber)***715, INC, (Cab). (13' Plat ), (Hdr control). (Hyd reel drive)"403
WORK
and
BACK HOE
INC. (Cab), (12' Plat )"•660 Case (Cab), (10' Plat )"•55 JO (Cab). (Chopper), (Hyd reel lift),
bulldozing. 437,4533. after 8
Nom Style Copilot
(Pickup Reef), (12'
Plat )
...40 D (cab), (10'
Every Friday Night At
Plat). (With 2-row Corn Head) ••303 INC (13' Plat),(228 Corn Hea4)•"403 INC (13' Plat
pm,354-8161.
).
.(Cab)
°
"410
Mt
from your boot Of
(13'
Plat
).
(Cab).
Auction
House,
(Pickup
(Hdr
reel).
control). (14yd reel lift), (Chopper)"•300 Mt (12' Plat). (Pickup
--Loh Froth V eighles 10
CARPET CLEANING, at
reel),(Cab) Hdr control).(Hyd reel lift)***203 INC (12' Plat ).(Cab)*••45-1 0 (12' Plat ),
(Cab).(floater SOfthis)**950reasonable rates. Prompt
ris, Tennessee.
from per ear
1.0.,(13' Plat),(Cab), (Hdr contror"45 1.0 (12' Plot).(New Enginer"91 IHC(10' Plot.),(Cab).***12
and eff icient service. Custom
RH (10' Put),
Captain Tarry says "If dud
(Robot Control?'*300 MF(13' Plat),(Cab).(Hdr control)'"
Duncan
(Cab).
couch,
Phye
This
week
we
have
Duncan
Carpet
Care.
489-2774,
- •
-good o' coaillreaaldie;
..
chiffarobe,
picoak
chairs,
Phye
tables,
old
rocker,
CARPET CLEANING, free
srboil Is? `
I
.....,-=
estimates,
satisfied
4
BreakfaN
tures, mirrors, rugs, stove, refrigerator, freezer,
IPF
,,,
a
c,
FIELD EQUIPMENT
references, V ibra-Vas-steam
aaytima
recliner, 2 nice Oriental rugs, lots of glass, dishes,
A/
John Deere-BW. 13' Wheel Disc"•New 213 Ficklirrtrayity Flow Grain Wagon (With New Goby 8-ton Gear)'"•IHC Grain
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
odds and ends.
Drill(16 hole),(Double Disc)••• 3--58 INC 84001 Planters (One with Moniter)•"2--AC 4 row Planters (with fert (**466
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827 or
INC Planter*"311 Ford 4-row Planter (With Fen.)***4443--le4en Deere Planter (With Fert and Insecticide)*"494 John
753-5816.
Don't Miss It!
krNeutaik..iiiritalseeted at o_rt Kea Barilgia Grand
Deere Planter (With Fert)"'fohn Blue Fert Spreader (Tandem Wheels). (PTO driyelmLliston 6' Pull Type Rotary Cut.'
COMPARE AND save on
ter'"Case 21' Wheel Disc (Hyd Wing Fold)***22 Mt Corn Head•"Athens 12' Wheel Disc (New Blades)'"Graham 5'
chain link fencing. Circle A
Pull-Type Chisel Plow"lohn Deere 14 Hole Grain Drill••••lohn Deere 8 Grain Drill•"200-TY4 INC Manure
Fencing. 7534407.
0278, Auctioneer
Spreader"•lohn Deere 5' Tandem Drag Disc•"616 New Holland Silage Cutter."•2-111rTwine Tie PTO Balers"•New
CONCR •TE & BLOCK work.
500
Series INC 10' Wheel disc'••John Deere BW-19. Wing Disc"•Krause 18. Wheel Disc (Hyd Folt)***2001 IHC,Hyd
Block garages, basements,
Loader*"47 INC Twine Tie PTO Baler'"IHC 4,rorw Rotary Hoe***Thrifty 4-Row Spring Shank Cultrators***IPIC 5' 3
driveways, walks, patios,
pt Rotary Cufter•"Sunflower 5' Pull-Type Rotary Cotter•••2--New 21' Dunham Lehr Single Rollers•"370 INC 10' Wheel
steps, free estimates. 753isc***470 INC 164 'Wing Disc"•Tuft Line IT Wheel- Disc•"Ford 16 Wing Disc"'AC 15' Wing Discmluff line 15'
_5476.
Wing Disc•••John Deere BW-16''Wing Disc*"37A INC 10 Wheelthsc•••Ford 12- Wheel Dise"Cese 4 btm 3-point
CARPENTRY
SERVICE.
HOMEOWNERS
Plow•••John Deere 3 btm 14- 3-pt Spring Trip Plow•"IHC 3 btm 14- 3-pt Spr'ing /rip Plow•••101 Ford 3 btm 14Whatever your needs, old or
RELOCATION
3-pt Spring trip Plow*"2--118 ford 4.btm 14- 3-pt Spring Trip Plow*" Mt 4 btm 14- 3-pt Spnitg Trip Plowt"*MF 3
NEW OFFICE HOURS
SERVICE
new, quality work. Call 753btm 14- 3-pt. Spring Trip'Plow••• John Deere 5 xI6 Spring Trip Semi Plow"•MF 6v16" Spring Trip Semi Plow"•541
0565.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 730 til 5:00
INC 3 btrn 14- 3-pt Spring Trip Plow•••420111C 2 btm 14- 3-pt Spring Trip Plow•"MF 3 btm 14- 3-pt Spring Trip
DO
YOU
need
stumps
Price of
Plow"••Ferg 3 btm 14- 3-pt Spring Trip Plow•"Ford 2 -Wm 14" 3-pt Spring Trip Plow"•1-Row 3 pt Ctiltiyator•••1removed from your yard or
-New 2Rovr Holled Tobacco Setter•••118 ford 5 btm 14" 3-pt Spring Trip Plow"42-New 3-pt Pond Scoops***2-New •
ILAIRCUT $2.00'
land cleared of stumps? We
PRICE SHAVE $1.75
6' 3-pt 8lades*"400 INC Cyclo 4-Row Planter•••New Idea Haybine with 9' Elar"-*Dunham Lehr Wheel Harrow***Ford.
Per beeplftl I Mow cis *um md 733-3413 goo dr! in ohm:* Nelry
can remove stumps up 10 24'
Uniors
18' Wing Disc•••252 Oliver 12 Wheel Disc••••Burch 10' Wheel Disc"*IHC 10' Offset Wheel Disc•"470 INC 16' Wing
below the ground, leaving
I. '"John Owe
\-only sawdust acuichips slt
Cb%C."-2350-INC Loa4m,-14±i.-84o.kat,-.00--I44-•-•12000-414G teNterl±qiett-6,for free estimate, Steve Shaw,
Doc*"Yord 2-Row Spring Shank Cultnator***111C 3 btm Trailer Plow"'?' Pull-Type Rotary atter'••114C 7' 3.pt Cycle
753-9490 or Bob Kermit 135Mowert"Two--Holland 2-row 3-pt Transplanters"•Big Roll 3-pt Bale Carrier•••Holland 1-row Transplanter'"16' Mid
Serving The Entirp Purchase Area
4`341.
West Harrow•••8' Weldon Blade, with 10 Mounting Brackets•••Camble 300 gal 3-pt Boom Sprayer'"550 INC, PTO
DRIVEWAYS
AND
-parking
WINGO
MURRAY
Manure Spreader, with hyd tail gate***250 Bushel Grain-O-Vator Grain Cart'••370 INC II Wheel Disc•••
MAYFIELD
areas, white rocked and
Business Is Being Done"
gradecrAll kinds pea gravel.
-Do Business
Free
Clifford
estimates.
Garrison, 753,5.129 afier 4 pm.
All
GROOMING.
DOG
ALL TRACTORS. COMBINES AND EQUIPMENT
EVERY PIECE LISTED IN THE ADVERTISEMENT WILL
By appointment.
breeds.
LISTED IN THIS SALE ARE LOCAL FARMERS NEW
DEFINITELY REIN THIS AUCTION AND WILL SELL
Pick up and delivery. Connie
46QUIPMENT TRADE INS.
AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION RULES!!!
Lampe,436.2510.
43. REAL ESTATE

•
3 1661
is an
in be
lex at
Each
two
lying
and
. heat,
new
stove
Cd

DT

In

Only

Young
t of Hatd,spool

e,

RESINS
FOR
1:1 116
49. USEO CARS

43. REAL ESTATE

753-1222

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

'There's nothing wrong with us, J.B., that
loopholes couldn't

3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 15Q 19cated a
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newl
carpeted. Priced at $27,000.

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

PF,TRUD

Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.

753-1222

7531222

tot
in

!•st

ic
es

of

he
on
'es

Id-

les

'or
sa
will

LIVING AT IT'S LEVEL BEST

TUESDAY,JULY 24, 1979 10 A.M. RAIN OR SHINE
FORD-RICHARDSON,INC. TRACTOR CO.

jit
,fiillikl•M‘kw-Vklitpli
OP

y
.

Dad
r t66
IV, a

LOW

lying
Lrbor
comither
icest
any

fir

Specializing in Family Style Service
Come as you arel

AUCTION SALE

lit

Rivers1
P

James E. Travis,

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

Where

fully
x 18
rdert.
price

1

REDUCED-REDUCED-REDUCED
513 Beale - This neat 2 bedroom home, electric
heat, carpeted, kitchen appliances included.
Perfect for small family - you can buy this and
pay less than rent. Only $22,900.00 less than
la-cement cost.

Located on County Cork Drive in Gatesboro. It has
many features, all appliances included 3 bedroom,
and bath, master bedroom is 28 x 15. It has a large
deck and plenty of storage. It was built in October.
Reason for selling is sickness. Call 753-2888 if you
would like an appointment.

111

iarket
art in
mality
Olive

_
STRETCH YOUR DOLLARS
A well constructed older brick, 2story home that
offers, 4 bedrooms,formal dining, 2 fireplaces,
reading room, screened side porch, full
basement and central gas heat. Extra deep lot is
well landscaped. Priced at $39,500.00.

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE

Warren Shropshire 753-8277 Reuben Moody 753-9036 Homer Miller /53-7519
BR Hook 753-2387
Barbaro Erwin /53-4136
Audro Moody 753-9036

WEL0/4
and

Small Engine Service
Authorized Briggs and Stratton Dealer
Work Preformed On:
Lawnmowers,

tillers, chain saws, and minor repair
on Johnson and Evinrude outboard motors up to 35
hp.
Store Hours 7:30-5:00
Mon. thru Fri.
Sales and Service On Atlas
Lawnmowers & Tillers
PHONE 492-8519
HAZEL, KY. 42049

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
your
free estimates for
needs.
FOR YOU•R ^Oath link
needs, contact
fencing
Montgomery Ward. Free
estimates. 753.1966.
home
FOR
YOUR
alterations, repair, and
new
homes
remodeling, also
and commercial, call 7536123.
Sears,
BY
GUTTERING
Sears continous gutters
your
per
installed
specifications
Call - Sears
753.23)0 for free estimates
HOME REPAIR'S; exterior
and interior painting, car
small
work,
pentry
masonary jobs, decks and
Patios built, rooms paneled
4918615.
HUGH OUTLAND rdoilihg,'
excellent references. Call
753-1486 and ask for Shelley.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
tooting billk.
Call Sears, 753 2310, forfree
estimates,
KEN'S LAWNMOWER
uth 4th. Fast
0o
, 718
753 7S
4o
service.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas inktallation, will do
Plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753 7203.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
Having trouble getting those
small electrical jobs done?
calls are our
Service
yCall Ernest
s
Wpheicteia7Iit
s36605

Ill 1 II

WI sq.",

111.,t111 Fs"'
41411
%
507
-

THIS IS A C0MPLfUgg0 EQUIPMENT DISPERSAL
FOR DIE INTEINNTIOWAL HARVESTER DEALER IN
MAYFIELD, NENTUCKY

4RA' 101
FoR

441.4.NPIR Nod 4\11 $4 414F 11.4%.% To Bt. WIThI S T1 ENI)4
4 TIC t' ARM la 44 111Nt
4Itsol.1 71. 41111(1V

III.) 24. 1974

a DANNY FLOOD AND RUDY KEMP WILL BE TRADING
I FOR MORE USED EQUIPMENT IN ON NEW TRAC I
I TORS AND COMBINES RIGHT UP TO SALE TIME
WHICH WILL ALSO BE ADIND TO THIS AUCTION.
f

TERWs

,L,h,

riihier .4

fhe, k

cot'

JAMES R. CASH.
The ,4uctioneer
Foley Farm. Kentucky
Ph

.50242.3-84456 or .5024)2.14,930

YOITLL LIRE DOING BUSINESS IIITTN ONE Of DIE NATION'S LENIN%
FARM MAO4INENY AUCTIONEERSOI SEE YOU TIENEOI
MOTEL ACCOMOOATIONSNOUDAY INN MAYFIELD KENTUCKY Pa 154121147 3700
PRIVATE AIRCRAFT ACCOMMODATIONS MAWII1D-CIAVES CO AIRPORT. minim. BY
PH 15071 741 6$14
MI Itsal Estate Archon N•441 lap*With Bord-Nairs Rool tams
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Area Wide
Gospel Sing
Is Sunday

I Funerals I
Funeral Is Today
.At Local Chapel
For Bion Poyner

ments will be sponsored by the

INTERNATIONAL
MANAGUA, Nicaragua
1API — The Sandinista junta.

Mrs. Grooms Dies
Wednesday; Rites
Scheduled Friday

'guard

melted

and

President Francisco Urcuyo
and other remnants of the
Somoza dictatorship fled.
Wedresigned
Urcuyo

2,

Puryear, Tenn. Her husband,
Cliff Grooms, to whom she

nesday,
replacing

was married on Oct. 2, 1920,
died April 4, 1970.
The deceased had been a

36

hours

exiled

after

dictator

Anastasio Somoza,and sped to
airport. His destiotion

the

was not known, there was no
confirmation he had left the
was
there
country, and

member of the North Fork
Baptist Church for 70 years,
and had also been active in the
WMU work of the church.
Born Nov. 25, 1897, in Henry

speculation his takeoff might
have been delayed until
daylight.

County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Johnny
Mathis Paschall and Nannie

flag flew over this northern
city as the rebel junta set up
shop for the first time on

Mrs: _Enloe

Tarkington, Route 2, Puryear,,,
Nicaraguan soil and declared
Tenn.; one son, Berthal
Leon its provisional capital.
Grooms, Fraser, Mich.; four
members of the
Four
great
five
grandchildren;
of
Government
guerrillas'
.
grandchildren.
Reconstruction
National
One son, Johnny Wyatt
arrived Wednesday from San
Grooms, died in 1926, and one
Jose, Costa Rica where they
brother, Oman Paschall, died
in 1970.
The

funeral

had been waiting out the fall of
dictator Anastasio Somoza.
They told a news conference
the
planned to -move on to

' held
will 0

miles

Managua, 55
southeast,

to

the
the

as

soon
as ,

safe,

was

capital

national

WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON (API

—

Hamilton Jordan, taking over
as White House chief of staff,
ordered an evaluation of top
officials

while President
members

Cabinet

Carter's

waited today to learn whether
their resignations would be

Rev. Shanklin Will
Be Revival Speaker

NEW 'YORK (AP) — As the
price of gold raced past $300

welfare:

Michael

metal's lofty stature on world
liney markets may put it out

Brock

manufacturing consumers of

W.

Secretary

sportation

say small buyers will
likely change their habits if

NATIONAL

the .$302.40-an-ounce

NEW YORK AP) — Even
faced with long lines at ser-

price

vice

and

stations

gasoline

shortages, the top worry of
Americans is the ever-rising

-

Thirty-one percent of those

Layne

questioned Said the cost of
living was the top proem

Shanklin, as the

Rev.

speaker.

Services will be held at 7:30
each evening through Friday.
July 27. Special music will be
featured at each service.
The

public

is

invited

to

attenci, a church spokesman
said.

With Daily compounding the annual eflectise yield
is 5.65%. There is no minimum deposit and you earn
interest from date 01 deposit to day of withdrawal

4 Year Variatole Rate
Certificate of Deposit
the rate paid is set each month based on the 4 seat
iteld ({MVP by the US Treasurv tour rate is•
guaranteed lot5 seam

Money Market Certificate

Rate
9.25%

..facing

the

country

tay.

Energy was cited 1-c, 28 per-

Guard Units To
Forego Usual Out
Of State Training
most

Kentucky

from

Texas,

will

present

"The
The

and

Crucifixion

Resurrection" at the Christian
in
Church
Fellowship
Briensburg on Tuesday, July
cast

is

and

composed

of

graduates

of

F D431

No

admission
the

charged. anti

will

invited

Superb color performance
with RCA XL-100 reliability

be

will
public

is

to attend, a church

spokesti Ian said.

Mt. Carmel Church
Homecoming Sunday

• RCA s X tendedL Ile Chassis uses less energy on average than a 75watt bulb • Automatic Color Control works to keep colors consistent'
from channel to channel • Automatic Fleshtone Correction brings
varying tleshtones into a natural range • Super AccuL ine black matrix
picture tube • Automatic FineVTuning (AFT) pinpoints .the cdrrect
broadcast signal on each channel

train in Kentucky ,

Mt. Carmel. United
The
Gen. Billy
G.
Adjutant
Methodist Church wilt hold its
Wellman said that. in past
annual homecoming service
unity have
years, Kent-uck
on Sunday, July 22.
trained primarily in Texas
Sunday School for all ages
and Mississippi at sites with
be at 10 a.m., worship
will
the-best available terrain and
services will be at 11 a.m., and
equipment.
basket lunch will be served
By remaining in Kentucky, a
noon.'
at
units will save an
the
gospel singing will be held
A
estimated 147,000 gallons Of
afternoon featuring the
the
in
fuel. Wellman said, adding
Quartet, the
Neighbors
that plans are being made to
and other
Quartet,
Brewers
improve _training facilities
singers.
within the state.
The public is invited to
church spokesman
• attend
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LEON, Nicaragua (AP) —
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and
great

grandson, Chad Windsor.
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tti 15,000 stumps.

be

area senior citizens to attend.

Mrs.1
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SPECIAL Rough
EXTRA
_ _

a visit in June. Mrs. frigeborg king of
BOOK TRAVELS ACROSS ATLANTIC FROM MAYOR TO MAYOR - During
mayor, Dr. Josef Hoess, to give
Murray was presented a book on her hometown, Kempten. Germany, by the town's
is shown giving the book to
Hoess
Mayor
left,
At
Henley.
B.
to the mayor of her present home of Murray, Dr. Melvin
the local Welcome Wagon
is
who
King,
.
Henley.'Mrs
Mayor
to
book
the
presents
King
Mrs. King while at right, Mrs.
who was stationed in Gerserviceman
a
to
U.S.
marriage
hostess, moved to the United States in June 1953 after her
Mayor Hoess sends all
Murray.
to
moved
they
1974,
in
service
the
from
many, John F. King Following his retirement
Mrs. King visited
Christmas.
every
town
the
residents who have left the town of 60,000 a brochure and news about
Kempten,-Kempten
on
book
a
send
to
decided
he
and
ce
remembran
him to thank him personally for this annual
although she usually returns every
1 'Allg," to her present mayor. This was'Mcs. King's first visit home in eight years
four years.

Mrs.

Windsor,

Stamps,
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spokesman,

brother,

one

Starks;

1970 Pontiac Lemma
__
$99.00.

cording

Poyner; three- grandchildren—Mrs Charles Craig,
Paula

Julian Carroll's "Accent On

featured at the singing, ac-

Buren

Randall

1969 GMC tractor & car hauler extra nice (bargain)
$2,999.

and

Elkins and Mrs. Clara Starks.
and one son,- J. B. Poyner,

Mrs.

Resources, Commonwealth of

Twc0f America's greatest

He is survived by his wife,

Martin;

i

Kentucky, as a part of Gov.

gospel teams, The Statesmen

Mrs. Minnie Williams Poyner:
two daughters, Mrs. Otis

Ethel

1
'

JAN'S SPECIAL

Human

Elderly" Program.

carpenter.

and

of

Department_

Miller,

sisters,

•

State

admission and free refresh-

Poyner, 79, ,died
Mr.
Tuesday at 1;35 p.m. at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital. He was a retired

two

Th1'111111° Moab
1
- -••
'

This special event with free

Tidwell. Burial will follow in
the Scotts Grove Cemetery.

Outland

Murray

University.

Harold Jones, Alfred Jones,
Charles
Hale, and
Larry

Murray;

4:30 p.m. at the Lovett

Auditorium,

White is organist.
Serving as pallbearers are

Gladys

",

held Sunday, July 22, from
1:30 to

Dale officiating. Mrs. Oneida

D.

1.14 Nordemon Nix
Used Car and Used Truck Inventory Reduction Sole
15 Days Only, July l4tts-31st

An area wide Senior Citizens

chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev
Dr. David C. Roos and John

Poyner, I..
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The funeral for Bion Poyner
of Murray Route 4 is being
held today at 2 p.m. at the
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